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Entropy zero area preserving
diffeomorphisms of S 2

JOHN FRANKS

MICHAEL HANDEL

In this paper we formulate and prove a structure theorem for area preserving dif-
feomorphisms of genus zero surfaces with zero entropy and at least three periodic
points. As one application we relate the existence of faithful actions of a finite index
subgroup of the mapping class group of a closed surface †g on S2 by area preserving
diffeomorphisms to the existence of finite index subgroups of bounded mapping class
groups MCG.S; @S/ with nontrivial first cohomology. In another application we
show that the rotation number is defined and continuous at every point of a zero
entropy area preserving diffeomorphism of the annulus.
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1 Introduction and statement of results

Surface diffeomorphisms with positive entropy have been studied from both the hyper-
bolic dynamical systems point of view and the Nielsen–Thurston point of view. In this
paper we formulate and prove a structure theorem for area preserving diffeomorphisms
of genus zero surfaces with zero entropy. The area preserving assumption is a natural
one arising in many dynamical systems and it is an essential ingredient for most of
the dynamical structure we investigate here. The genus zero assumption is made to
simplify the problem. There should be a similar theory for higher genus and much of
what we show here may well be true for Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms in higher genus.

If N is a genus zero surface with finitely many boundary components and F 0W N !N

is a diffeomorphism, then collapsing each component of @N to a point produces a
homeomorphism F W S2! S2 which restricts to a diffeomorphism on the complement
of a finite set. For almost all of our analysis we can work directly with F instead of
F 0 and can even forget that F 0 is smooth but there are two (very important) steps (see
Section 4 and Lemma 8.9) when we must remember F 0 and make use of its smoothness.
With this in mind we make the following definitions.

Let � be a measure on S2 that is topologically conjugate to the Lebesgue measure. A
homeomorphism that preserves � is said to preserve area. Let P � S2 be a (possibly
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empty) finite set and let N be the genus zero surface obtained from S2 by blowing
up each element of P to a boundary circle. Inverting this process produces a quotient
map �P W N ! S2 that restricts to a diffeomorphism from int.N / to S2 nP and that
maps each component of @N to an element of P .

Define Diff�.S2;P / to be the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S2

that preserve �, that fix each element of P and for which there is a C1 diffeomorphism
F 0W N !N such that F�P D �P F 0 . Note that if P D∅ and � is a smooth volume
form, then Diff�.S2;P / is just the group Diff�.S2/ of C1 diffeomorphisms of S2

which preserve �.

There are certain elements of Diff�.S2;P / which are trivial from the point of view of
their periodic points. These include F 2Diff�.S2;P / of finite order and F for which
Per.F / contains only two points. It is known that an area preserving F must have at
least two fixed points (see Simon [26]). In the case that Per.F / contains exactly two
points, those points must be fixed. Blowing up the fixed points as above produces a
homeomorphism F 0 of the closed annulus with every point having the same irrational
rotation number (see Theorem 2.3). This is an interesting topic to investigate but is not
addressed in this article. For the remainder of this paper we make the following:

Standing hypothesis Assume that F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has infinite order and entropy
zero and that Per.F / contains at least three points.

Suppose that F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has zero topological entropy and that Fix.F / is the
set of fixed points for F . To enhance the topology of the ambient surface, we consider
MD S2 nFix.F / and f D F jMWM!M.

Disks in this paper are topological objects; they are not assumed to be round. Every
x 2M has a neighborhood B that is a free disk, meaning that B is an open disk and
that f .B/\B D∅. A very weak notion of recurrence for a point x 2M is to require
that there be n¤ 0 and a free disk B that contains both x and f n.x/. We will call
such points free disk recurrent and denote the set of these points by W0 . Each periodic
point is free disk recurrent; a nonperiodic x is free disk recurrent if and only if there is
a free disk B which intersects the orbit of x in at least two points. Clearly, if either
the ˛–limit set ˛.F;x/ or the !–limit set !.F;x/ contains a point which is not in
Fix.F / then x 2W0 . In particular the set W0 contains the full measure subset of M
consisting of birecurrent points. The set W0 is open and dense in M. It is technically
useful to work with sets that equal the interior of their closure so we define the larger
set W of weakly free disk recurrent points as follows. (We expect that W0 ¤W in
general but have not worked out a specific example.)
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For sets A � X we denote the interior of A with respect to X by intX .A/ and the
closure of A with respect to X by clX .A/. If X is understood then we drop it from
the notation and simply write int.A/ and cl.A/.

Definition 1.1 A point x 2M is free disk recurrent for f provided there exists n¤ 0

and a free disk B that contains both x and f n.x/. The set of free disk recurrent points
in M is denoted W0 . If W0 is a component of W0 and x 2M is in intM.clM.W0//,
then we say that x is weakly free disk recurrent. The set of weakly free disk recurrent
points in M is denoted W .

The main building block in our structure theorem is a partition of W into countably
many disjoint f –invariant annuli.

Theorem 1.2 Suppose F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, infinite order and at least
three periodic points. Let f DF jM where MDS2nFix.F /. Then there is a countable
collection A of pairwise disjoint open f –invariant annuli such that:

(1) U D
S

U2A U is the set W of weakly free disk recurrent points for f .

(2) A is the set of maximal f –invariant open annuli in M.

(3) If z 62 U , there are components FC.z/ and F�.z/ of Fix.F / so that !.F; z/�
FC.z/ and ˛.F; z/� F�.z/.

(4) For each U 2 A and each component CM of the frontier of U in M, FC.z/

and F�.z/ are independent of the choice of z 2 CM .

We emphasize the fact that replacing F by an iterate Fq changes M and hence
changes the annuli of Theorem 1.2.

Remark 1.3 If hW S2 ! S2 commutes with F then it preserves W and hence
permutes the open annuli in the family A.

To see how the elements of A arise, consider the special case that F is the time one map
of an area preserving flow �t . Given x 2M, choose a free disk neighborhood B of x

which is also a flow box for �t . It is an easy consequence of the Poincare–Bendixson
theorem that if the flow line for �t that contains x returns to B it closes up into a
simple closed curve �x . In particular, in this case the subsets W0 and W are equal
and coincide with the union of the periodic orbits of the flow which lie in M. Denote
the isotopy class of �x in M by Œ�x �. It is clear that �x depends only on the orbit of
x and not x itself and that if z 2B is sufficiently close to x then �x and �z cobound
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an annulus in M; in particular Œ�x �D Œ�z �. In this case U D fy 2W W Œ�y �D Œ�x �g is
the element of A that contains x .

For a second special case suppose that f is isotopic to the identity. Given x 2W0 ,
choose B and n as in the definition of free disk recurrent. If ft WM!M is an isotopy
between f0 D identity and f1 D f then the path �x �M defined by �x.t/D ft .x/

connects x to f .x/. The path �x ��f .x/ � � ��f n�1.x/ can be closed by adding a path
in B connecting f n.x/ to x . Up to homotopy in M, this closed path is a multiple of
some nonrepeating closed path �x . Using the hypothesis that F has entropy zero, one
can show (see the authors’ paper [11]) that the homotopy class of �x is represented by
a simple closed curve (also written �x ) that is independent of B; n and the choice of
isotopy ft . It is easy to see that if z 2B is sufficiently close to x then Œ�x �D Œ�z �. As
in the previous case, U D fy 2W W Œ�y �D Œ�x �g is the element of A that contains x .

In the general case, we make use of the fact (see Section 4) that f is isotopic to a
composition of Dehn twists along a finite set of simple closed curves R. Cutting along
the elements of R produces a decomposition of M into subsurfaces Mi such that
f jMi

WMi !M is isotopic to the inclusion Mi ,!M. The main technical work in
this proof is showing that each Mi is realized, in a suitable sense, by an f –invariant
subsurface; see Section 10. One then defines A in a fashion similar to the second
special case.

Theorem 1.2 can be applied to Fq for each q � 2. This gives a countable collection
A.q/ of pairwise disjoint open Fq –invariant annuli that (see Proposition 15.3) refines
A in the sense that each Vj 2A.q/ is contained in some Ui 2A. This renormalization
process can be iterated with A.q/ playing the role of A and so on. The Vj may be
essential or inessential in Ui . In the limit, the former lead to twist-map-like behavior
and the latter to solenoid-like behavior when they are nested infinitely often. It is
important to note that replacing F with Fq changes the set of fixed points and hence
changes M and changes the free disk recurrent points of M.

We are interested in partitioning cl.U / into sets analogous to the periodic orbits in the
case of the time one map of a flow. In particular we would like the rotation number to
be constant on these sets. The two components of the frontier of U can be somewhat
problematic since such a component could be a single point or could be a complicated
fractal. To deal with this issue we introduce the annular compactification fc W Uc!Uc

of f W U!U ; see Notation 2.7 and the paragraph preceding it. The compactification of
an end described there is either the prime end compactification or the compactification
obtained by blowing up a fixed point, whichever is appropriate.
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We are now prepared to state the second of our main results. It describes the finer
structure of the dynamics of f on one of the annuli in A. The proof is based on
renormalization and the details are in Section 15.

Theorem 1.4 Suppose F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, has infinite order and at
least three periodic points. Let f D F jM where M D S2 n Fix.F / and let A be
as in Theorem 1.2. For U 2 A, let fc W Uc ! Uc be the annular compactification of
f jU W U ! U . Then:

(1) The rotation number �fc
.x/ is defined and continuous at every x 2 Uc .

(2) If Fix.F / contains at least three points then �fc
is nonconstant.

(3) If C is a component of a level set of �fc
then C is F –invariant. If C does not

contain a component of @Uc then it is essential in U , meaning that Uc nC has
two components each containing a component of @Uc .

The components C of the level sets of �fc
in Theorem 1.4 are the generalizations of

the closed orbits foliating U in the special case that F is the time one map of a flow.
Of course in the general case C can be considerably more complicated. The main
example constructed in Handel [14] shows C can be a pseudocircle. It is also possible
for C to have nonempty interior.

A heuristic picture of one possibility in the case that �f jC is rational is an essential
“necklace” in U consisting of a periodic orbit of saddle periodic points each joined to
the next by a stable manifold (which is the unstable manifold of the next one) and by an
unstable manifold (which is the stable manifold of the next one). This pair, stable and
unstable, bound a “bead”, an open disk. The diffeomorphism f permutes the beads
and has a periodic orbit with one point in each bead. The set C containing any x in
one of the beads will be the entire necklace. For such a C there is an n such that f n

will fix each bead and each saddle point joining them.

Our first application concerns area preserving diffeomorphisms of the closed annulus
A. For expected future applications, we state our theorem in a more general context
and then state the annulus result as a corollary.

Suppose that P has two preferred elements p1;p2 and that P 0 D P n fp1;p2g.
If H W A ! A is the homeomorphism of the closed annulus obtained from some
F 2Diff�.S2;P / by blowing up p1 and p2 then we write H 2Diff�.A;P 0/. Note that
if P Dfp1;p2g then Diff�.A;P 0/ is the group of area preserving C1 diffeomorphism
of the closed annulus A.

Theorem 1.5 For each H 2 Diff�.A;P 0/ with entropy zero, the rotation number
�H .x/ is defined and continuous at each x 2A.
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Corollary 1.6 Suppose that H W A! A is an area preserving C1 diffeomorphism
of the closed annulus A. If H has entropy zero then the rotation number �H .x/ is
defined and continuous at each x 2A.

For our next application, recall that a group G is indicable if there exists a nontrivial ho-
momorphism G!Z. For finitely generated groups this is equivalent to H 1.G;Z/¤ 0

and equivalent to the abelianization of G being infinite. If a finite index subgroup of
G is indicable then we say that G is virtually indicable.

For F 2 Diff�.S2/, denote the centralizer of F in Diff�.S2/ by Z.F /. As an
application of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 we prove:

Theorem 1.7 If F 2 Diff�.S2/ has infinite order then each finitely generated infinite
subgroup H of Z.F / is virtually indicable.

One might expect that Theorem 1.7 is proved by first proving the existence of a finite
index subgroup H0 of H with global fixed points and then applying the Thurston
stability theorem (Thurston [27]; see also Franks [10, Theorem 3.4]) to produce a
nontrivial homomorphism from H0 to Z. This is easy to do (see Proposition 17.1) in
the case that F has positive entropy but fails when F has zero entropy. Indeed, there
are examples (see Examples 17.2) for which no finite index subgroup of Z.F / has a
global fixed point. We prove Theorem 1.7 by analyzing the possible ways in which the
existence of global fixed points can fail and by showing that each allows one to define
a nontrivial homomorphism to Z.

As an application of Theorem 1.7 we have the following result about mapping class
groups.

Corollary 1.8 If †g is the closed orientable surface of genus g � 2 then at least one
of the following holds:

(1) No finite index subgroup of MCG.†g/ acts faithfully on S2 by area preserving
diffeomorphisms.

(2) For all 1 � k � g � 1, there is an indicable finite index subgroup � of the
bounded mapping class group MCG.Sk ; @Sk/ where Sk is the surface with
genus k and connected nonempty boundary.

Corollary 1.8 relates to the following well-known questions about mapping class groups.

Question 1.9 Does MCG.†g/, or any of its finite index subgroups, act faithfully on a
closed surface S by diffeomorphisms or by area preserving diffeomorphisms?
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Question 1.10 Does every finite index subgroup � of MCG.†g/ satisfy H 1.�;R/D
0?

Question 1.9 is motivated in part by the sections problem (see Problem 6.5 and
Question 6.7) of Farb’s survey/problem list [4] on the mapping class group: which
subgroups of MCG.†g/ lift to Diff.†g/? It is also motivated by the analogy between
mapping class groups and higher rank lattices and the fact (see the authors’ [11; 12] and
Polterovich [25]) that every action of a nonuniform irreducible higher rank lattice on †g

by area preserving diffeomorphisms factors through a finite group; see Question 12.4
of Fisher’s survey article [6] on the Zimmer program.

Question 1.10 is Kirby [21, Problem 2.11]; see also Ivanov [19] and Korkmaz [22].
Corollary 1.8(1) is a negative answer to the area preserving, SDS2 case of Question 1.9.
The answer to Question 1.10 is no for genus 2 (see McCarthy [24]) but is unknown
for genus at least three. Presumably a positive answer to Question 1.10 for genus
greater than 3 would imply that Corollary 1.8(2) does not hold and so imply that
Corollary 1.8(1) does hold.

Acknowledgements We are grateful to the referee for many very helpful suggestions.
John Franks was supported in part by NSF grant number DMS0099640. Michael
Handel was supported in part by NSF grant number DMS0103435.

2 Area preserving annulus maps

We will make use of a number of results on area preserving homeomorphisms and
diffeomorphisms of the annulus which we cite here.

If AD S1 � Œ0; 1� is the annulus, its universal covering space is zAD R� Œ0; 1�. We
will denote by p1 the projection, p1W R� Œ0; 1�!R, of zA onto its first factor.

Definition 2.1 If f W A! A is an orientation preserving homeomorphism isotopic
to the identity and zf is a lift to zA then the forward translation interval T Czf .zx/ of
zx 2 zA is defined to be Œa; b�, where

aD lim inf
n!1

p1

�
zf n.zx/

�
�p1.zx/

n
and b D lim sup

n!1

p1

�
zf n.zx/

�
�p1.zx/

n
:

If aD b then �Czf .zx/D a is called the forward translation number of zx 2 zA and

�C
zf
.zx/D lim

n!1

p1

�
zf n.zx/

�
�p1.zx/

n
:
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The backward translation interval and number T �zf .zx/ and ��zf .zx/ are defined analo-
gously. If �Czf .zx/ and ��zf .zx/ are both defined and if

��zf .zx/D��
C
zf
.zx/

then we say that �Czf .zx/ is the translation number of zx and denote this number by
� zf .zx/. All of these definitions are independent of the choice of lift zx of x and so may
be viewed as functions of x .

The forward rotation interval RCf .x/ and forward rotation number �Cf .x/ of x 2A

are defined to be the projection of T Czf .x/ and �Czf .x/ respectively in T1 D R=Z.
As the notation suggests, they are independent of the choice of lift zf of f . Backward
rotation interval, backward rotation number and rotation number are defined and denoted
similarly.

Lemma 2.2 Suppose that f W A! A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity and that zf W zA ! zA is a lift to its
universal covering space. Then � zf .zx/ exists for almost all zx 2 zA.

Proof This is a standard consequence of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem applied to the
function �.x/D p1. zf .zx//�p1.zx/.

The closed interval T . zf / of the following lemma is called the translation interval of
zf . Its projected image R.f / in T1 DR=Z is called the rotation interval of f .

Theorem 2.3 Suppose that f W A!A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity and that zf W zA ! zA is a lift to its
universal covering space. Then there is a closed interval T . zf / with the following
properties:

(1) For each r 2 T . zf / there exists zx 2 zA such that � zf .zx/ D r ; if r D p=q is a
rational number in lowest terms then one may choose zx to be a lift of a periodic
point with period q .

(2) For all zx 2 zA, T Czf .zx/� T . zf / and �T �
zf
.zx/� T . zf /.

Proof Define T . zf / to be the set of r 2R for which there exists zx2 zA with � zf .zx/D r .
Handel [15, Theorem 0.1] implies that T . zf / is closed. Suppose that ri 2 T Czf .zxi/

for i D 1; 2 and some zxi 2
zA. Franks [8, Corollary 2.4] implies that for any rational

in lowest terms p=q 2 Œr1; r2� there is a periodic point x for f with period q and
a lift zx 2 zA such that � zf .zz/ D p=q . Item (1) and the T Czf .zx/ � T . zf / part of (2)
follow immediately. The symmetric argument with zf replaced by zf �1 proves the
T �
zf
.zx/� T . zf / part of (2).
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Proposition 2.4 Suppose f W A! A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity. If there is a subset Y � A with
Lebesgue measure �.Y / > 0 and such that �C

f
.x/D 0 for almost all x 2 Y then f

has a fixed point in the interior of A.

Proof By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem �C
f
.x/D ��

f
.x/ for almost all points of A,

hence we may assume �f .x/ D 0 for almost all x 2 Y . Since �.Y / > 0 there is a
small open disk D whose closure is in the interior of A with �.Y \D/ > 0. If f has
no fixed point in D then by making D smaller we may assume it is a free disk. We
let X D Y \D . Let r W X !X be the first return map so r.x/D f n.x/, where n is
the smallest positive integer such that f n.x/ 2X . The function r is well-defined for
almost all x 2X , so deleting a set of measure 0 from X we may assume it defined
for all x 2X .

Let zD be a lift of D . If zX is the set of lifts to zD of points in X then there is a positive
measure subset zX0 �

zX and a lift zf of f such that � zf .x/D 0 for all x 2X0 .

Suppose the first return time for x is n, so r.x/D f n.x/. Then zf n.zx/ 2 T k. zD/ for
a unique integer k . We define h.x; zf /, the homological displacement of x , to be k .
It depends on zf but not on the choice of lift zD of D .

It suffices to prove that h.x; zf /D 0 for some x 2X0 because then zx is contained in
a periodic disk chain (see [7, Proposition 1.3]) and zf has a fixed point. We note that if
there are x;y 2X0 such that h.x; zf / > 0 and h.y; zf / < 0 then zf has a fixed point.
This is a consequence of [7, Theorem 2.1] since there are both positive and negative
recurring disk chains for f . Hence we may assume h.x; zf / has a constant sign.

[9, Proposition 3.2] shows that if

B D
[
n2Z

f n.X0/

then Z
X0

h.x; zf / d�D

Z
B

� zf .x/ d�:

Since � zf .x/D 0 for all x 2 X0 we conclude that
R
X0

h.x; zf / d�D 0. Since h has
constant sign it follows that h.x; zf /D 0 for almost all x 2X0 .

Definition 2.5 Suppose f W A ! A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity and let zf W zA ! zA be a lift to its
universal covering space. Then the mean translation number ��. zf / isZ

X

� zf .x/ d�;
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where X � zA is a fundamental domain for the universal cover. The mean rotation
number ��. zf / is the coset of ��. zf / in R=Z.

Proposition 2.6 Suppose f W A! A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity. If ��.f /D 0 then f has a fixed point
in the interior of A.

Proof Let zf W zA! zA be the lift of f such that ��. zf /D 0. If � zf vanishes on a set
of positive measure then Proposition 2.4 gives the result. Otherwise there is a set Y C

(respectively Y � ) with positive measure on which � zf is positive (respectively negative).
It follows that there is a birecurrent point xC 2 int.A/ (respectively x� 2 int.A/) with
a positive (respectively negative) translation number. A small free disk DC containing
xC will be a positively recurring disk and similarly there is a negatively recurring free
disk D� containing x� . [7, Theorem 2.1] then implies the existence of a fixed point
for f in the interior of A.

Notation 2.7 Suppose U � S2 is an open f –invariant annulus. We would like to
compactify U to a closed annulus for which f has a natural extension. The annulus
U has two ends which we compactify separately in a way depending on the nature
of the end. We say that an end of U is singular if the component of the complement
of U in S2 that it determines is a single, necessarily fixed, point x 2 S2 . In this
case we compactify that end by blowing up x to obtain a circle on which f acts
by the projectivization of Dfx . If the end is not singular we will take the prime end
compactification (see Mather [23] for properties). In either case we obtain a closed
annulus Uc whose interior is naturally identified with U in such a way that f jU
extends to a homeomorphism fc W Uc! Uc .

We will call Uc the annular compactification of U and fc W Uc ! Uc the annular
compactification of f jU . If there is no ambiguity about the choice of f we will denote
the rotation interval R.fc/ by �.U / and the two rotation numbers of the restriction of
fc to its boundary circles by �.@Uc/.

Lemma 2.8 Let f be an area preserving diffeomorphism of a compact surface. Sup-
pose U is an open f –invariant annulus and fc W Uc! Uc is the extension of f to its
annular compactification.

(1) If there is a point x 2 Uc with �fc
.x/D 0 then Fix.fc/¤∅.

If X is the component of the frontier of U corresponding to a component X of @Uc then:

(2) If Fix.fcjX /¤∅ then Fix.f jX /¤∅.
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(3) If X � Fix.f / and X contains more than one point then X � Fix.fc/.

Proof (1) follows from Theorem 2.3.

For (2), suppose that Fix.fcjX /¤∅ and note that X is f –invariant. If X is a single
point then (2) is obvious so we may assume that X has more than one point. Thus X

is the prime end compactification and each prime end x 2X is defined by a sequence
of “cross-cuts” fng where each n is a Jordan arc whose interior is in U and whose
endpoints are in the frontier of U . They satisfy:

(a) limn!1 diam.n/D 0.

(b) Each n has two complementary components in U , one of which is an annulus
and the other of which is an open disk which we will denote Dn .

(c) The disk DnC1 is a subset of Dn and
T

n Dn D∅.

Two such sequences of cross-cuts fng and f 0mg determine the same prime end if for
each n there is an m with D0m �Dn and for each m there is an n with Dn �D0m .

Let fng determine a prime end in X which is fixed by fc . Then from the fact that f
preserves area it follows that f .n/\ n ¤∅. For n� 1 choose xn 2 int.n/. From
property (a) above it follows that any point in the limit set of the sequence fxng is a
fixed point of f . It is clearly in X . This completes the proof of (2).

For (3) suppose that X � Fix.f /. By [16, Lemma 4.1] there is an isotopy rel Fix.f /
from f to a diffeomorphism f 0 that is the identity on a neighborhood of Fix.f /. By
[23, Theorem 18], fcjX D f

0
c jX , which is obviously the identity.

Corollary 2.9 Let G be a group of area preserving diffeomorphisms of S2 or the
closed disk D2 . Suppose U is an open G–invariant annulus and Gc is the group of
homeomorphisms gc W Uc ! Uc that are annular compactifications of the elements
g 2 G . If there is a point x 2 Fix.Gc/ then cl.U / contains a point xx of Fix.G/. If x

lies in the component X of @Uc corresponding to a component X of the frontier of U

then xx 2X .

Proof If x is a point of Fix.Gc/ and x 2 int.Uc/ D U we are done. So we may
assume it is in a boundary component X of Uc . If X corresponds to a singular end of
U then the point corresponding to that end is in cl.U /\Fix.G/. Otherwise X is the
prime end compactification of an end of U . Let fng be a sequence of cross-cuts that
determine a prime end in X which is in Fix.Gc/. Then, as in the previous lemma, the
fact that each g 2G preserves area implies that g.n/\n¤∅. Also as in the previous
lemma we may choose n so that limn!1 diam.n/D 0. For n� 1 let xn 2 int.n/.
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It follows that any point in the limit set of the sequence fxng is in Fix.g/. Since this
is independent of the choice of g 2 G it follows that any point in the limit set is in
Fix.G/.

Proposition 2.10 Suppose f W A!A is an area preserving homeomorphism of the
closed annulus which is isotopic to the identity and suppose every point of A has the
same forward rotation number. Let U D int.A/. Then either f has a fixed point in U

or every point of U is free disk recurrent for f jU .

Proof If the forward rotation number of all points of A is 0, then Proposition 2.4
implies that f has a fixed point in U . Hence we may assume the common rotation
number of the points of A is nonzero and consequently Fix.f /D∅. Suppose x 2 U

and z 2 !.x/ � A. If z 2 U , then any free disk containing z intersects orb.x/ in
infinitely many points. If z 2 @A let V be a free half disk neighborhood of z in A and
let V0 D V \U . Then orb.x/ intersects V0 infinitely often.

The rotation number or rotation interval of a point x in an open annulus may not be
well-defined as in principle it can depend on the compactification of the annulus as
well as the point. The following lemma addresses issue in the case that the orbit of x

lies in a compact (but not necessarily invariant) subannulus.

Lemma 2.11 Suppose fi W Ai!Ai ; i D 1; 2 are homeomorphisms of closed annuli
which are isotopic to the identity. Suppose further that Ji W A0! Ai is an essential
embedding of a closed annulus in Ai which is not necessarily fi –invariant and for
some x 2A0 and all n 2 Z we have J�1

1
.f n

1
.J1.x///D J�1

2
.f n

2
.J2.x///. Then the

rotation interval of J1.x/ with respect to f1 equals the rotation interval of J2.x/ with
respect to f2 .

Proof Identify A0 with S1 � Œ0; 1� and let pW A0! S1 be projection onto the first
coordinate. For i D 1; 2, extend pJ�1

i W Ji.A0/! S1 continuously to pi W Ai ! S1 .
Rotation intervals for Ji.x/ with respect to fi can be computed using pi . The lemma
therefore follows from the fact that p1f

n
1
.J1.x//D p2f

n
2
.J2.x//.

3 Planar topology

In this section we record and prove two useful elementary results.

Recall that by the Riemann mapping theorem, every open, unbounded, connected,
simply connected subset of R2 is homeomorphic to R2 . A closed set X �R2 is said
to separate two subsets A and B of R2 provided A and B are contained in different
components of R2 nX .
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Lemma 3.1 If A and B are disjoint closed connected subsets of R2 then they are
separated by a simple closed curve or a properly embedded line.

Proof Choose a smooth function �W R2! Œ0; 1� such that �.A/D 0 and �.B/D 1

and a regular value c 2 .0; 1/. Then ��1.c/ is a countable union of properly embedded
lines and simple closed curves. Each component of ��1.c/ has a collar neighborhood
which is disjoint from the other components.

Let U denote the component of the complement of ��1.c/ which contains B and let
X denote the frontier of U . Then X separates A and B and X consists of a countable
subcollection of the components of ��1.c/, each of which is also a component of X .
The set U is the component of R2 nX which contains B . Each component L of X

separates R2 into two open sets, one of which contains B and X nL and the other of
which is disjoint from X and B .

Consider a curve  running from a point of A to a point of B and let L0 be the first
component of X which  intersects. The component L0 is independent of the choice
of  , since L0 separates A from all other components of X . It follows that A and B

are in different components of the complement of L0 since otherwise they could be
joined by a  which does not intersect L0 .

Lemma 3.2 If U � R2 is open and connected then each component Z of the com-
plement of U has connected frontier and connected complement.

Proof The complement of Z is the union of U with some of its complementary
components and is therefore connected. If the frontier W of Z is not connected then
by Lemma 3.1 there is a separation of W by a set Y � R2 that is either a simple
closed curve or a properly embedded line. Since each component of R2 nY intersects
the frontier of Z , each component must intersect both the interior of Z and R2 nZ .
Since Y is disjoint from the frontier W of Z , it is contained in either the interior of
Z or in R2 nZ . In the latter case Y separates Z and in the former case Y separates
R2 nZ . This contradicts the fact that Z and R2 nZ are connected and so proves that
the frontier of Z is connected.

4 Normal form

Let N be the genus zero surface obtained from S2 by blowing up each element of
P to a boundary circle and let �P W N ! S2 be the “inverse” map that collapses
each boundary component to a point in P . Given F 2 Diff�.S2;P / there exists a
diffeomorphism F 0W N ! N such that F�P D �P F 0 . Identify N with a smooth
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subsurface of S2 and extend F 0W N !N to a diffeomorphism GW S2! S2 (This is
possible by the isotopy extension theorem; see Hirsch’s book [18].)

[11, Theorem 1.2] states that a diffeomorphism G of a closed surface is isotopic relative
to its fixed point set to a homeomorphism with certain nice properties. The special case
that G is isotopic to the identity is considered in Lemma 6.3 of that paper. Together,
this theorem and lemma imply that for any diffeomorphism GW S2! S2 there is a
(possibly empty) finite set RG of disjoint simple closed curves in S2 nFix.G/ and a
homeomorphism G1W S

2! S2 that is isotopic to G rel Fix.G/ such that:

(1G ) There are disjoint open G1 –invariant annulus neighborhoods Aj � S2 nFix.G/
of the elements j 2RG .

(2G ) Each component Ci of S2 n
S

Aj is G1 –invariant. Moreover, if G1jCi
¤

identity then Ci \ Fix.G/ is finite and G1jCi
is pseudo-Anosov relative to

Ci \Fix.G/.

After removing extraneous elements of RG if necessary we may also assume:

(3G ) The elements of RG are essential, nonperipheral and nonparallel in S2nFix.G/.
For each Al , if the restriction of G1 to each component of S2 n

S
Aj that is

adjacent to Al is the identity, then GjAl
is a nontrivial Dehn twist.

Any simple closed curve in S2 that is fixed up to isotopy rel Fix.G/ is isotopic
rel Fix.G/ into one of the Aj or into one of the Ci on which G restricts to the identity.
Applying this to the components of @N , there is a diffeomorphism H W S2! S2 that
is isotopic to the identity rel Fix.G/ and satisfies H.RG/\ @N D∅. After replacing
G1 with HG1H�1 , we may assume that each component of @N is contained in an Aj

or in a Ci on which G1 restricts to the identity. After an isotopy of G1 we may assume
that G1 restricts to the identity on @N and hence that items (1) and (2) above hold
when RG is replaced by RG [ @N . Let F 0

1
DG1jN and let RF 0 be the set of simple

closed curves in N obtained from RG\N by removing all peripheral elements. Then:

(1F 0 ) There are disjoint open F 0
1

–invariant annulus neighborhoods

Aj �N n .@N [Fix.F 0//

of the elements j 2RF 0 .

(2F 0 ) Each component Ci of N n
S

Aj is F 0
1

–invariant. Moreover, if F 0
1
jCi
¤ identity

then Ci\Fix.F 0/ is finite and F 0
1
jCi

is pseudo-Anosov relative to Ci\Fix.F 0/.

(3F 0 ) The elements of RF 0 are essential, nonperipheral and nonparallel in the space
N n .@N [Fix.F 0//. For each Al , if the restriction of F 0

1
to each component of

N n
S

Aj that is adjacent to Al is the identity, then F 0
1
jAl

is a nontrivial Dehn
twist.
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Let X D
S
.Ci \ Fix.F 0// where the union is taken over those Ci for which F 0

1
jCi

is not the identity. Blow up each element of X to a boundary circle forming a new
compact surface N � and let F� and F�

1
be the diffeomorphisms of N � induced

by F 0 and F 0
1

respectively. Then F 0 and F 0
1

are isotopic and F�
1

is in Thurston
canonical form because the nonidentity components are now pseudo-Anosov instead of
pseudo-Anosov relative to a finite set of fixed points. If there are any pseudo-Anosov
components, then the action of F�

1
, and hence F� on the fundamental group of N �

has exponential growth (see [5, Exposé 11, Section V, 5.1]). In this case, [1, Theorem 1]
implies that F� , and hence F 0 , and hence F , has positive entropy. This contradiction
implies that F 0

1
jCi

is the identity for each Ci . Thus N n
S

Aj � Fix.F 0
1
/ and we may

assume that F 0
1
jAj is a nontrivial Dehn twist about j for each j 2RF 0 .

Projecting via �P to S2 we have shown that there is a finite collection RF of essential,
nonperipheral, nonparallel simple closed curves in S2 nFix.F / such that F is isotopic
rel Fix.F / to a composition of nontrivial Dehn twists in the elements of R.

A result of Brown and Kister [2] implies that F preserves every component of MD
S2 n Fix.F /. Given a component M of M, let f D F jM W M ! M and let R
be the subset of RF \M consisting of elements that are nonperipheral in M . If
RDRF\M then F1jM is a composition of nontrivial Dehn twists along the elements
of R. If R¤RF \M then F1jM is isotopic to a composition of nontrivial Dehn
twists along the elements of R. In either case, f is isotopic to a composition of
nontrivial Dehn twists along the elements of R. The elements of R are the reducing
curves for f W M !M ; they are nonparallel and nonperipheral.

5 An intermediate proposition

To clarify the logic of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we introduce Proposition 5.1 which
asserts the existence of a collection A of annuli satisfying the second, third and
fourth items of Theorem 1.2 plus two additional properties. What is missing from this
proposition is the fact that the elements of A are exactly the components of the set
W of weakly free disk recurrent points for f . The proof of this missing fact requires
renormalization and so comes at a later stage of the paper.

We have stated Proposition 5.1 in terms of a single component M of M instead of all
of M as in Theorem 1.2. This has obvious advantages and can be done without loss.

Proposition 5.1 Suppose that F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, has infinite order
and at least three periodic points. Suppose that M is a component of MDS2nFix.F /
and that f D F jM W M !M . Then there is a countable collection A of pairwise
disjoint open f –invariant annuli such that:
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(1) For each compact set X �M there is a constant KX such that any f –orbit that
is not contained in some U 2A intersects X in at most KX points. In particular
each birecurrent point is contained in some U 2A.

(2) If z 2M is not contained in any element of A then there are distinct components
FC.z/ and F�.z/ of Fix.F / so that !.F; z/� FC.z/ and ˛.F; z/� F�.z/.

(3) For each U 2 A and each component CM of the frontier of U in M , FC.z/

and F�.z/ are independent of the choice of z 2 CM .

(4) If U 2 A, and fc W Uc ! Uc is the extension to the annular compactification
(Notation 2.7) of U , then each component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular
end of U contains a fixed point of fc .

(5) A is the set of maximal f –invariant open annuli in M .

Note that it is not possible for M to be simply connected, since the Brouwer plane
translation theorem would then assert that F jM has a fixed point in M . In the special
case that M is an annulus, A is the single annulus M . Items (1)–(3) and (5) are
obvious and item (4) follows from Lemma 5.1 of [11]. The constructions and analysis
needed for the case that M is not an annulus are carried out in sections 7 through 13.
The final formal proof of Proposition 5.1 occurs at the end of Section 13.

6 Hyperbolic structures

In this section we establish notation and recall standard results about hyperbolic
structures on surfaces. More details can be found, for example, in Casson and Bleiler [3].

Suppose that M is a connected open subset of S2 that has at least three ends or
equivalently is not homeomorphic to either the open disk or open annulus. We say that
a simple closed curve � �M is essential if it is not freely homotopic to a point and is
inessential otherwise. Similarly � is peripheral if it is isotopic into arbitrarily small
neighborhoods of an end of M and is nonperipheral otherwise. Thus � is essential
if and only if each complementary component contains at least one puncture and is
peripheral if and only if one of its complementary components contains exactly one
puncture. We say that a properly embedded line in M is essential if it is not properly
isotopic into arbitrarily small neighborhoods of an end of M or equivalently if each
component of its complement contains at least one puncture.

If M has infinitely many ends then it can be written as an increasing union of finitely
punctured compact connected subsurfaces Mi whose boundary components determine
essential nonperipheral isotopy classes in M . We may assume that boundary curves in
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MiC1 are not parallel to boundary curves in Mi . It is straightforward (see [3]) to put
compatible hyperbolic structures on the Mi whose union defines a complete hyperbolic
structure on M in which all isolated punctures are cusps. Of course M also has such
a hyperbolic structure when it only has finitely many ends. In this paper, all hyperbolic
structures are assumed to be complete and all isolated punctures are assumed to be
cusps.

We use the Poincaré disk model for the hyperbolic plane H . In this model, H is
identified with the interior of the unit disk and geodesics are segments of Euclidean
circles and straight lines that meet the boundary in right angles. A choice of hyperbolic
structure on M provides an identification of the universal cover zM of M with H .
Under this identification, which we assume throughout this paper, covering translations
of zM are isometries of H and geodesics in M lift to geodesics in H . The compact-
ification of the interior of the unit disk by the unit circle induces a compactification
of H by the “circle at infinity” S1 . Geodesics in H have unique endpoints on S1 .
Conversely, any pair of distinct points on S1 are the endpoints of a unique geodesic.

Each covering translation T W H ! H extends to a homeomorphism (also called)
T W H [S1! H [S1 . The fixed point set of a nontrivial T is either one or two
points in S1 . We denote these point(s) by TC and T � , allowing the possibility that
TCDT � . If TCDT � , then T is said to be parabolic; a root-free parabolic covering
translation with fixed point P is sometimes written TP . If TC and T � are distinct,
then T is said to be hyperbolic and we assume that TC is a sink and T � is a source;
the unoriented geodesic connecting T � and TC is called the axis of T . A root-free
covering translation with axis z is sometimes denoted Tz .

Each essential nonperipheral simple closed curve � 0 �M is homotopic to a unique
closed geodesic � . For each lift z� 0 � H , the homotopy between � 0 and � lifts to a
bounded homotopy between z� 0 and a lift z� of � which is the axis of a hyperbolic
covering translation T . The ends of both lines z� 0 and z� converge to T � and TC .

Similarly, both ends of a lift z� 0 of a peripheral simple closed curve � 0 converge to a
point that is the unique fixed point of a parabolic covering translation; roughly speaking,
this fixed point is a lift of the isolated puncture of M that is encircled by � . Conversely,
if � is peripheral and z� is a sufficiently small horocycle based at P then the image
� �M , which we call a horocycle in M , is a peripheral simple closed curve. Each
simple closed peripheral curve in M is isotopic to a (nonunique) horocycle in M .
Each essential properly embedded line in M is properly isotopic to a unique properly
embedded geodesic line.

Suppose now that f W M !M is a homeomorphism. If f W M !M and gW M !M

are isotopic and zf W H !H is a lift of f W M !M , then the isotopy between f and
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g lifts to an isotopy between zf W H !H and a lift zgW H !H of gW M !M ; we
say that zf and zg are equivariantly isotopic. A proof of the following fundamental
result of Nielsen theory appears in [17, Proposition 3.1].

Proposition 6.1 Every lift zf W H !H extends uniquely to a homeomorphism (also
called) zf W H [ S1 ! H [ S1 . If zf and zg are equivariantly isotopic lifts of
f W M !M and gW M !M then zf jS1 D zgjS1 .

For any extended lift zf W H [ S1 ! H [ S1 there is an associated action zf# on
geodesics in H defined by sending the geodesic with endpoints P and Q to the
geodesic with endpoints zf .P / and zf .Q/. The action zf# projects to an action f# on
geodesics in M . Proposition 6.1 implies that f# depends only on the isotopy class
of f . Similarly, if P is the unique fixed point of the parabolic covering translation
T then zf .P / is the unique fixed point of the parabolic covering translation zf T zf �1 .
There is an induced an action f# on isotopy classes of simple closed peripheral curves
in M that agrees with the induced action of f on isolated punctures in M . Note that
if a geodesic or isotopy class of a simple closed peripheral curve is equipped with an
orientation then its image under f# has a well-defined induced orientation.

The following results are well-known and follow easily from the definitions.

Lemma 6.2 (1) If � 0
1

and � 0
2

are essential simple closed curves isotopic to geodesics
�1 and �2 respectively, then f .� 0

1
/ is isotopic to � 0

2
if and only if f#.�1/D �2 .

(2) If  0
1

and  0
2

are properly embedded lines properly isotopic to geodesics 1 and
2 respectively, then f . 0

1
/ is properly isotopic to  0

2
if and only if f#.1/D 2 .

(3) If � 0
1

and � 0
2

are simple closed peripheral curves encircling the punctures p1 and
p2 respectively, then f .� 0

1
/ is isotopic to � 0

2
if and only if f .p1/D p2 .

Lemma 6.3 For any extended lift zf W H [ S1 ! H [ S1 and extended covering
translation T W H [S1!H [S1 , the following are equivalent:

(1) zf commutes with T .

(2) zf fixes TC or T � .

(3) zf fixes TC and T � .

Proof .3/ D) .2/ is obvious. If zf commutes with T then it preserves Fix.T /
mapping sources to sources and sinks to sinks. Thus .1/D) .3/. If zf fixes an element
of Fix.T / then T and zf T zf �1 are covering translations whose axes are asymptotic.
Since these axes are periodic, they are equal and so zf fixes both elements of Fix.T /.
Thus .2/D) .3/.
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We conclude with a definition and lemma about isotopy of families of lines.

Suppose that � and � are essential properly embedded lines in M . We say that � and
� have geodesic-like or minimal intersections if they intersect transversely and if each
component of M n .�[ �/ whose frontier is the union of an interval I � � and an
interval J � � contains at least one puncture.

Note that:

� If � and � are geodesics with respect to some hyperbolic structure on M then
� and � have geodesic-like intersections.

� If � and � have geodesic-like intersections and hW M !M is any homeomor-
phisms then h.�/ and h.�/ have geodesic-like intersections.

Lemma 6.4 (1) If E is a locally finite collection of disjoint essential properly
embedded lines in M that determine distinct proper isotopy classes, then the
elements of E are simultaneously isotopic to their associated geodesics; ie there
is a homeomorphism gW M !M , isotopic to the identity, such that g.�/ is
geodesic for each � 2 E . If the elements of E are smoothly embedded then we
may take g to be a diffeomorphism.

(2) Suppose that E and L are locally finite collections of disjoint essential properly
embedded lines that determine distinct proper isotopy classes. Suppose further
that each element of L is geodesic and that each element of E has minimal
intersections with each element of L. Then there exists a diffeomorphism
gW M ! M , isotopic to the identity, that preserves L and such that g.�/ is
geodesic for each � 2 E .

Proof The proofs of [3, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6] can be modified in a straightforward
manner to prove this lemma. The details are left to the reader.

Remark 6.5 We will use the first two parts of Lemma 6.4 to modify metrics so that
certain given lines are geodesics in their isotopy classes. The key observation is that if
� is a hyperbolic metric on M and gW M !M is a diffeomorphism then � D g�� is
a hyperbolic metric on M and a line ` is geodesic in � if and only if g.`/ is geodesic
in �.

7 The endpoint maps z̨ and z! and annular covers

In this section we begin the proof of Proposition 5.1 in the case that M has at least three
ends. (The annulus case was considered following the statement of the proposition.)
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Equip M with a complete hyperbolic structure and identify the universal cover zM
with the hyperbolic disk H as described in Section 6. Recall from Section 4 that f
is isotopic to a homeomorphism �W M !M that is supported on a finite union of
disjoint annuli and that restricts to a nontrivial Dehn twist on each annulus. We may
assume without loss that the core curves of these annuli, which make up the set R
of reducing curves for f W M !M , are geodesics. The full preimage in H of R
is denoted zR. The closure of a component of H n zR in H is called a domain. If
RD∅ then H is the unique domain but otherwise there are infinitely many domains.
The frontier of a domain is a union of elements of zR. If R¤∅ then the closure of
a domain in H [S1 intersects S1 in a Cantor set. The image of the interior of a
domain under projection to M is a component of M nR.

For each domain zC let z� zC be the lift of � whose restriction to zC is the identity outside
of a product neighborhood of the frontier. If zC1 and zC2 are adjacent domains that
intersect in a common frontier component z� 2 zR then z� zC1

D T d
z�
z� zC2

where Tz� is a
root-free covering translation with axis z� and jd j> 0 is the degree of the Dehn twist
of � around � . It is well-known, and straightforward to check, that a point P 2 S1 is
fixed by z� zC if and only if it is contained in the closure of zC . Thus Fix.z� zC jS1/ is a
Cantor set if R¤∅ and is all of S1 if RD∅.

Lifting an isotopy between f and � induces a bijection between the set of lifts zf of f
and the set of lifts z� of � . Thus zf $ z� if and only if zf is equivariantly isotopic to z� .
For each domain zC let zf zC be the lift of f corresponding to z� zC . By Proposition 6.1,
zf zC jS1 D

z� zC jS1 and so Fix. zf zC jS1/ is equal to the intersection of the closure of zC
with S1 .

The subgroup of covering translations that preserves a domain zC is denoted Stab. zC /
and called the stabilizer of zC . A covering translation T is contained in Stab. zC / if
and only fT˙g is contained in the closure of zC (which is also equivalent to the axis
of T being contained in zC ). Lemma 6.3 implies that T 2 Stab. zC / if and only if T

commutes with zfC .

Lemma 7.1 For each lift zf of f and each zx 2H , ˛. zf ; zx/ and !. zf ; zx/ are single
points in S1\Fix. zf /.

Proof The Brouwer translation theorem implies that !. zf ; zx/ � S1 . We assume
that !. zf ; zx/ is not a single point and argue to a contradiction. It must be the case
that !. zf ; zx/� S1\Fix. zf /. If not, a nonfixed point z 2 !. zf ; zx/ would have a free
neighborhood whose intersection with H would be a free disk visited by the orbit of zx
more than once (indeed infinitely often). According to [7, Proposition 1.3] this implies
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zf has a fixed point in H ; a contradiction. Since !. zf ; zx/ consists of fixed points it is
straightforward to see that it is also connected.

If Fix. zf / does not contain an interval we are done. Otherwise, Lemma 6.3 implies
that every covering translation with one endpoint in this interval commutes with zf and
so preserves Fix. zf /. It follows that Fix. zf /D S1 and so f is isotopic to the identity.
A proof of the lemma in this special case is given in [11, Proposition 9.1].

In addition to lifts of f to the universal cover H we will also use lifts of f to infinite
cyclic covers.

Definitions 7.2 Suppose that � is a closed geodesic that is either equal to an element
of R or disjoint from every element of R. For each lift z� , let Tz� be a root free
covering translation with axis z� . Choose a domain zC that contains z� . (If � 2R then
there are two choices but otherwise there is just one.) Since zf zC fixes the ends of z� , it
commutes with Tz� by Lemma 6.3. The annular cover A� is the closed annulus that is
the quotient space of .H [S1/ nT˙

z�
by the action of Tz� and f� W A� !A� is the

homeomorphism induced by zf zC . For zx 2H a lift of x 2M , we denote the image of
zx in A� by yx . If ˛. zf zC ; zx/ is not an endpoint of z� then ˛.f� ; yx/ is a single point in
@A� and similarly for !.f� ; yx/.

Similarly, if z� is a lift of an embedded horocycle � �M then both ends of z� converge
to a point P 2 S1 and there is a root free covering translation TP that preserves z� .
Let zC be the unique domain that contains z� . In this case, the annular cover A� is
the half-open annulus that is the quotient space of .H [ S1/ n P by the action of
TP and the boundary is a single circle denoted @A� . As in the previous case, zf zC
induces a homeomorphism f� W A�!A� . The end of A� corresponding to P projects
homeomorphically to the end of M circumscribed by � . We can compactify this end
exactly as in Notation 2.7 to form a closed annulus Ac

� . There is an extension of f�
(also called f� ) to a homeomorphism of Ac

� .

As the notation suggests, f� is independent of the choice of zC and, up to conjugacy,
the choice of lift z� . The former follows from the fact that if zC1 and zC2 contain z�
then zf zC1

and zf zC2
differ by an iterate of Tz� and the latter follows from the fact that if

z� is replaced with S.z�/ for some covering translation S then zC is replaced by S. zC /

and Tz� is replaced by STz�S�1 .

Lemma 7.3 Suppose that � is a horocycle or a closed geodesic that is either equal to
an element of R or disjoint from every element of R.
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(1) For each closed geodesic � , Fix.f� j@A� / intersects both components of @A� . If
� 2R then f� is isotopic rel Fix.f� j@A� / to a Dehn twist of the same index that
f twists around � . If � 62R then f� is isotopic rel Fix.f� j@A� / to the identity.

(2) For each horocycle � , Fix.f� j@A� /¤∅.

Proof Suppose at first that z� is a lift of the closed geodesic � .

If � 62R then the closure of the domain zC that contains z� intersects both components
of S1 n z�

˙ . The points in this intersection are fixed by zf zC and project to fixed points
yx; yy for f� in different components of @A� . A geodesic z̨ connecting zx to zy in H

projects to the interior of an embedded arc y̨ connecting yx to yy in A� such that f� .y̨/
is homotopic to y̨ rel endpoints. It follows that f� is isotopic rel Fix.f� j@A� / to the
identity.

If � 2R and zC1 and zC2 are the domains that contain z� then points in the intersection
of the closure of zC1 with S1 are fixed by zf zC1

and project to fixed points for f� in
one component of @A� and points in the intersection of the closure of zC2 with S1
are fixed by zf zC2

and project to fixed points for f� in the other component of @A� . If
f twists with degree k around � then zf zC1

and zf zC2
differ by T k

z�
so f� is isotopic

rel Fix.f� j@A� / to a Dehn twist of index k . This completes the proof of (1).

The proof for (2) is similar.

8 Reducing arcs in annular covers

In this section we recall, adapt and improve definitions and results from [11, Section 10],
where the assumption is that F is periodic point free and isotopic rel Fix.F / to the
identity as opposed to our current assumption that F has zero entropy and is isotopic
rel Fix.F / to a composition of Dehn twists on the elements of R. In particular, the
homeomorphisms f� W A� ! A� of Definitions 7.2 are periodic point free in [11]
and are only fixed point free in our current context. Switching from periodic point
free to entropy zero requires a change in the proof of Lemma 8.9 but nothing more.
Allowing R to be nonempty requires a fair amount of work, most of which is done in
later sections.

Of primary interest are the homeomorphisms f� W A� ! A� of Definitions 7.2. We
frame the discussion more generally for clarity and for possible future applications.

Notation 8.1 We assume throughout this section that hW A!A is a homeomorphism
of the closed annulus A that is isotopic to the identity and whose restriction to the
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interior AV of A is fixed point free and that x1; : : : ;xr are points in AV whose ˛–limit
sets ˛.h;xi/ are distinct single points in @A and whose !–limit sets !.h;xi/ are
distinct single points in @A. Let X �AV be the union of the h–orbits of the xi and let
AVX DAVnX be equipped with a hyperbolic structure as in Section 6.

Recall that a properly embedded line `�AVX is essential if it is not properly isotopic
into arbitrarily small neighborhoods of some end of AVX and that each essential ` is
properly isotopic to a unique geodesic. The action of h on isotopy classes of properly
embedded lines in AVX is captured by the map h# on geodesics defined in Section 6.

Suppose that ` is a geodesic line in AVX that separates AV into two components, U

and V . Choose an isotopy rel X from h to h0 where h0.`/D h#.`/. The sets h0.U /

and h0.V / are independent of the choice of h0 and we write h#.U / D h0.U / and
h#.V /D h0.V /. Thus, h#.U / and h#.V / are the components of AVn h#.`/.

Remark 8.2 In general, the hyperbolic metric on AVX is unrelated to @A. The ends of
a geodesic `�AVX that is properly embedded in AV need not converge to single points
in @A. Even if the ends of ` and h#.`/ converge to single points in @A, these pairs of
points need not be related by hj@A . We will require that our hyperbolic metrics satisfy
certain extra properties (see Lemma 8.4) to guarantee some compatibility between the
metric and the boundary.

If an embedded path ˇ � AV has endpoints in X but is otherwise disjoint from X

then the interior of ˇ determines a properly embedded line `�AVX . Proper isotopy
of ` in AVX corresponds to isotopy rel X of ˇ in AV. If ` is essential (respectively a
geodesic) in AVX then we say that ˇ is essential (respectively a geodesic rel X ) in AV.
There is an induced map h# on geodesics rel X in AV such that h#.ˇ/ is the unique
geodesic path in the isotopy class rel X of h.ˇ/.

Definition 8.3 An arc ˇ0 �AV connecting x 2X to h.x/ is called a translation arc
for x if h.ˇ0/\ˇ0 D h.x/. If ˇ0 intersects X only in its endpoints, then the geodesic
rel X in AV determined by ˇ0 is called a translation arc geodesic for x relative to X .

Assume that ˇ is a translation arc geodesic for x relative to X and let ǰ D h
j
# .ˇ/, a

translation arc geodesic for hj .x/ relative to X . If BC D
S1

jD0 ǰ is an embedded
ray in AV that converges to !.h;x/ then we say that ˇ is forward proper with forward
homotopy streamline BC . In this case, h# induces a self-map of BC that is conjugate
to a standard translation of Œ0;1/ into itself.

Assume that ˇ is forward proper with forward homotopy streamline BC and let LC

be the unique geodesic line in AVX that is properly embedded in AV and such that one
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of the components, V C , of AVnLC contains
S1

jD1 ˇj and intersects X exactly inS1
jD1 h

j
# .x/. Topologically, LC is just the boundary of a sufficiently small regular

neighborhood of
S1

jD1 ˇj in AV. Note that h#.L
C/ is the unique geodesic line in AVX

that is properly embedded in AV and such that one of the components of AVnLC containsS1
jD2 ǰ and intersects X exactly in

S1
jD2 h

j
# .x/. In particular h#.L

C/� V C and
h#.V

C/�V C . Let clA.h
j
# .V

C// be the closure of h
j
# .V

C/ in A. If both ends of each
h

j
# .L
C/ converge to !.h;x/ and if

T1
jD0 clA.h

j
# .V

C//D !.h;x/ then we say that
BC has a forward translation neighborhood and that V C is the forward translation
neighborhood determined by ˇ .

x h.x/ h2.x/

h#.L
C/

LC

Backward proper homotopy translation arcs, backward homotopy streamlines B� DS1
jD0 h

�j
# .ˇ/ and backward translation neighborhoods V � with boundary L� are

defined similarly using h instead of h�1 .

Lemma 8.4 Assume that hW A!A, x1; : : : ;xr , X and AVX are as in Notation 8.1.
The hyperbolic metric on AVX DAVnX can be chosen so that for each 1� i � r there
are translation arc geodesics ˇCi and ˇ�i for some points, xCi and x�i , in the orbit of
xi such that:

(1) ˇCi is forward proper and the forward homotopy streamline BCi has forward
translation neighborhood V Ci .

(2) ˇ�i is backward proper and the backward homotopy streamline B�i has backward
translation neighborhood V �i .

(3) The B˙i , and hence the V ˙i , are all disjoint.

Proof [11, Lemma 10.6] states that there are forward proper translation arc geodesics
ˇCi and backward proper translation arc geodesics ˇ�i such that the B˙i are all disjoint.
There are two issues that must be discussed before quoting that lemma. The first is
that in the context of [11], Per.h/ D ∅ and R D ∅. In proving [11, Lemma 10.6],
the former is used only to conclude that Fix.h/D ∅ and the latter is not used at all.
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Since our h satisfies Fix.h/D∅ by hypothesis, we are not quoting out of context. The
second issue is that the role of the hyperbolic metric was not explicitly mentioned in
either the statement or proof of [11, Lemma 10.6]. We attend to that now.

The accumulation set Y � @A of X is the union of the ˛ and ! limit sets of the
xi . For each y 2 Y , choose a decreasing sequence of closed half disk neighborhoods
Ui.y/ of y whose intersection is the single point y and whose frontier @Ui.y/ in AV

is disjoint from X . We may assume that if y ¤ y0 2 Y then the @Ui.y/ are all disjoint
from the @Uj .y

0/ and all these lines determine distinct proper isotopy classes in AVX .
By Lemma 6.4(1), we can simultaneously isotope all of the @Ui.y/ to their associated
geodesics. We may therefore modify (see Remark 6.5) the given hyperbolic metric so
that all of the @Ui.y/ are geodesic. In particular, if a translation arc for an element of
X is contained in the interior of some Ui.y/ then the corresponding translation arc
geodesic is also contained in the interior of Ui.y/.

Having chosen the metric with the above properties on translation arc geodesics, the
proof of [11, Lemma 10.6] can be applied.

We must now arrange that each BCi has forward translation neighborhoods and that each
B�i has backward translation neighborhoods. This will require a further modification
of the metric. For each J � 0, choose a smooth properly embedded line �C

i;J
such

that �C
i;J
\BCi is a single point contained in hJ

# .ˇ
C
i / and such that one of the two

complementary components V 0C
J

of �C
i;J

contains
S1

jDJC1 h
j
# .ˇ
C
i / and intersects X

exactly in
S1

jDJC1 hj .xi/. Assume further that both ends of each �C
i;J

converge to
!.h;x/ and that

T1
JD0 clA.V 0CJ /D !.h;x/. Define ��

i;J
similarly. We may assume

that all of the �˙
i;J

are disjoint. By Lemma 6.4(2), there is an isotopy of AVX that
preserves each B˙i and that moves each �˙

i;J
to the unique geodesic L˙

i;J
in its proper

isotopy class. We may therefore change the metric so that each �˙
i;J

is a geodesic
while maintaining the property that B˙i is geodesic. This completes the proof of the
lemma.

Further details on the constructions in the next definition can be found in [11, Sec-
tion 10].

Definition 8.5 Assume the metric on AVX has been chosen as in Lemma 8.4 and
assume the notation of that lemma. The subsurface W D AV n .X [ .

Sr
iD1 V ˙i //

is finitely punctured. We write @W D @CW [ @�W where @˙W D
Sr

iD1 @V
˙

i .
Then h#.@CW /\W D∅ and @�W \ h#.W /D∅. We say that W is the Brouwer
subsurface determined by the ˇ˙i .

Let RH.W; @CW / be the set of nontrivial relative homotopy classes Œ� � determined by
embedded arcs .�; @�/ � .W; @CW /. Denote � with its orientation reversed by ��
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and Œ��� by �Œ� �. By a multiset T in RH.W; @CW / we mean a set, each element
of which is a copy of an element of RH.W; @CW /. The multiplicity of an element
of RH.W; @CW / in T is the number of copies of that element that appear in T .
An important tool in our analysis is a map that assigns to each finite multiset T in
RH.W; @CW / another finite multiset h#.T /\W in RH.W; @CW /.

Choose a homeomorphism gW AV!AV that is isotopic to h rel X such that g.L/D

h#.L/ for each component L of @W . For any arc � �W with endpoints on @CW ,
g.�/ is an arc in g.W /D h#.W / with endpoints on h#.@CW /; in particular, g.�/\

@�W D ∅ and @g.�/ \W D ∅. Let h#.�/ � h#.W / be the geodesic arc that is
isotopic rel endpoints to g.�/. The components �1; : : : ; �r of h#.�/\W are arcs in
W with endpoints in @CW . Define h#.Œ� �/\W D fŒ�1�; : : : ; Œ�r �g. It is shown in [17,
pages 249–250] that h#.Œ� �/\W is well-defined.

More generally if T is a multiset in RH.W; @CW / then we define h#.T / \W DS
Œ��2T h#.Œ� �/ \ W . Note that h#. � / \ W can be iterated. Recursively define

.h#/
n.Œ� �/\W D .h#/

n�1.h#.Œ� �/\W /\W .

A finite multiset T in RH.W; @CW / is a fitted family if:

(1) The elements of T are represented by disjoint simple arcs.

(2) No element of RH.W; @CW / has multiplicity greater than one in T .

(3) If Œ� � has multiplicity one in T then �Œ� � has multiplicity zero in T .

(4) For all n � 0 and all t 2 T , each element of hn
# .t/\W is, up to a change of

orientation, a copy of some element of T .

The next lemma states that one gets the same answer by either iterating the intersec-
tion operator or by first iterating h and then applying the intersection operator once.
Following this lemma, we will write hn

# .�/\W for .h#/
n.Œ� �/\W D .hn/#.Œ� �/\W .

Lemma 8.6 For all � 2 RH.W; @CW /, .h#/
n.Œ� �/\W D .hn/#.Œ� �/\W .

Proof The statement of this lemma is the same as that of [17, Lemma 5.4]. Although
the setting there is slightly different, the proof given there works here as well.

Notation 8.7 Assume the notation of Lemma 8.4 and Definition 8.5. Let Ti �

RH.W; @CW / consist of one representative ( Œ� � or �Œ� �) of each unoriented homotopy
class that is represented by a component of hn

#.ˇ
�
i /\W for some n> 0. The elements

of Ti are represented by disjoint arcs. For any (not necessarily distinct) components L1

and L2 of @W , the number of elements of Ti with one endpoint on L1 and the other
on L2 is therefore at most two plus the number of punctures in W . This is because a
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region bounded by two such elements and segments of L1 and L2 must contain at
least one puncture. Thus Ti is finite. Since the fourth item in the definition of a fitted
family is satisfied by construction, Ti is a fitted family. We say that Ti is the fitted
family determined by ˇ�i . The fitted family determined by ˇCi is defined similarly.

In Section 4 we used the assumption that F W S2! S2 is smooth and has zero entropy
to conclude that f W M !M is isotopic to a composition of Dehn twists along disjoint
simple closed curves. Lemma 8.9 below (cf [17, Theorem 5.5(b)]) is the only other
place in which smoothness and the entropy zero hypothesis are applied.

Notation 8.8 We say that an element Œ� � 2 RH.W; @CW / eventually doubles if there
exists n> 0 so that hn

# .Œ� �/\W contains Œ� � with multiplicity at least two.

For the rest of the section we will assume that no element of RH.W; @CW / eventually
doubles. Before deducing implications of this assumption we show that it is satisfied
by our primary examples.

Recall that F 2Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, that M is a component of S2nFix.F /
and that f DF jM . Recall also that F 0W N !N is a C1 diffeomorphism of a closed
genus zero surface, that �P W N ! S2 collapses components of @N to points in P and
that �P F 0 D F�P . In particular F 0 has zero entropy. If � is a horocycle or closed
geodesic that is either equal to an element of R or disjoint from every element of R
then f� W A� !A� (respectively f� W Ac

� !Ac
� ) is the homeomorphism of the closed

annulus given in Definitions 7.2.

Lemma 8.9 Assume that h D f� W A� ! A� (respectively f� W Ac
� ! Ac

� ) is as in
Definitions 7.2 and that W is as in Definition 8.5. Then no element of RH.W; @CW /

eventually doubles.

Before proving the lemma we state a special case of a theorem of Yomdin [28]. Suppose
that hW N !N is a C1 diffeomorphism of a compact surface and � �N is a smooth
path. Let j�jN be the length of � in N with respect to some smooth metric on N and
define the growth rate for the length of � with respect to h to be

gr.�; h/D lim sup
n!1

log jhn.�/jN

n
:

Theorem 8.10 (Yomdin [28, Theorem 1.4]) For any C1 diffeomorphism hW N!N

of a compact surface and for any smooth path � �N , gr.�; h/� entropy(h/.
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Proof of Lemma 8.9 We assume to the contrary that there exist Œ� � 2 RH.W; @CW /

and n � 1 such Œ� � has multiplicity at least 2 in .f n
� /#.Œ� �/ \W and argue to a

contradiction. The obvious induction argument on k implies that Œ� � has multiplicity
at least 2k in .f kn

� /#.Œ� �/\W .

We denote A� or Ac
� by A. By construction, the universal covering projection H!M

factors through a covering projection �� W int.A/!M . Each smooth path � � int.A/
projects to a smooth path �� .�/ �M whose length, with respect to the hyperbolic
metric on M , is denoted j�� .�/jM . We will prove that there is a compact set M0�M

and � > 0 so that for all k� 1 there are at least 2k disjoint subpaths �j of f kn
� .�/ such

that �� .�j / �M0 and j�� .�j /jM � � . The paths �� .�/; �� .f kn
� .�// and �� .�j /

lift via �P to smooth paths � 0;F 0kn
.� 0/ and �0j respectively where the �0j are disjoint

subpaths of F 0
kn
.� 0/. Since the �0j are contained in a compact subset of int.N / there

exists �0> 0 so that each j�0j jN � �
0 . It follows that the growth rate for the length of � 0

with respect to F 0 is at least log.2/�0 contradicting Theorem 8.10 and the assumption
that F 0 has entropy zero.

It remains to prove the existence of M0 and � . Assume the notation of Definition 8.5.
Let L1 and L2 be the components of @CW that contain the endpoints of � . Recall
that the ends of Li converges to a single point in @A� .

A1

�

L1

As a first case suppose that L1 D L2 and that � and the interval in L1 connecting
the endpoints of � bound a disk D in AV� . Choose an element x 2 X \D and a
compact essential subannulus A1 �AV� that separates x from L1 . There are at least
2k subpaths �j of f kn

� .�/ that cross A1 . In this case we let M0 D �� .A1/; the
existence of a uniform lower bound for j�� .�j /jM comes from the compactness of
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A1 , which implies that there is a uniform lower bound to j�j jA and that the restriction
of �� to A1 is bi-Lipschitz.

In the case that the ends of L1 are in one component of @A� and the ends of L2 are
in the other, the same argument works with respect to a compact essential subannulus
A�AV� that separates L1 and L2 .

The third case is that L1 D L2 and that � and the interval in L1 connecting the
endpoints of � define a simple closed curve that is essential in A� . Choose a compact
essential annulus A3 �AV� that is disjoint from L1[ � . Choose disjoint half-disks
D1;D2 whose frontiers consist of intervals I1 and I2 in the component of @A� that
contains the endpoint of L1 and half-circles z�1 and z�2 that project to the same simple
closed curve � �M . Assume further that the closure of L1 is disjoint from D1 and
D2 . Choose thickened arcs J1 and J2 connecting z�1 and z�2 to the far component of
@A3 . Thus J1 and J2 overlap with A3 in rectangles that cross A3 .

A3

�

J1 J2

There are at least 2k subpaths �j of .f kn
� /.�/ such that each �j either crosses J1 ,

crosses J2 , crosses A3 or is an arc with one endpoint on z�1 and the other on z�2 . In
this case we let M0 be the union of �� .J1[J2[A3/ and a compact ı–neighborhood
of � where ı > 0 is so small that this neighborhood is a closed annulus. The existence
of a uniform lower bound for j�� .�j /jM comes from the compactness of J1[J2[A3

and the fact that if �j has one endpoint on z�1 and the other on z�2 then j�� .�j /jM
has endpoints in � but is not contained in the ı–neighborhood of � .

The fourth and final case is that L1 ¤L2 have endpoints in the same component of
@A� . The obvious modification of the argument from the third case applies here.
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We now return to the more general context of this section.

Suppose that W is a Brouwer subsurface and that � 2 RH.W; @CW /. We say that Œ� �
disappears under iteration if hn

# .Œ� �/\W D∅ for some n> 0 and that T disappears
under iteration if each element in T does. If both endpoints of � are contained in a
single component L of @CW and the simple closed curve that is the union of � with
an interval in L does not bound a disk in A then we say that � is essential.

The next lemma is based on [17, Theorem 5.5(c)]. See also [11, Lemma 10.8].

Lemma 8.11 Suppose that W is a Brouwer subsurface and T is a fitted family as
in Definition 8.5. Suppose further that T does not disappear under iteration and that
no element of T eventually doubles. Then there exists Œ� � 2 T such that h#.Œ� �/\W

contains Œ� � with multiplicity one and does not contain �Œ� �; moreover, every other
element of h#.Œ� �/\W disappears under iteration. If � has both endpoints on the same
component L of @CW then Œ� � is essential.

Proof Let � be the directed graph with one vertex vi for each element Œ�i � 2 T and
with the number of oriented edges from vi to vj equal to the sum of the multiplicities
of Œ�j � and of �Œ�j � in h#.Œ�i �/\W . By Lemma 8.6, there is a natural bijection between
the elements of hn

# .Œ�i �/\W and the set of oriented paths in � that have length n and
begin at vi .

Since no Œ�i � eventually doubles, each vi is contained in at most one nonrepeating
oriented closed path in � . The set V0 of vertices of � that are contained in at least
one oriented closed path is nonempty because T does not disappear under iteration.
There is a partial order on the vertices of � defined by v1 > v2 if there is an oriented
path in � from v1 to v2 but no oriented path from v2 to v1 . Choose vp 2 V0 so that
vp > vq implies that vq 62 V0 . Note that if vp > vq then Œ�q � disappears under iteration.
Indeed, if it does not then there are arbitrarily long oriented paths in � beginning with
vq so there must be an element vr 2 V0 such that vq > vr ; this contradicts vp > vq

and the choice of vp . Note also that if there is an oriented path from vp to vq but
vp 6> vq then vq is on the oriented cycle through vp and so is uniquely determined by
the length of the path from vp to vq .

Let n be the length of the unique oriented nonrepeating closed path � through vp .
Then hn

# .Œ�p �/\W contains exactly one element that does not disappear under iteration
and it is �Œ�p � where � D˙1. To complete the proof of the lemma, it remains to show
that nD 1 and � D 1.

Let vs be the endpoint of the unique edge in � that begins at vp and is on the unique
oriented closed path through vp . It is possible that vs D vp . Thus, either Œ�s � or �Œ�s �

is the unique element of h#.Œ�p �/\W that does not disappear under iteration.
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For the remainder of the proof we make use of the end of the proof of [17, Theorem 5.5,
pages 253–254]. The case that �p has endpoints on distinct components of @CW is
treated in the last two paragraphs of that proof. (The labels �k

i in the diagram on the
bottom of page 253 are incorrect; they should be ��i .) The argument given there applies
without change in our present context so we may assume that �p has both endpoints
on the same component, say L, of @CW .

The endpoints of h#.�p/ are contained in the component of the complement of W

bounded by L. If h#.�p/ intersects any other component of the complement of W then
at least two elements of h#.Œ�p �/\W would be represented by paths with endpoints
on distinct components of @CW . Since no such paths disappear under iteration, this
can not happen and we conclude that each element of h#.Œ�p �/\W , and in particular
�s , has both endpoints on L.

Both ends of L converge to the same component of @A. The argument given in [17,
page 253, first and second paragraphs] (which is a proof by contradiction) carries over
without change to this context and proves that �p is essential. By symmetry, �s is
also essential. If Œ�p �¤ Œ�s � then either the interval of L bounded by the endpoints of
�p contains the interval of L bounded by the endpoints of �s or vice versa. In either
case, there is a rectangle D �W bounded by �p; �s and intervals in L. It contains
finitely many punctures, each of which is mapped to the complement of W by all
sufficiently high iterates of h. Thus, for all sufficiently large k , hkn.D/ does not
contain any punctures in W . It follows that either hkn

# .Œ�p �/\W D hkn
# .Œ�s �/\W

or hkn
# .Œ�p �/\W D hkn

# .Œ��s �/\W . But �k Œ�p � (respectively Œ�k�s �) is the unique
element of hkn

# .Œ�p �/\W (respectively hkn
# .Œ�s �/\W ) that does not disappear under

iteration. This contradicts the assumption that Œ�p �¤ Œ�s �. We conclude that Œ�p �D Œ�s �

and hence that nD 1. Since h is orientation preserving and h#.L/ is parallel to L, it
follows that � D 1.

Definition 8.12 Suppose that W is a Brouwer subsurface, that T is a fitted family
and that Œ� � 2 T . Let L1 and L2 be the components of @CW that contain the initial
and terminal endpoints w1 and w2 of � respectively. We say that Œ� � is peripheral if
one (and hence all) of the following equivalent conditions are satisfied:

(1) Some component of the complement of L1[L2[ � is contractible in AVX .

(2) There are rays R1 � L1 and R2 � L2 whose initial points are w1 and w2

such that the line R�1
1
�R2 can be properly isotoped rel X into arbitrarily small

neighborhoods of some end of AV.

(3) If z� is a lift of � to H and zL1 and zL2 are the lifts of L1 and L2 that contain
the endpoints of z� then zL1 and zL2 have a common endpoint.
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Our next result refines Lemma 8.11. It is based on [17, Lemma 6.4].

Lemma 8.13 Suppose that W , T and Œ� � are as in the statement of Lemma 8.11. Let
L1D @V1 and L2D @V2 be the (possibly equal) components of @CW that contain the
initial and terminal endpoints v1 and v2 of � . Then:

(1) h#.Œ� �/\W D fŒ� �g.

(2) If Œ� � is not peripheral then there are rays R1 � L1 and R2 � L2 such that
R�1

1
�R2 is isotopic to an h# –invariant geodesic line �.

Proof To prove (1) we assume that .h#.Œ� �/\W /n fŒ� �g D fs1; : : : ; smg is not empty
and argue to a contradiction. Lemma 8.11 implies that each si disappears under
iteration and so, in particular, is represented by a path with both endpoints on L1 or
both endpoints on L2 . As there is no loss in replacing h by an iterate, we may assume
that each h#.Œsi �/\W D∅.

We recall the alternate definition of h#.Œ� �/\W given in [17, page 50]. Choose a
lift zhW H [S1!H [S1 to the compactified universal cover of AVX , choose a lift
z� of � and for j D 1; 2, let zLj be the lift of Lj that contains the endpoint zvj of
z� . The lines zh#. zLj / are disjoint from the full preimage zW of W . There are finitely
many components zWl of zW that separate zh#. zL1/ from zh#. zL2/. Any geodesic path
connecting zh#. zL1/ to zh#. zL2/ crosses through zWl in a geodesic arc; the projection of
this arc to W determines a well-defined element of RH.W; @CW / and the multiset of
these elements, obtained by varying l , is exactly h#.Œ� �/\W .

Since Œ� � 2 h#.Œ� �/\W , we may choose zh so that zh#.z�/ crosses zL1 and zL2 in that
order. For future reference, note that zh2

#.z�/ crosses zh#. zL1/; zL1; zL2 , and zh#. zL2/ in
that order.

Intersection of zh#.z�/ with zW decomposes h#.z�/ into an alternating concatenation
of subpaths z�k whose projections �k � AV represent elements of h#.Œ� �/\W and
subpaths z�k whose projections �k are contained in Vj n h#.Vj / for j D 1 or 2. We
assume without loss that some si , say s1 , has both endpoints in L1 and hence that
some �k , say �1 , is a path in W that represents s1 and in particular has both endpoints
in L1 . It follows that at least one of the �k is contained in V1 n h#.V1/ and has both
endpoints in L1 . Note that this is true not only for zh#.z�/ but also for any geodesic path
that connects zh#. zL1/ to zh#. zL2/. In particular, h2

#.�/ contains a subpath in V1nh#.V1/

with both endpoints in L1 .

Let zL0
1

and zL00
1

be the lifts of L1 that contain the endpoints of z�1 . Since h#.Œs1�/\W D

∅, any geodesic path connecting zh#. zL
0
1
/ to zh#. zL

00
1
/ projects to a path in V1 n h#.V1/
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with both endpoints in h#.V1/. Since zh#. zL
0
1
/ and zh#. zL

00
1
/ separate zh2

#.
zL1/ from

zh2
#.
zL2/, h2

#.Œ� �/ contains a subpath in V1 nh#.V1/ with both endpoints in h#.V1/. But
S1 D V1 n h#.V1/ is a once punctured strip. A geodesic arc in S1 with endpoints in
L1 can not be disjoint from a geodesic arc in S1 with endpoints in h#.L1/. Since
h2

#.�/ is an embedded geodesic arc, we have reached the desired contradiction and so
have proved (1).

Let z� be the subpath of zh#.z�/ that connects zh#. zL1/ to zL1 and let � be its image in
AV. We now know that � is an arc in S1 with one endpoint in L1 and the other in
h#.L1/. Since S1 is a once punctured strip, one of the complementary components of
� in S is unpunctured. There are rays R0 �L1 and R00 � h#.L1/ so that R0

�1
�R00

is peripheral. Lifting this back to the universal cover, we have that zL1 and zh#. zL1/

are asymptotic. Their common endpoint P1 is a fixed point for zhjS1 . Symmetrically,
one of the endpoints P2 of zL2 is fixed by zh and we let z� be the geodesic connecting
P1 to P2 (which are distinct points because Œ� � is not peripheral). This completes the
proof of (2).

Definition 8.14 An embedded arc ��A that is disjoint from X and that has endpoints
in Fix.hj@A/ is a reducing arc for h rel X if it is h–invariant up to isotopy rel X and
rel its endpoints and is nonperipheral in the sense that it is not homotopic rel endpoints
and rel X into @A.

The following lemma is similar to [11, Proposition 10.10]. The conclusions of the
lemma are more detailed than those of that proposition and apply to h and not just
some iterate of h. Lemma 7.3 implies that condition (b) below is satisfied in the special
case that h D f� for � 2 R. Note also that if (b) is satisfied then all reducing arcs
have their endpoints on the same component of @A.

Lemma 8.15 Assume that the hyperbolic metric on AVX has been chosen as in
Lemma 8.4 and that ˇ˙i and V ˙i are as in that lemma. Let W be the associated
Brouwer subsurface and assume that no element of RH.W; @CW / eventually doubles.
Let ˛ D

Sr
iD1 ˛.h;xi/ and ! D

Sr
iD1 !.h;xi/. Assume that for each component

@lA of @A, ˛l D ˛\ @lA and !l D ! \ @lA have the same cardinality cl and that if
cl > 1 then the elements of ˛l and !l alternate around @lA. Then:

(1) There is a reducing arc � for h with respect to X .

If either one of the following conditions is satisfied,

(a) r D 1,

(b) if x and y are fixed points in different components of @A then h is isotopic
relfx;yg to a nontrivial Dehn twist,
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then:

(2) For each 1� i � r , ˛.h;xi/ and !.h;xi/ belong to the same component of @A.

(3) For each 1� i � r , there is a reducing arc �i whose endpoints are ˛.h;xi/ and
!.h;xi/.

(4) For each 1 � i � r , there is a translation arc geodesic ˇi for xi such that
Bi D

S1
jD�1 h

j
# .ˇi/ is a properly embedded line whose initial end converges

to ˛.h;xi/ and whose terminal end converges to !.h;xi/.

(5) The Bi are disjoint.

If r D 1:

(6) There is a unique translation arc geodesic for x1 .

Proof For each i , let Ti be the fitted family (Notation 8.7) determined by ˇ�i .

To prove (1), it suffices to show that there is a properly embedded nonperipheral line
`�AVX , whose initial and terminal ends converge to elements of Fix.hj@A/ and such
that h.`/ is properly isotopic in AVX to `. The proper isotopy can be chosen so that it
extends by the identity on @A so we can take � to be the closure of ` in A.

If Ti disappears under iteration then the homotopy streamline Bi D
S1

nD�1 hn
# .ˇ
�
i / is

a properly embedded h# –invariant line whose ends converge to ˛.h;xi/ and !.h;xi/

and we let ` be the line obtained by pushing Bi off of itself; there is always at least
one direction to push that results in a nonperipheral line. If Ti does not disappear under
iteration, let Œ� � 2 Ti satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 8.11 and let Lp and Lq be the
components of @CW containing the initial and terminal endpoint of � respectively.
We claim that Œ� � is not peripheral (Definition 8.12). This is obvious if !.h;xp/

and !.h;xq/ belong to distinct components of @A. If Lp D Lq this follows from
Lemma 8.11, which asserts that Œ� � is essential, and the assumption that the component
of @A that contains !.h;xp/D !.h;xq/ intersects ˛ nontrivially. In the final case,
!.h;xp/ ¤ !.h;xq/ belong to the same component of @A and so are separated in
that boundary component by elements of ˛ ; again � is not peripheral. Lemma 8.13
implies that there are rays Rp � Lp and Rq � Lq such that ` D R�1

p �Rq , whose
ends converge to !.h;xp/ and !.h;xq/, has the desired properties.

We now turn to the proof of (4). It suffices to show that each Ti disappears under
iteration. We assume that some Ti does not disappear under iteration and, continuing
with the above notation, argue to a contradiction. Note that !.h;xp/ and !.h;xq/ lie
on the same component, say @0A, of @A. This is obvious for (a) and holds for (b)
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because � has endpoints !.h;xp/ and !.h;xq/ and is isotopic to h.�) rel endpoints.
Denote the other component of @A by @1A.

Let � be the geodesic determined by `, let Y be the component of AVX n� whose
closure contains @1A and let Z be the other component of AVX n�. Since Z is not
contractible, it contains at least one orbit of X .

We claim that Y also intersects, and hence contains, an orbit of X . If p ¤ q this
follows from the fact that the endpoints !.h;xp/and !.h;xq/ of ` separate ˛\ @0A.
Suppose then that pD q . Since � is h# –invariant and disjoint from B�i , each element
of Ti is represented by an arc that is disjoint from �. Since ` can be isotoped to be
disjoint from @V Cq but cannot be isotoped into V Cq , � is disjoint from V Cq and hence
disjoint from � [V Cq . Since � is essential (Lemma 8.11) Y contains V Cq and hence
the orbit of xq . This completes the proof that both Y and Z contain an orbit of X .

If r D 1 then we have reached the desired contradiction and so have proved (4) in this
case. Arguing by induction on r , we may assume that r > 1 and that if one works
relative to X \ Y or relative to X \Z then Ti disappears under iteration. In other
words, if xi 2 Y (the argument for xi 2Z is symmetric) then for all sufficiently large
n, hn

# .ˇ
�
i / is isotopic rel X \ Y to an arc i;n � Vi � Y . Since � is h# –invariant,

hn
# .ˇ
�
i / � Y . It is a standard fact that the isotopy rel X \ Y of hn

# .ˇ
�
i / to i;n can

be taken with support in Y . It follows that this isotopy is rel X which implies that
hn

# .ˇ
�
i / � Vi in contradiction to the assumption that Ti does not disappear under

iteration. This completes the proof of (4).

Items (3) and (5) follow from (4). If r D 1 then (2) follows from our assumption that
˛l and !l have the same cardinality. If (b) is satisfied then (2) follows the fact that
˛.h;xi/ and !.h;xi/ bound a reducing curve. Thus (2) is satisfied.

To verify (6), let B1 and ˇ1 be as in (4) and denote h
j
# .ˇ1/ by ˇ1;j . Thus B1 DS1

nD�1 ˇ1;j and h#.ˇ1;j /Dˇi;jC1 . We assume that there is a translation arc geodesic
ı ¤ ˇ1;0 for x and argue to a contradiction. Let � be the maximum initial segment of
ı whose interior is disjoint from B1 and let y be the terminal endpoint of �. Let � be
the maximum initial segment of h#.ı/ whose interior is disjoint from B1 and let z be
the terminal endpoint of � . If y 2X then z D h.y/; otherwise y is in the interior of
some ˇ1;m and z is in the interior of ˇ1;mC1 .

If y 62 ˇ1;�1[ˇ1;0 then the endpoints of � and � are linked in B1 in contradiction to
the fact that the interiors of � and � are disjoint and lie on the same side of B1 . We
may therefore assume that y 2 ˇ1;�1 [ ˇ1;0 . In this case, the endpoints of � and �
bound intervals I� and I� in B1 that meet in at most one point. It follows that either
the simple closed curve �[I� or the simple closed curve �[I� is inessential in A and
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so bounds a disk that is disjoint from X in contradiction to the fact that these simple
closed curves are composed of two geodesic segments. This completes the proof that
ˇ1 is the unique translation arc geodesic and hence the proof of (6).

We conclude this section by applying Lemma 8.15 to the specific class of annulus
homeomorphisms that concern us in this paper. Note that the statements are purely
topological and so are independent of hyperbolic metrics used in their proofs.

Corollary 8.16 Suppose that � 2R and that f� W A� !A� is as in Definitions 7.2.
Let AV� D int.A� /. Then there do not exist yx1; yx2 2 AV� such that ˛.f� ; yx1/ and
!.f� ; yx2/ are contained in one component of @A� and ˛.f� ; yx2/ and !.f� ; yx1/ are
contained in the other component of @A� .

Proof Let yX � AV� be the union of the f� –orbits of yx1 and yx2 and assume that
AV� n yX is equipped with a complete hyperbolic structure as in Section 6. Let W

be a Brouwer subsurface as in Definition 8.5. Lemma 8.9 implies that no element
of RH.W; @CW / eventually doubles. If there exist yx1; yx2 2A� such that ˛.f� ; yx1/

and !.f� ; yx2/ are contained in one component of @A� and ˛.f� ; yx2/ and !.f� ; yx1/

are contained in the other component of @A� , then the hypotheses of Lemma 8.15
are satisfied with r D 2 and c0 D c1 D 1. Lemma 7.3 implies that condition (b) of
Lemma 8.15 is satisfied and hence by item (2) of Lemma 8.15 that for i D 1; 2, ˛.h;xi/

and !.h;xi/ belong to the same component of @A� . This contradiction completes the
proof.

The next corollary states that if there is twisting across an annular cover then orbits that
start and end on one boundary component can not get to close to the other boundary
component.

Corollary 8.17 Suppose that hW A!A is either

(1) f� W A� !A� for some � 2R, or

(2) f� W A
c
� !Ac

� for some horocycle � corresponding to an isolated end of M .

Let @0A and @1A be the components of @A. In case (2) assume that @0A is the unique
component of @A and that if Fix.f� j@1A/¤∅ then f� is not isotopic to the identity
rel Fix.f� j@A/. Then there is a neighborhood of @1A that is disjoint from the h–orbit
of any yx 2A for which both ˛.h; yx/ and !.h; yx/ are contained in @0A.
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Proof If the corollary fails then there exist yxt !
yP 2 @1A with ˛.h; yxt /; !.h; yxt / 2

@0A. After replacing h by some hm we may assume that the rotation number of hj@1A

is less than 1
4

. In particular there are intervals J1 � J2 � J3 in @1A connecting yP
to h. yP /, h2. yP / and h3. yP / respectively. These intervals will be trivial if yP is fixed
by h and nontrivial otherwise. Additionally, after possibly increasing m further, we
may assume (Lemma 7.3) that if � is a path connecting a fixed point in @0A to yP then
h.�/ is not homotopic rel endpoints to the path obtained by concatenating � with J1 .

Choose contractible neighborhoods yUi of Ji in A such that yU1 �
yU2 �

yU3 and such
that h. yUi/� yUiC1 . Choose lifts P 2 zU1 �

zU2 �
zU3 in H [S1 and let zh be the lift

of h such that zh.P / 2 zU1 . After passing to a subsequence, yxt !
yP lifts to a sequence

zxt!P such that zxt ; zh.zxt / 2 zU1 for all t . Recall that a translation arc for zxt is a path
from zxt to zh.zxt / that intersects its zh–image only in zh.zxt /. There is a translation arc
zıt �

zU2 for zxt by [17, Lemma 4.1]. Let yıt �
yU2 be the projected image of zıt . Since

zh.zıt /[ zıt �
zU3 , h.yıt /\ yıt is the projected image of zh.zıt /\ zıt . Thus yıt �

yU2 is a
translation arc for yxt . We now fix such a yxt and drop the t subscript.

Assume the notation of Lemma 8.15 applied with r D 1, x1 D yx , c0 D 1 and c1 D 0.
Lemma 8.9 implies that the hypothesis of Lemma 8.15 are satisfied. The homotopy
streamline B1 produced by item (4) of Lemma 8.15 can be thought of as an arc y� with
initial endpoint ˛.yh; yx/ and terminal endpoint !.yh; yx/. Let y�0 be the initial subpath of
y� that ends with yx1 and let y� � yU1 be a path connecting yx1 to yP . The path y�D y�0y�

connects ˛.yh; yx/ 2 @0A to yP 2 @1A. By the uniqueness part of Lemma 8.15(6), yı
is isotopic rel yX to the subpath of y� connecting yx to h.yx/. It follows that the path
y��1h.y�/ connecting P to h.P / is homotopic rel endpoints to y��1yıh.y�/� yU2 . Hence
h.y�/ is homotopic rel endpoints to y�J1 . This contradiction completes the proof.

9 !–lifts

We assume throughout this section that R¤∅. Recall from Section 7 that the closure
of a component of H n zR in H is called a domain. We will assign a domain or a pair
of domains to each zx 2H based on its forward zf –orbit. By symmetry, we can assign
a domain or a pair of domains to each zx 2H based on its backward zf –orbit. In the
next section (Corollary 10.4) we show that these two methods give the same domain or
pair of domains when x is birecurrent.

Suppose that zC is a domain and that z� 2 zR is a frontier component of zC . Let Iz� be
the component of S1 n Fix. zf zC / bounded by the endpoints of z� . We write z� zC for
z� equipped with the orientation which makes every point in Iz� move away from the
backward endpoint of z� toward the forward endpoint of z� under the action of zf zC .
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Equivalently, the orientation on z� is chosen so that a turn from inside zC along z� in
the direction (left or right) of the Dehn twist of f across � has one moving toward the
forward end of z� zC .

We say that a pair of disjoint oriented distinct geodesics in H are antiparallel if either
of the following conditions is satisfied:

� The four endpoints in S1 are distinct with the pair of initial endpoints separating
the pair of terminal endpoints.

� The initial endpoint of one of the geodesics equals the terminal endpoint of the
other.

Lemma 9.1 The orientations on z� induced from the two domains that contain it are
opposite.

Proof This follows from the fact that left (or right) turns from the two domains
containing z� result in motion in different directions along z� .

Recall from Lemma 7.1 that for all lifts zf and all zx 2H , ˛. zf ; zx/ and !. zf ; zx/ are
single points in S1\Fix. zf /.

Lemma 9.2 Suppose that zC1 and zC2 are domains with intersection z� � zR, that
zf i D

zf zCi
and that zx 2 H . If !. zf1; zx/ ¤ z�

C
zC1

then !. zf2; zx/ D z�
C
zC2
D z��zC1

.
Symmetrically, if ˛. zf1; zx/¤ z�

�
zC1

then ˛. zf2; zx/D z�
�
zC2
D z�CzC1

.

Proof Let Tz� be the root free covering translation with axis z� and orientation induced
by zC2 . Then zf n

2
D T dn

z�
zf n
1

, where d > 0 is the degree of Dehn twisting about R. By
hypothesis and by Lemma 9.1,

!. zf1; zx/¤ z�
C
zC1
D z��zC2

D T �
z� :

Since zf n
1
.zx/ converges to !. zf1; zx/ it follows that T dn

z�
zf n
1
.zx/! TC

z�
. This in turn

proves that !. zf2; zx/D z�
C
zC2

.

Lemma 9.3 There is a constant D1 > 0 so that for all domains zC and all zx 2 H

such that dist.zx; zC / > D1 , at least one of ˛. zf zC ; zx/ and !. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of
the component z� of @ zC that is closest to zx .

Proof Up to the action of covering translations there are only finitely many elements
of zR. Thus, if the lemma is false there exists a domain zC and a frontier component z�
of zC and a sequence zxk 2H such that:
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� z� is the component of @ zC closest to zxk .
� Neither ˛. zf zC ; zxk/ nor !. zf zC ; zxk/ is an endpoint of z� .
� dist.zxk ; zC /!1.

Consider the annular cover A� and the induced map f� W A� ! A� . Let yxk be the
image of zxk in A� . By the second item,

˛. zf zC ; zxk/; !. zf zC ; zxk/ 2 Fix. zf zC /\ .S1 nT˙
z� /I

in particular ˛. zf zC ; zxk/ and !. zf zC ; zxk/ belong to the same component of S1 nT˙
z�

because Fix. yf zC /\S1 consists of ends of zC in S1 and zC lies on one side of � . It
follows that ˛.f� ; yxk/ and !.f� ; yxk/ belong to the same component of @A� . From
the first and third items we conclude that every neighborhood of the other component
of @A� contains yxk for all sufficiently large k in contradiction to Corollary 8.17.

For zC a domain and D > 0 we let ND. zC / be the set of points in H whose distance
from zC is less than or equal to D .

Corollary 9.4 Suppose that D1 is the constant of Lemma 9.3, that zC is a domain and
that zx 2H . If neither ˛. zf zC ; zx/ nor !. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of a component of @ zC
then zf zC .zx/ 2ND1

. zC /.

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.3.

Corollary 9.5 For all zx 2H either:

(1) There is a domain zC such that !. zf zC ; zx/ is not an endpoint of a component of
@ zC .

(2) There is a component z� of zR such that both !. zf zC1
; zx/ and !. zf zC2

; zx/ are
endpoints of z� , where zC1 and zC2 are the two domains that contain z� in their
boundaries.

Moreover, if (1) is satisfied then zC is unique and (2) is not satisfied and if (2) is satisfied
then z� is unique and (1) is not satisfied.

Remark 9.6 Suppose that A is a closed F –invariant annulus in S2 such that Fix.F /
is disjoint from the interior AV of A but intersects both components of @A. If F jA is
isotopic to the identity rel Fix.F jA/ then the core curve � of A is not an element of
R and item (1) of Corollary 9.5 is satisfied for each zx 2H that projects into AV�M .
In the remaining case, F jA is isotopic rel Fix.F jA/ to a nontrivial Dehn twist, � 2R
and item (2) of Corollary 9.5 is satisfied for each such zx .
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Remark 9.7 In case (2), we expect (but have not proven) that !. zf zC1
; zx/ and !. zf zC2

; zx/

are distinct endpoints of z� .

Proof of Corollary 9.5 The moreover part of Corollary 9.5 follows from Lemma 9.2
and the obvious induction argument. It therefore suffices to find zC satisfying (1) or z�
satisfying (2).

Choose a domain zC 0
1

. If !. zf zC 0
1

; zx/ is not an endpoint of a component of @ zC 0
1

we are
done. Otherwise, !. zf zC 0

1

; zx/ is an endpoint of a component z�1 of @ zC1 and we let zC 0
2

be the domain whose intersection with zC 0
1

is z�1 . If z!. zC 0
2
; zx/ is either not the endpoint

of a component of @ zC 0
2

or is an endpoint of z�1 we are done. Otherwise, let zC 0
3

be the
domain whose intersection with zC 0

2
is the component z�2 of @ zC 0

2
whose endpoint set

contains !. zf zC 0
2
; zx/. Iterating this procedure we either reach the desired conclusion or

produce distinct domains zC 0
k

such that !. zf zC 0
k

; zx/ is an endpoint of z�k D
zC 0

k
\ zC 0

kC1
.

For all sufficiently large k , ˛. zf zC 0
k

; zx/ is an endpoint of z�k�1 by Lemma 9.3.

Let fk W Ak !Ak be the homeomorphism of the annular cover determined by z�k , let
zfk D

zf zC 0
k

and let @�Ak and @CAk be the components of @Ak that contain points
that lift into the closure of zC 0

k
and zC 0

kC1
respectively. As usual, yx 2 Ak is the

image of zx 2H . Then ˛.fk ; yx/ 2 @�Ak and !.fk ; yx/ 2 @CAk . The former follows
from the fact that ˛. zfk ; zx// 2 Fix. zfk/\ .S1 nT˙

z�k
/ and the latter from the fact that

!. zfkC1; zx// 2 Fix. zfkC1/\ .S1 nT˙
z�k
/.

Choose j < l so that z�j and z�l project to the same element � 2R but z�k projects to
a different element of R for all j < k < l . Choose an arc z� �H with one endpoint on
z�j , the other on z�l and with interior disjoint from z�j [ z�l . Then z� projects to a path
� �M with endpoints in � and with interior disjoint from � . Since � disconnects
S2 , both ends of � belong to the same component X of S2 nR. Let Y ¤X be the
other component of S2 nR that contains � in its closure. The interiors of the domains
zCjC1 and zCl both project to X and the interiors of zCj and zClC1 both project to
Y . A covering translation T satisfying T .�j /D �l also satisfies T . zCjC1/D zCl and
T . zCj /D zClC1 . It follows that

T zfjC1T �1
D zfl and T zfj T �1

D zflC1:

Letting zy D T .zx/, we have

!. zfl ; zy/D T!. zfjC1; zx/ 2 Fix. zfl/\ .S1 nT˙
z�l
/;

˛. zflC1; zy/D T˛. zfj ; zx/ 2 Fix. zflC1/\ .S1 nT˙
z�l
/:

Thus !.fl ; yy/ 2 @�Al and ˛.fk ; yx/ 2 @CAl , which contradicts Corollary 8.16 and
the fact that ˛.fl ; yx/ 2 @�Al and !.fl ; yx/ 2 @CAl .
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The process therefore terminates after finitely many steps.

Definition 9.8 If Corollary 9.5(1) is satisfied then we say that zC is the !–domain for
zx and zf zC the !–lift for zx . Otherwise, Corollary 9.5(2) is satisfied and we say that zC1

and zC2 are the !–domains for zx and zf zC1
and zf zC2

are the !–lifts for zx .

Corollary 9.9 Let D1 be the constant of Lemma 9.3.

(1) If zC is the unique !–domain for zx then zf n
zC
.zx/ 2 ND1

. zC / for all sufficiently
large n.

(2) If zC1 and zC2 are !–domains for zx with intersection z� 2 zR then zf n
zCi

.zx/ 2

ND1
. zC1[

zC2/ for i D 1; 2 and all sufficiently large n.

Proof If zC is the unique !–domain for zx and (1) fails then there exist arbitrarily
large n such that zf zC

n.zx/ 62 ND1
. zC /. The component z�n of @ zC that is closest to

zf zC
n.zx/ takes on infinitely many values as n!1. By restricting to large n, we may

assume that ˛. zf zC ; zx/ is not an endpoint of z�n . By hypothesis, !. zf zC ; zx/ is not an
endpoint of z�n . This contradiction to Lemma 9.3 completes the proof of (1).

Suppose now that (2) fails. Since zf zC1
and zf zC2

differ by an iterate of Tz� and since Tz�
preserves both zC1 and zC2 , it follows that

zf n
zC1

.zx/ 62ND1
. zC1[

zC2/ if and only if zf n
zC2

.zx/ 62ND1
. zC1[

zC2/:

We may then assume that there exist arbitrarily large n such that zf n
zC1

.zx/ 62ND1
. zC1[

zC2/

and such that the component z�n of @ zC that is closest to zf n
zC1

.zx/ is not z� . Since zf n
zC1

.zx/

converges to an endpoint of z� , z�n takes on infinitely many values as n!1. By
restricting to large n, we may assume that ˛. zf zC1

; zx/ is not an endpoint of z�n . This
contradicts Lemma 9.3 and the assumption that !. zf zC1

; zx/ is an endpoint of z� ¤ z�n .

We record the following observation for easy reference.

Lemma 9.10 If zf zC
ki .zx/ 2ND. zC / for some D > 0 and some ki!1 then zC is an

!–domain for zx .

Proof It suffices to show that if !. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� 2 zR and C 0 is the other
domain whose frontier contains z� then !. zf zC 0 ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� . The covering
translation Tz� preserves ND. zC /. Since the maps zf zC 0

ki and zf zC
ki differ by an iterate

of Tz� , it follows that zf zC 0
ki .zx/ 2ND. zC / and hence that !. zf zC 0 ; zx/ lies in the Cantor

set of ends of zC and in the ends of zC 0 . Since the ends of z� are the only points in the
intersection of these Cantor sets, !. zf zC 0 ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� .
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10 Domain covers

Let zC be a domain and let C be its image in S . Recall that Stab. zC / is the subgroup of
covering translations that preserve zC and that elements of Stab. zC / commute with zf zC .
We cannot restrict f to C because C is not f –invariant and we can not replace f
by an isotopic map that preserves C because we might lose the entropy zero property.
Instead we lift to the �1.C / cover C of S . More precisely we make the following
definitions.

Definitions 10.1 Define C to be the quotient space of H by the action of Stab. zC / and
xfC W C ! C to be the homeomorphism induced by zf zC . Up to conjugacy, xfC W C ! C

is independent of the choice of lift zC of C . Define C core � C to be the quotient space
of zC �H by the action of Stab. zC /.

Standing notation 10.2 Our convention will be that if zx 2 zC then its image in M is
x and its image in xC is xx .

Note that C core is homeomorphic to C and that if R¤∅ then (topologically) C is
obtained from xCcore by adding collar neighborhoods to each component of @C core .
Note also that xfC is isotopic to the identity.

If zC is both an ˛–domain and an !–domain for zx then we say that zC is a home
domain for zx . Denote the set of birecurrent points for f and xfC by B.f / and
B. xfC / respectively. Denote the full preimage in H of B.f / by zB.f /. The following
proposition, whose proof is delayed until the end of the section, is the main result of
this section.

Proposition 10.3 If zC is an !–domain for zx 2 zB.f / then xx 2 B. xfC / and zC is a
home domain for zx . Moreover if z!. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� 2 zR then z̨. zf zC ; zx/ is
also an endpoint of z� .

As an immediate corollary we have:

Corollary 10.4 For each zx 2 zB.f / one of the following is satisfied:

(1) There is a unique home domain zC for zx ; neither z̨. zf zC ; zx/ nor z!. zf zC ; zx/ is the
endpoint of a component of @ zC .

(2) There are two home domains zC1 and zC2 for zx . The intersection zC1\
zC2 is a

component z� of zR and for iD1; 2, both z̨. zf zCi
; zx/ and z!. zf zCi

; zx/ are endpoints
of z� .
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The following definition is key to the proof of Proposition 10.3.

Definition 10.5 A covering translation T W H !H is a near-cycle of period m for
zx 2H with respect to zf zC if there is a free disk U for f and a lift zU that contains zx
such that zf zC

m.zx/2T . zU /. If m is irrelevant then we simply say that T is a near-cycle
for zx 2H with respect to zf zC .

Remark 10.6 It is an immediate consequence of the definitions that if T W H !H

is a near-cycle of period m> 0 with respect to zf zC for zx then it is also a near-cycle
of period m with respect to zf zC for all points in a neighborhood of zx . Moreover, it is
clear that by shrinking the free disk U slightly to U0 , we may assume that cl.U0/ is
contained in a free disk and we still have zf zC

m.zx/ 2 T . zU0/.

Remark 10.7 A point zx 2H has at least one near cycle with respect to zf zC if and
only if its image x 2M is free disk recurrent.

Remark 10.8 The only near-cycles for zx 2H with respect to zf zC that we make use
of are those that are contained in Stab. zC /.

The following lemma is essentially the same as [11, Lemma 10.5]. We reprove it here
because our assumptions have changed.

Lemma 10.9 If T 2 Stab. zC / is a near-cycle for zx 2 H with respect to zf zC then
˛. zf zC ; zx/ and !. zf zC ; zx/ can not both lie in the same component of S1 n fT

C;T �g.

Proof If T is parabolic let z� be a horocycle preserved by T ; otherwise let z� be the
axis of T . From T 2 Stab. zC / it follows that z� is either an element of zR or disjoint
from zR. Let f� W A� !A� be as in Definitions 7.2. We assume the result is false and
argue to a contradiction. By Lemma 8.9, we may apply Lemma 8.15 with h D f� ,
r D 1 and yx1 the image of zx in A� . Assume the notation of that lemma. The lifts
zB1 and zB0

1
of yB1 that contain zx and T .zx/ respectively are disjoint and zf –invariant

up to isotopy rel the orbits of zx and T .zx/. [11, Lemma 8.7(2)] implies that zB1 and
zB0

1
have parallel orientations. But it follows from the fact that the endpoints of zB1 are

˛. zf zC ; zx/ and !. zf zC ; zx/ and the endpoints of zB0
1

are T˛. zf zC ; zx/ and T!. zf zC ; zx/, that
these four points must occur in a configuration in S1 , which in turn implies that zB1

and zB0
1

have antiparallel orientations. This contradiction completes the proof.

Remark 10.10 In the case that the covering translation T is parabolic, Lemma 10.9
asserts that at least one of ˛. zf zC ; zx/ and !. zf zC ; zx/ must equal T˙ .
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Lemma 10.11 Suppose zC is an !–domain for zx , that !. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of
z� 2 zR and that xx is xfC –recurrent. Then every near cycle T 2 Stab. zC / for a point in
the zf zC –orbit of zx is hyperbolic with axis z� .

Proof To simplify notation we write zf D zf zC . There is no loss in assuming that T is
a near cycle for zx . Let U be the free disk with respect to which T is defined, let zU be
the lift of U containing zx and let n satisfy zf n.zx/ 2 T . zU /. There is a neighborhood
x 2 V � U such that f n.V / � U . Let zV be the lift of V contained in zU . By
Remark 10.6 we may assume that the diameter of zU in the hyperbolic metric is finite.

If ˛. zf ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� then Lemma 10.9 and the fact that z� � @ zC complete the
proof. Suppose then that ˛. zf ; zx/ is not an endpoint of z� and in particular, ˛. zf ; zx/¤
!. zf ; zx/.

Since xx is xf –recurrent, there exist ni !1 and Si 2 Stab. zC / such that zf ni .zx/ 2

Si. zV / � Si. zU /. From zf n.Si
zV /D Si

zf n. zV / � SiT . zU / we see that zf n. zf ni .zx// 2

SiTS�1
i .Si. zU // and hence that Ti D SiTS�1

i is a near cycle for zf ni .zx/. Note also
that both zf nCni .zx/ and Ti

zf ni .zx/ are contained in Ti.Si. zU // and so

dist
�
zf nCni .zx/;Ti

zf n.zx/
�

is bounded independently of ni .

If T , and hence each Ti , is parabolic then !. zf zC ; zx/ ¤ T˙i because !. zf zC ; zx/ is
an endpoint of the axis z� of a hyperbolic covering translation. Lemma 10.9 (see
also Remark 10.10) therefore implies that each T˙i D ˛.

zf ; zx/. In this case the Ti

are iterates of a single parabolic covering translation and there is a neighborhood of
!. zf ; zx/ that is moved off of itself by every Ti . This contradicts lim zf ni .zx/D!. zf ; zx/

and lim Ti. zf
ni .zx//D lim. zf nCni .zx//D !. zf ; zx/. We conclude that T and each Ti

are hyperbolic. Let AT be the axis of T and Ai D Si.AT / the axis of Ti .

To complete the proof we assume that AT ¤ z� and argue to a contradiction.

We claim that Ai ¤ z� . This is obvious if AT is not an element of zR so we assume
that AT is an element of zR and that z� DAi D Si.AT / for some Si 2 Stab. zC / and
argue to a contradiction. Keeping in mind that z� and AT are distinct components of
the frontier of zC , Lemma 10.9 implies that ˛. zf ; zx/, which by Lemma 7.1 is a single
point in the intersection of S1 with the closure of zC , is an endpoint of AT . The axis
of Si is contained in zC and is not z� or AT . It follows that the axis of Si is disjoint
from AT and z� and has no endpoints in common with either. Since z� D Si.AT /,
the axis of Si does not separate AT from z� and so does not separate ˛. zf ; zx/ from
!. zf zC ; zx/. This contradicts Lemma 10.9 applied to the near cycle Si and so completes
the proof that Ai ¤ z� .
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After passing to a subsequence we may assume that either the Ai are all the same or
all different. In the former case, Ti is independent of i and there is a neighborhood of
!. zf ; zx/ that is moved off of itself by each Ti . As above this contradicts the fact that
Ti. zf

ni .zx//! !. zf ; zx/. We may therefore assume that the Ai are distinct lifts of a
closed curve in M and hence, after passing to a subsequence, converge to some point
Q 2 S1 . If Q¤ !. zf ; zx/ then there is a neighborhood of !. zf ; zx/ that is moved off
of itself by each Ti and we have a contradiction. Thus QD !. zf ; zx/.

For sufficiently large i the endpoints of Ai are contained in a neighborhood of !. zf ; zx/
that does not contain ˛. zf ; zx/ and does not contain the other endpoint of z� . Since
Ai is disjoint from z� , it does not separate ˛. zf ; zx/ from !. zf ; zx/. This contradicts
Lemma 10.9 applied to Ti since neither ˛. zf ; zx/ nor !. zf ; zx/ is an endpoint of Ai .

Lemma 10.12 Suppose that U is a free disk, that x 2 U is recurrent (birecurrent)
with respect to f and that the set of lifts of U to H that intersect f zf zC

k.zx/ W k � 0g is
finite up to the action of Stab. zC /. Then xx 2 C is recurrent (birecurrent) with respect
to xf W C ! C .

Proof The set of lifts of U to H that intersect f zf k
zC
.zx/ W k � 0g is finite up to the

action of Stab. zC / if and only if the set of lifts of U to C that intersect f xf k
C
.xx/ W k� 0g

is finite. We may therefore replace the former with the latter in the hypotheses of this
lemma.

Suppose that x is recurrent. We must prove that xx is recurrent and that if x is recurrent
with respect to f �1 then xx is recurrent with respect to xf �1 .

Let xU1; : : : ; xUm be the lifts of U to C that intersect f xf k
C
.xx/ W k � 0g and let xxj 2

xUj

be the corresponding lifts of x . We may assume that xx1 D xx . Choose a sequence
ni !1 such that f ni .x/! x and such that each f ni .x/ 2 U . After passing to a
subsequence we may assume that xf ni

C
.xx1/ 2 xUs where s is independent of i . Then

xf
ni

C
.xx1/! xxs and we are done if s D 1. Otherwise by renumbering we may assume

that s D 2. Since xx2 is in the !–limit set of xx1 , each point in f xf k
C
.xx2/ W k � 0g that

projects to U is contained in some xUj . We may therefore apply the previous argument
with xx2 in place of xx1 . After passing to a further subsequence we may assume that
xf

ni

C
.xx2/! xxt where t ¤ 2 because xf ni

C
.xx1/ is the unique point in xU2 that projects

to f ni .x/. If t D 1 then xx1 is in the !–limit set of xx1 and we are done. Otherwise
we may assume t D 3. After iterating this argument at most m times, we have shown
that xx is recurrent.

From the recurrence of xx , it follows that a lift of U to C intersects f xf k
C
.xx/ W k � 0g

if and only if it intersects f xf k
C
.xx/ W k 2 Zg. In particular, the set of lifts of U to C
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that intersect f xf �k
C
.xx/ W k � 0g is finite. If x is recurrent with respect to f �1 then

by the above argument xx 2 C is recurrent with respect to xf �1W C ! C as desired.

Remark 10.13 If zU is a lift of a disk U and T1;T2 are covering translations then
T1. zU / and zT2. zU / are in the same Stab. zC /–orbit if and only if T2T �1

1 2 Stab. zC /.
Thus a collection of lifts fTm. zU /g of U is finite up to the action of Stab. zC / if and
only if the Tm determine only finitely many right cosets of Stab. zC /.

Proof of Proposition 10.3 Let U be a free disk of bounded diameter that contains x

and let zU be the lift that contains zx .

First suppose that z!. zf zC ; zx/ is not an endpoint of an element of zR. Corollary 9.9(1)
implies that for some D and all k � 0, zf zC

k.zx/ 2ND. zC / or equivalently, xfC
k.xx/ 2

ND. xCcore/. Since ND.C core/ is compact, it follows that f xfC
k.xx/ j k � 0g intersects

only finitely many lifts of U . Equivalently, f zf zC
k.zx/ W k � 0g intersects only finitely

many lifts of U to H up to the action of the group Stab. zC /. Lemma 10.12 implies that
xx , and hence xfC

k.xx/ for all k , is recurrent under xfC . Since the forward xfC –orbit
of xfC

k.xx/ is eventually contained in ND.C core/, it follows that xfC
k.xx/ 2ND.C core/

for all k and hence that zf zC
k.zx/ 2 ND. zC / for all k . Lemma 9.10 applied to zf zC

�1

implies that zC is an ˛–domain for zx and hence a home domain for zx .

We assume now that !. zf zC ; zx/ is an endpoint of z� 2 zR and that zC1 and zC2 are the
two domains that contain z� in their frontier. We will treat zC1 and zC2 symmetrically
and prove that the proposition holds for zC D zC1 and zC D zC2 . Denote zf zC1

by zf1

and zf zC2
by zf2 . When near cycles are defined with respect to zfi we refer to them as

zfi –near cycles. Let S be a root-free covering translation with axis z� . Corollary 9.9(2)
implies that zf k

1
.zx/; zf k

2
.zx/2ND. zC1[

zC2/ for some D and all k � 0. We may assume
without loss that zU �ND. zC1/\ND. zC2/.

After interchanging zC1 with zC2 if necessary, we may assume by Lemma 9.2 that
˛. zf1; zx/ is an endpoint of z� . Lemma 10.9 implies that every zf1 –near cycle T 2

Stab. zC1/ for a point in the zf1 –orbit of zx is an iterate of S . We will apply this as
follows. If T1 and T2 are zf1 –near cycles for zx and if T1T �1

2
(which is a near cycle

for a point in the zf1 –orbit of zx ) is an element of Stab. zC1/ then T1T �1
2

is an iterate
of S . In particular, if T1 and T2 determine the same right coset of Stab. zC1/ then they
also determine the same right coset of Stab. zC2/.

Let Ui be the set of lifts of U that intersect ND. zCi/ and contain zf k
2
.zx/ for some k�0.

To prove that xx is xf2 –birecurrent it suffices by Lemma 10.12 to prove that U1[ U2 is
finite up to the action of Stab. zC2/. As above, the compactness of ND.C icore/ implies
that Ui is finite up to the action of Stab. zCi/.
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Each element of Ui has the form T . zU / for some covering translation T ; let Ti be
the set of all such T . Each Tm 2 T1 is an zf2 –near cycle for zx . Since zf2 and zf1

differ by an iterate of S , there exists jm such that SjmTm is an zf1 –near cycle for zx .
Since U1D fTm. zU /g is finite up to the action of Stab. zC1/, Remark 10.13 implies that
fTmg, and hence fSjmTmg, determine only finitely many right cosets of Stab. zC1/. As
observed above, this implies that fSjmTmg, and hence fTmg, determine only finitely
many right cosets of Stab. zC2/. Lemma 10.12 and a second application of Remark 10.13
complete the proof that xx is xf2 –birecurrent.

Having established that xx is recurrent for xf �1
2

, there exists mj!1 and T 0j 2Stab. zC2/

such that zf �mj
2

.zx/ 2 T 0j .
zU /. Since zU has bounded diameter, the distance between

zf
�mj

2
.zx/ and T 0j .zx/ is bounded independently of j . It follows that T 0j .zx/!˛. zf2; zx/.

Lemma 10.11 implies that each T 0j is an iterate of S . We conclude that ˛. zf2; zx/ is an
endpoint of the axis z� of S . This completes the proof for zC2 .

Now that we have established that ˛. zf2; zx/ is an endpoint of z� , this same argument
can be applied to zC1 .

Lemma 10.14 (1) If zC is not a home domain for zy 2 zB.f / then ˛. zf zC ; zy/ and
!. zf zC ; zy/ are both endpoints of the component of @ zC that is closest to the home
domain for zy .

(2) If zy2 zB.f /, zC is any domain and either ˛. zf zC zy/ or !. zf zC ; zy/ is an endpoint of a
frontier component z� of zC then both ˛. zf zC zy/ and !. zf zC ; zy/ are endpoints of z� .

Proof Item (1) follows from the existence of a home domain for zy , Lemma 9.2 and
the obvious induction argument on the number of domains that separate zC from a
home domain for zy . Item (2) follows from (1) if zC is not a home domain for zy , and
from Proposition 10.3 otherwise.

We conclude this section by strengthening Corollary 9.9.

Corollary 10.15 Suppose that zx 2 zB.f / and that D1 is the constant of Lemma 9.3.

(1) If zC is the unique home domain for zx then zf n
zC
.zx/ 2ND1

. zC / for all n.

(2) If zC1 and zC2 are home domains for zx with intersection z� 2 zR then zf zC
n.zx/ 2

ND1
. zC1[

zC2/ for all n.

(3) If dist.zx; zR/ >D1 then the domain that contains zx is a home domain for zx .

Proof Suppose that zC is the unique home domain for zx and that zf zC
n.zx/ 62ND1

. zC /.
Choose � less than the distance from zf zC

n.zx/ to ND1
. zC /. Proposition 10.3 implies that
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xx 2 B. xfC / and hence that there exist arbitrarily large k and Sk 2 Stab. zC / such that
the distance from zf zC

k.zx/ to Sk
zf zC

n.zx/ is less than � . Since Sk preserves distance
to zC , zf zC

k.zx/ 62ND1
. zC /. This contradicts Corollary 9.9 and so completes the proof

of (1).

Assuming the notation of (2), suppose that zf zC
n.zx/ 62ND1

. zC1[
zC2/. There is no loss

in assuming that zf zC
n.zx/ is closer to zC1 than zC2 . If Sk 2 Stab. zC1/ then Sk

zf zC
n.zx/

is closer to zC1 than zC2 and has distance greater than D1 from zC1 . The argument
given for (1) therefore applies in this context as well.

If dist.zx; zR/ >D1 and zC is a domain that does not contain zx then zx 62ND1
. zC /. Item

(3) therefore follows from items (1) and (2).

11 Some results when R D ∅

We say that a point P 2 S1 projects to a puncture c in M if some (and hence every)
ray in H that converges to P projects to a ray in M that converges to c . Note that if
P is the fixed point of a parabolic covering translation then P projects to an isolated
puncture in M .

Definition 11.1 Suppose that zC is a home domain for a lift zx of x 2M and that
˛. zf zC ; zx/D !.

zf zC ; zx/D P . If there is a parabolic covering translation TP that fixes
P such that every near cycle S 2 Stab. zC / for every zf zC

k.zx/ is a positive iterate of
TP then we say that zx tracks P . If c is the isolated puncture in M to which P

projects, then we also say that x rotates about c . (The latter is well-defined because
(Corollary 9.5) zC is the unique home domain for zx .)

Definition 11.2 If zC is a home domain for zx 2H and ˛. zf zC ; zx/¤!.
zf zC ; zx/, then let

z .zx/ be the oriented geodesic with endpoints ˛. zf zC ; zx/ and !. zf zC ; zx/. Corollary 10.4
implies that z .zx/ is independent of the choice of zC in the case that zx has two home
domains. Let  .x/�M be the unoriented geodesic that is the projected image of z .zx/.
We say that zx tracks z .zx/ and that x tracks  .x/. Note that  .x/ is independent of
the choice of lift zx and the choice of home domain for zx ; the latter would not be true
if we imposed an orientation on  .x/.

If f is isotopic to the identity then RD∅, H is the only domain and there is a lift
zfH that commutes with all covering translations and fixes every point in S1 . In the

notation of Definitions 10.1, xM DM and xf W xM ! xM is just f W M !M . We
sometimes refer to zfH as the preferred lift of f and sometimes drop the H subscript.

In this section we import some results from [11] that apply to the case that f is isotopic
to the identity.
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Lemma 11.3 Assume that f is isotopic to the identity and periodic point free. Sup-
pose that x 2 B.f /, that zf W H !H is the preferred lift to the universal cover, that zx
is a lift of x and that ˛. zf ; zx/D!. zf ; zx/DP . Then P projects to an isolated puncture
c and x rotates about c .

Proof This is [11, Lemma 11.2].

Lemma 11.4 Assume that f is isotopic to the identity and periodic point free. If
x 2 B.f / tracks  .x/ then  .x/ is a simple closed curve. If in addition y 2 B.f /
tracks  .y/ then  .x/ and  .y/ are either disjoint or equal.

Proof All references in this proof are to [11]. By Lemma 10.2(1) and Lemma 11.6(2),
 .x/ is simple and birecurrent. If  .x/ is not a closed curve then by Lemma 11.6(3)
there is a simple closed geodesic ˛ such that ˛ and  .x/ intersect transversely and
nontrivially and such that with respect to given orientations on ˛ and  .x/ all intersec-
tions have the same intersection number. This can not happen on a genus zero surface
since ˛ must separate. Thus  .x/ is a simple closed curve. The second assertion of
the lemma follows from Lemma 10.2(2).

To make use of these lemmas in our present context we use the following consequence
of Lemmas 8.9, 8.11 and 8.13.

Lemma 11.5 Assume that h D f� W A� ! A� (respectively f� W Ac
� ! Ac

� ) is as
in Definitions 7.2 and that W is as in Definition 8.5. If T is a fitted family that
does not disappear under iteration then there exists an element Œ� � 2 T such that
h#.Œ� �/\W D fŒ� �g.

The proofs of [11, Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4] quote [11, Lemmas 10.2, 11.2 and 11.6].
The hypothesis that f is periodic point free is only directly applied in the proofs of
those three lemmas to prove [11, Lemma 10.8], whose conclusion is a weaker version
of the conclusion of Lemma 11.5 above. Thus in each place that [11, Lemma 10.8] is
applied in proving Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 above we can replace it with Lemma 11.5.
This justifies the following lemma.

Lemma 11.6 Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4 remain true if the hypothesis that f is periodic
point free is replaced by the hypothesis that the topological entropy of F is zero.

Remark 11.7 The proof of [11, Lemma 10.8] is a pointer to the proof of [17, The-
orem 5.5]. That theorem has three parts. The first two state that no element of
RH.W; @CW / doubles. The third uses the first two to prove the existence of Œ� � as in
Lemma 11.5. Thus our dividing the argument into Lemmas 8.9 and 8.11 follows the
original proof.
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12 Two compactifications

We now return to the general case, allowing the possibility that RD∅. Our goal in
this section is to extend Lemma 11.6 to the case that R¤∅. Our strategy is to apply
Lemma 11.6 to xfC which is isotopic to the identity. Before doing so, we must address
the fact that if R¤∅ then two different compactifications of the universal cover of C

are being used.

In the extrinsic compactification, the universal cover of C is metrically identified with
the universal cover zM of M , which is metrically identified with H and is compactified
by S1 . The covering translations of the universal cover of C are identified with the
subgroup Stab. zC / of covering translations of the universal cover of M ; the closure in
S1 of the fixed points of the elements of Stab. zC / is a Cantor set K whose convex
hull projects to Ccore � C .

In the intrinsic compactification, C is viewed without regard to M and is equipped with
a hyperbolic structure in which the ends corresponding to the components of @C are
cusps. The universal cover of C is then metrically identified with H and compactified
with S1 . In this case, the set of fixed points of covering translations is dense in S1 .
Topologically the intrinsic compactification of the universal cover is obtained from the
extrinsic compactification by collapsing the closure of each component of S1 nK to
a point.

We have defined C using the extrinsic metric so that geodesics in C core correspond
exactly to geodesics in C �M . If one considers xf W C ! C as a homeomorphism of
a punctured surface without reference to M , as one should do when applying results
from [11], then the intrinsic metric is used. To help separate the two, write gW N !N

for xf W C!C when C has the intrinsic metric. Since g is isotopic to the identity there
is a preferred lift zgW zN ! zN to the universal cover that commutes with all covering
translations. The “identity map” pW zM ! zN conjugates zf zC W

zM ! zM to zgW zN ! zN .
The homeomorphism p , which is not an isometry, extends over the compactifying
circles but not by a homeomorphism; it collapses the closure of each component of
S1 nK to a point. In particular, pjK identifies a pair of points if and only if they
bound a component of @ zC .

Let T . zN / be the group of covering translations of zN and let BW Stab. zC /! T . zN / be
the bijection induced by p . The following properties are satisfied by S;S 0 2 Stab. zC /:

(a) If S is parabolic then B.S/ is parabolic.

(b) If S is hyperbolic then B.S/ is hyperbolic unless the axis of S is a component
of @ zC , in which case it is parabolic.
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(c) If S˙ D f˛. zf zC ; zx/; !.
zf zC ; zx/g then B.S/˙ D f˛.zg; zx/; !.zg; zx/g.

(d) If S and B.S/ are hyperbolic then the axis of S projects to a simple closed
curve if and only if the axis of B.S/ projects to a simple closed curve.

(e) If S;S 0;B.S/ and B.S 0/ are hyperbolic then the axes of S and S 0 are equal
or disjoint if and only if the axes of B.S/ and B.S 0/ are equal or disjoint.

Lemma 12.1 Suppose that x 2 B.f /, that zC is a home domain for a lift zx and that
˛. zf zC ; zx/D !.

zf zC ; zx/D P . Then P projects to an isolated puncture c and x rotates
about c .

Proof Since ˛. zf zC ; zx/D !.
zf zC ; zx/D P , it follows that ˛.zg;p.zx//D !.zg;p.zx//D

p.P /. By Lemma 11.6, p.P / projects to an isolated puncture c0 in C and there is
a parabolic covering translation T 0 that fixes p.P / such every near cycle for every
point in the orbit of p.zx/ is a positive iterate of T 0 .

If T 2 Stab. zC / is the covering translation corresponding to T 0 then every near cycle
in Stab. zC / for every point in the orbit of zx is a positive iterate of T . It suffices
to show that T is parabolic. Let U be a free disk for x with compact closure and
let zU be the lift that contains zx . Since (Proposition 10.3) xx 2 B. xf /, there exist
ni ; ai ;mj ; bj ! 1 such that zf zC

ni .zx/ 2 T ai . zU / and zf zC
�mj .zx/ 2 T �bj . zU /. It

follows that P D ˛. zf zC ; zx/D T � and P D !. zf zC ; zx/D TC . Thus T is parabolic and
we are done.

Lemma 12.2 If x 2 B.f / tracks  .x/ then  .x/ is a simple closed curve. If in
addition y 2 B.f / tracks  .y/ then  .x/ and  .y/ are either disjoint or equal.

Proof We may assume without loss that the axes of  .x/ and  .y/ are not components
of @C because such curves are simple and do not transversely intersect any other
geodesics in C . Lemma 11.6 implies that the lemma holds with zf zC and zx replaced
by zg and p.zx/. Items (b), (d) and (e) above therefore complete the proof.

The following corollary generalizes Lemma 10.11 which only applies when z is a
component of @ zC .

Corollary 12.3 Suppose that x 2 B.f /, that zC is a home domain for a lift zx and that
zx tracks z . Then every zf zC –near cycle S 2 Stab. zC / for a point in the orbit of zx is an
iterate of Tz .

Proof We make use of the following consequences of Lemma 12.2 above and [11,
Lemmas 8.7(2), 8.9 and 8.10]:
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(1) Suppose that zx; zz have zC as a home domain and that z .zx/ and z .zy/ are disjoint
and antiparallel. Then zx and zz are not contained in any free disk for zf zC .

(2) Suppose that zx; zy; zz have zC as a home domain, that z .zy/ separates z .zx/ and
z .zz/ and is antiparallel to both lines. Then zx and zz are not contained in any
free disk for zf zC .

We may assume without loss that S is a near cycle for zx . There exist m > 0 and a
lift zU of a free disk U �M such that zx 2 zU and zf zC

m.zx/ 2 S. zU /. Let zz D S.zx/.
Since S is in Stab. zC /, S commutes with zf zC . It follows that zC is a home domain
for zz and S.z / D z .zz/ � zC . Lemma 12.2 implies that z and S.z / are disjoint or
equal (up to perhaps a change of orientation). In the latter case we are done so we
assume the former and argue to a contradiction. By (1), z and S.z / are parallel. Since
M has genus zero there is an antiparallel translate S 0.z / that separates z and S.z /.
Let zy D S 0.zx/. We have S 0 2 Stab. zC / because S 0.z / � zC . Thus S 0.z /D z .zy/ in
contradiction to (2).

13 The set of annuli A

Definitions 13.1 Let � be the set of simple closed curves that are tracked by at least
one element of B.f /. For each lift z of  2 � , choose a domain zC that contains z
and let zU .z / be the set of points in H which have a neighborhood zV such that every
point in zV \ zB.f / tracks z . We say that zC is a home domain for zU .z /, that z is
the defining parameter of zU .z / and that Tz is the covering translation associated to
zU .z /.

For each  2 � define U. / to be the projected image of zU .z / for any lift z . We say
that C is a home domain for U. / and that  is the defining parameter of U. /.

We show in Lemma 13.6 that U. /¤∅.

Remark 13.2 As the notation suggests, zU .z / depends only on z and not on the
choice of zC . Indeed, if zC is not unique then z 2 zR and (Corollary 10.4) every element
of zV \ zB.f / has exactly two home domains zC and zC 0 (where zC 0 is the other domain
that contains z ) and both˚

˛. zf zC ; zz/; !.
zf zC ; zz/

	
and

˚
˛. zf zC 0 ; zz/; !.

zf zC 0 ; zz/
	

are contained in fz˙g. U. / is well-defined because zU .S.z // D S zU .z / for any
covering translation S .
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Definitions 13.3 Let C be the set of isolated punctures c in M for which there is
at least one element of B.f / that rotates about c . For each P 2 S1 that projects
to c 2 C , let zC be the unique domain whose closure contains P and let zU .P / be
the set of points in H for which there is a neighborhood zV such that every point in
zV \ zB.f / tracks P . We say that zC is the home domain for zU .P /, that P is the
defining parameter of zU D zU .P / and that TP is the covering translation associated
to zU .P /.

For each c 2 C define U.c/ to be the projected image of zU .P / for any puncture P that
projects to c . We say that C is the home domain for U.c/ and that c is the defining
parameter of U. /. As in the previous remark, U.c/ is well-defined. We show in
Lemma 13.6 that U.c/¤∅.

Let zA be the set of all zU .z / and zU .P / and let

zU D
[
z

zU .z /[
[
P

zU .P /:

Let A be the set of all U. / and U.c/ and let U be the projection of zU into M .

Lemma 13.4 (1) Each zU 2 zA is open and invariant by both T and zf zC where zC
is a home domain for zU and T is the covering translation associated to zU .

(2) If zU ; zU 0 2 zA have different defining parameters then zU \ zU 0 D∅.

(3) If zU 2 zA and S is a covering translation then S. zU /\ zU ¤∅ if and only if S

is an iterate of the covering translation associated to zU .

(4) Each U 2 A is open and f –invariant; if U1 and U2 have different defining
parameters then U1\U2 D∅.

Proof (1) and (2) are immediate from the definitions. (3) follows from (2) and the
fact that S maps the defining parameter for zU to the defining parameter for S. zU /. (4)
follows from (1)–(3).

Corollary 13.5 If hW M !M commutes with f then h permutes the elements of A.

Proof Since h#.R/ is a reducing set for hf h�1 D f and since reducing sets are
unique, R is h# –invariant. It follows that both zR and the set of domains for f are
zh# –invariant for any lift zhW H !H of h.

If zC is a home domain for zx 2H and zx tracks z (respectively P ) under iteration by
zf zC then

zh zf zC
zh�1
D zf zC 0

for some domain zC 0 that is a home domain for zh.zx/ and zh.zx/ tracks zh#.z / (respectively
zh.P /) under iteration by zf zC 0 . This proves that h.U. //D U.h#. //.
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As a special case, our next lemma shows that B.f /� U .

Lemma 13.6 If either the ˛–limit set ˛.f;y/ or the !–limit set !.f;y/ of the f –
orbit of y is nonempty, then y is contained in an element U of A. In particular, each
y 2 B.f / is contained in some U 2A.

Proof The two cases are symmetric so we may assume that !.f;y/¤ ∅. Choose
z 2!.f;y/ and a free disk neighborhood V of z with compact closure. After replacing
y by some f k.y/, we may assume that y 2V . Since z 2!.f;y/ there exist mi!1

such that f mi .y/! z and such that each f mi .y/ 2 V . Choose a lift zV of V and let
zy; zz 2 zV be lifts of y and z .

By Corollary 10.15, the distance between a point in zB.f / and a home domain for that
point is uniformly bounded. It follows that there are only finitely many home domains
for elements zxl 2

zB.f /\ zV and so we may choose a sequence zxl ! zy all of which
have the same home domain(s) zC and zC 0 , where we allow the possibility that zC D zC 0 .
By Corollary 10.15 the distance between zf zC

mi .zxl/ and zC [ zC 0 is uniformly bounded.
It follows that the distance between zf zC

mi .zy/ and zC [ zC 0 is uniformly bounded. After
passing to a subsequence of the mi and interchanging zC and zC 0 if necessary, we may
assume that the distance between zf zC

mi .zy/ and zC is uniformly bounded.

Let Si be the covering translation such that zf zC
mi .zy/2Si. zV / and note that the distance

between Si.zz/ and zC is uniformly bounded. Up to the action of Stab. zC /, the number
of translates of zz that have uniformly bounded distance from zC is finite. We may
therefore choose k > j such that S D SkSj

�1 2 Stab. zC /. Let zW D Sj . zV / and let
zW 0 � zW be a neighborhood of zf zC

mj .zy/ such that zf mk�mj . zW 0/ � S. zW /. Then
S is a zf zC –near cycle for every point in zW 0 and in particular for zf zC

mj .zxl/ for all
sufficiently large l . Choose such an zf zC

mj .zxl/ and denote it simply by zx .

To prove that zf zC
mj .zy/, and hence zy , is contained in an element of zU with home

domain zC it suffices to show that if zw 2 zB.f /\ zW 0 then zC is a home domain for zw
and f˛. zf zC ; zx/; !.

zf zC ; zx/g D f˛.
zf zC ; zw/; !.

zf zC ; zw/g.

We proceed with a case analysis. As a first case suppose that zx tracks a geodesic z .zx/.
Corollary 12.3 implies that S is an iterate of Tz.zx/ . As a first subcase suppose that
zC is a home domain for zw . Since S 2 Stab. zC / is a near cycle for zw , Lemma 12.1
implies that ˛. zf zC ; zw/¤ !.

zf zC ; zw/ and Corollary 12.3 implies that zw tracks z .zx/.

The remaining subcase is that zC is not a home domain for zw . Lemma 10.14 implies that
f˛. zf zC ; zw/; !.

zf zC ; zw/g is contained in the set of endpoints for some z� in the frontier of
zC . Lemma 10.9 then implies that z� D z .zx/. Let zC 0 be the other domain that contains
z .zx/. Since some iterate of Tz.zx/ is a near cycle for zw with respect to zf zC , the same is
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true with respect to zf zC 0 . Lemma 10.9 implies that f˛. zf zC 0 ; zw/; !.
zf zC 0 ; zw/g\fz

˙.zx/g¤

∅ and Lemma 10.14 implies that both ˛. zf zC 0 ; zw/ and !. zf zC 0 ; zw/ are endpoints of z .zx/.
This contradicts the assumption that zC is not home domain for zw and so proves that
the second subcase never occurs.

By Lemma 12.1, the only remaining case is that ˛. zf zC ; zx/ D !. zf zC ; zx/ D P and
that S is an iterate of TP . Lemma 10.9 implies that P 2 f˛. zf zC 0 ; zw/; !.

zf zC 0 ; zw/g,
Lemma 10.14 implies that zC is a home domain for zw and Lemma 12.2 implies that
˛. zf zC 0 ; zw/D !.

zf zC 0 ; zw/D P .

Corollary 13.7 Each zU 2 zA is the interior of its closure in zM .

Proof Since zU is obviously contained in the interior of its closure, it suffices to show
that if zy is in the interior of the closure of zU then zy 2 zU . Choose a neighborhood zV
of zy that is contained in the closure of zU . Since the elements of A are open and either
disjoint or equal and since each zz 2 zB.f /\ zV is contained in some element of A, it
follows that zB.f /\ zV � zU . If z (respectively P ) is the defining parameter for zU
then each element of zB.f /\ zV tracks z (respectively P ). By definition, y 2 zU .

Lemma 13.8 Let Y DM nU and let zY �H be the full preimage of Y .

(1) For each zy 2 zY there is a domain zC that is the unique ˛–domain, unique !–
domain and unique home domain for zy ; both ˛. zf zC ; zy/ and !. zf zC ; zy/ project
to punctures in M . Moreover, zy has a neighborhood zW so that zC is a home
domain for all points in zW \ zB.f /.

(2) If zC is the home domain for zy 2 zY then zy has no zf zC –near cycles in Stab. zC /.

(3) For any compact subset X �M there is a constant KX such that for each y 2Y ,
f i.y/ 2X for at most KX values of i .

(4) There exists � > 0 so that if zy1; zy2 2
zY and dist.zy1; zy2/ < � then zy1 and zy2

have the same home domain. As a consequence, points in the same component
of zY have the same home domain.

Proof Suppose at first that RD ∅ and hence that there is only one domain. Items
(1) and (4) are obvious. Every neighborhood of zy 2 zY contains points in zB.f / that
are contained in different elements of A. Lemma 12.1 and Corollary 12.3 imply that
such points have no common near cycles. Item (2) therefore follows from Remark 10.6.
Item (3) follows from item (2) and the fact that every compact set has a finite cover by
free disks.
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We now assume that R¤∅. Write M as an increasing sequence of compact connected
subsurfaces M1 �M2 � : : : such that

ND1
R�M1 and Mi � int.MiC1/

for all i where D1 is the constant of Lemma 9.3 and so that every component of
M nMi contains a puncture. Moreover we choose Mi so that for any sequence fVig

of components of M nMi satisfying ViC1 � Vi we have f .ViC1/ � Vi . We also
assume without loss that the frontier @Mi of Mi is a finite union of geodesics and
horocycles.

Since y 62 U , Lemma 13.6 implies that !.f;y/D∅ and hence that the forward orbit
of y intersects each Mi in a finite set. After replacing y by some point in its forward
orbit, we may assume that f j .y/ 2 M nM2 for all j � 0. Let W1 and W 0

2
be,

respectively, the components of M nM1 and M nM2 that contain y and let ��W 0
2

be a ray connecting y to a puncture c0 . Note that f .�/�W1 .

Given a lift zy , let zC be the domain that contains zy and let zW 02 � zW1 be the lifts
that contain zy . Since the distance from a point in zW1 to a domain other than zC is
greater than D1 , Corollary 10.15 implies that zC is a home domain for every point
in zB.f /\ zW1 . The lift z� of � that begins at zy converges to some Q 2 S1 that
belongs to the closure of zC because z� does not cross any element of zR. In particular,
zf zC .Q/DQ.

If @W1 is a horocycle then @ zW1 is a single lift of @W1 with both endpoints at Q. Oth-
erwise @W1 is a single simple closed geodesic, @ zW1 has countably many components
and the closure of @ zW1 intersects S1 in a Cantor set that contains Q. In both cases,
zW1 is the only lift of W1 that contains Q in its closure. It follows that zf zC .z�/�

zW1

and in particular that zf zC .zy/ 2
zW1 .

Applying this argument to zf j for j � 2, perhaps with W 02 replaced by some other
component of M nM2 that depends on j , shows that zf zC

j .zy/ 2 zW1 for all j � 0.
There exists J2 so that f j .y/ 2M nM3 for all j � J2 . Let zW2 be the component of
H n zM2 that contains zf zC

J2.zy/. By the same argument, zf zC
j .zy/ 2 zW2 for all j � J2 .

Continuing in this manner, we can choose a decreasing sequence of components zWi of
H n zMi such that for all i , zf zC

j .zy/2 zWi for all sufficiently large j . One may therefore
choose a ray z� that converges to !. zf zC ; zy/ so that the terminal end of the projected ray
� �M lies in the complement of each Mi . Thus � converges to a puncture c which
lifts to !. zf zC ; zy/. It follows (Corollary 9.5) that zf zC is the unique !–lift for zy and zC
is its unique !–domain.

By the symmetric argument applied to f �1 , there is a unique domain zC � that is an
˛–domain for zy ; moreover there is a neighborhood of zy such that zC � is a home
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domain for every birecurrent point in this neighborhood. To complete the proof of (1)
it suffices to prove that zC D zC � . If zC ¤ zC � , then both zC and zC � are home domains
for every birecurrent point in a neighborhood of zy . But then (Corollary 10.4) y 2U.�/

where � D zC \ zC � contradicting the assumption that y is not contained in any U 2 U .
This completes the proof of (1).

Every neighborhood of zy contains points in zB.f / that are contained in different
elements of U . Lemma 12.1 and Corollary 12.3 imply that such points have no
common zf zC –near cycle in Stab. zC /. Item (2) now follows from Remark 10.6.

Any compact X �M has a cover by finitely many, say D , free disks with compact
closure. Since ND1

.C core/ is a compact subset of C , there is a constant L so that
for each of these D free disks B , there are at most L disjoint lifts of B to C that
intersect ND1

.C core/. Equivalently, there are at most L Stab. zC /–orbits of lifts of B

to H that intersect ND1
. zC /. Item (1) and Corollary 9.4 imply that zf zC

j .zy/ 2ND1
. zC /

for all j . Item (2) therefore implies that there are at most KX DDL values of j such
that f j .y/ 2X . This proves (3).

It remains to prove (4). Corollary 10.15(3) implies that any two elements of zB.f /
in the same component of H n zM1 have the same home domain. We may therefore
assume that zy1; zy2 project into M1 . Since the forward orbit of y1 intersects M nM1 ,
there exists �.y1/ such that dist.zy1; zy2/ < �.y1/ implies that zy1 and zy2 have the same
home domain. Since M1 is compact, we may choose �.y1/ independently of y1 . This
completes the proof of (4).

Corollary 13.9 Suppose that zV is a component of zU 2 zA and that the union zV 0 of
zV with all of its bounded complementary components has finite area. Then each point
in the frontier fr. zV / of zV has the same home domain.

Proof Choose � > 0 as in Lemma 13.8 (4). It suffices to show that fr. zV / can not be
written as a union of two nonempty sets X1 and X2 whose �=2 neighborhoods are
disjoint. We assume that such X1 and X2 exist and argue to a contradiction.

Since zV 0 is simply connected it is the union of an increasing sequence of compact
disks fBi ; i D 1 : : :1g. Since zV 0 has finite area we may assume that each @Bi �

N�=2.fr. zV 0// and hence that @Bi \N�=2.X1/ and @Bi \N�=2.X2// is an open cover
of @Bi . Since @Bi is connected one of these sets must be empty. But this can only
happen for all Bi if one of the sets X1 and X2 is empty.

Item (4) of Proposition 5.1 asserts that if fc W Uc! Uc is the annular compactification
(Notation 2.7) of U 2A, then a component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular end
of U contains fixed points for fc . We will prove this by viewing U as an essential
subannulus of the annular cover determined by the defining parameter of U .
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Definition 13.10 If zU D zU .z / choose a parameterization of the annular cover A
(see Definitions 7.2) as S1 � Œ0; 1� with S1 having circumference one. Lift this to a
parameterization of .H [S1/ n z

˙ as R� Œ0; 1� and let � W .H [S1/ n z
˙!R be

projection onto the R factor. (Alternately, one can define this directly as orthogonal
projection onto z parameterized as R and with fundamental domain having length
one.) If zU D zU .P / where P projects to an isolated end M with horocycle � define
� W .H [S1/ nP !R as above using the compactified annular cover Ac

P
DAc

� . In
both case we say that the � is the projection associated to the defining parameter of
zU .

Corollary 13.11 Suppose that T is the covering translation associated to zU 2 zA, that
� is the projection associated to the defining parameter of zU , and that zC is a home
domain for zU . Given p; q > 0 set zg D T �p zf zC

q . Then there exists r > 0 so that
�.zgr .zy// < �.zy/� 1 for all zy 2 fr. zU / for which zC is a home domain.

Proof To simplify notation slightly, we let hD f q and zhD zf zC
q . Increasing p makes

the desired inequality easier to satisfy so we may assume that p D 1 and zg D T �1zh.
The goal is to prove the existence of r such that

(13-1) �.zhr .zy// < �.zy/C r � 1

for all zy .

Choose compact subsurfaces M1 �M2 �M such that

ND1
R�M1 and M1 � int.M2/

and so that the following hold for each component W1 of M nM1 and each component
W2 of M nM2 :

(1) Wi contains at least one puncture.

(2) @Wi is connected and is either a geodesic or a horocyle.

(3) W2 �W1 D) h.W2/�W1 .

The existence of r is independent of the exact choice of projection � so we may
assume:

(4) If zU D zU .z / then � is orthogonal projection onto z ; if zU D zU .P / then there
is a horocycle z� whose ends converge to P such that the restriction of � to the
component of H n z� whose closure contains S1 nP is orthogonal projection
onto z� .

We will eventually add one more property satisfied by M1 , namely:
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(5) For any lift zW1 of a component of M nM1 , any zy 2 fr. zU / and for all J1 < J2 ,

zhj .zy/ 2 zW1 for all J1 � j � J2

D) �
�
zhJ2.zy/

�
��

�
zhJ1.zy/

�
� 1C 1

10
.J2�J1/:

Assuming (5) for now, we complete the proof of the corollary.

Suppose that hj .y/ 62M2 for some J1 < J2 and all J1 � j � J2 . Let W1 be the
component of M nM1 that contains hJ1.y/ and let zW1 be the lift of W1 that contains
zhJ1.zy/. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 13.8, we conclude that zhj .zy/ 2 zW1

for all J1 � j � J2 . By (5)

�.zhj .zy//� �.zhJ1.zy//C 1C .j �J1/=10

for all J1 � j � J2 .

By Lemma 13.8(3) and the assumption that zy 2 fr. zU /, there is a constant K such that
there are at most K values of j with f j .y/ 2M2 . There is a constant B so that
�.zh.zy// < �.zy/CB for all zy 2H . Thus

�.zhr .zy// < �.zy/CKBC .KC 1/C r=10

for all r . A straightforward calculation shows that inequality (13-1) therefore holds for

r >
10.KBC .KC 1/C 1/

9
:

It remains to verify (5). If zU D zU .z / then by enlarging M1 we may assume that
 � int.M1/. Each component of @ zW1 is disjoint from z . There is a component zı of
@ zW1 that separates z from all other components of @ zW1 . Since ı is a simple geodesic
or horocycle, zı \Tz .zı/D ∅. It follows that zW1 \Tz . zW1/D ∅ and hence that the
diameter of �. zW1/ is less than one. (Recall that we have normalized the projection so
that a fundamental domain of z has length one.) This completes the proof of (5) in the
zU D zU .z / case.

Suppose then that zU D zU .P / and that z� is as in (4). Assuming without loss that z�
projects to a simple closed curve � �M1 , the previous argument applies to all lifts of
W1 except the one zW1 whose closure contains P . It therefore suffices to verify (5) for
this one lift zW1 and for this we are allowed to enlarge M1 if necessary.

Let c be the puncture that lifts to P . If U contains a neighborhood of c then we may
assume that W1 � U in which case .5/ is vacuously true. We may therefore assume
that U does not contain a neighborhood of c and hence that there exist zzi 2

zB.f / such
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that zzi ! P and zzi 62
zU . By Lemma 13.6, zzi belongs to some element of zA and so

˛. zf zC ; zzi/ and !. zf zC ; zzi/ are both unequal to P .

Let f� W Ac
�!Ac

� be the homeomorphism of the compactified annular cover Ac
� (see

Definitions 7.2), let @1Ac
� be the component of @Ac

� that corresponds to c and let
@0Ac

� be the other component of @Ac
� . The projected images yzi 2 Ac

� of zzi satisfy
˛.f� ; yzi/; !.f� ; yzi/ 2 @0Ac

� and any given neighborhood of @1Ac
� contains yzi for all

sufficiently large i . Corollary 8.17 therefore implies that Fix.f� j@Ac
�
/ intersects both

components of @Ac
� and that f� is isotopic to the identity relative to Fix.f� j@Ac

�
/.

Let zf� W zAc
�!

zAc
� be the lift to the universal cover that fixes points in both components

of @ zAc
� . Then zf� jint. zAc

�/ is naturally identified with zf zC by construction and so zh is
naturally identified with zf q

� jint. zAc
�/ . Since zf� j@1

zAc
�

has translation number zero, we
can enlarge M1 to arrange that (5) is satisfied.

Lemma 13.12 Suppose that U 2A.

(1) U is an open annulus that is essential in M .

(2) If U DU. / then each simple closed curve in U that is essential in U is isotopic
to  . If U D U.P / then each simple closed curve in U that is essential in U is
isotopic to a horocycle surrounding the isolated end of M corresponding to P .

(3) If U D U.P / and C is the component of Fix.F / whose corresponding puncture
in M lifts to P then C contains a component of the frontier of U in S2 . In
other words, U contains a deleted neighborhood of C .

(4) Each component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular end of U has a fixed
point for fc .

Proof Choose zU 2 zA projecting to U and let T be the covering translation associated
to zU . We will prove that zU is connected and simply connected. The first and third
items of Lemma 13.4 then imply that U is an open annulus and that (2) is satisfied.
Since (2) implies that U is essential in M , (1) is also proved.

As part of our proof that zU is simply connected we will show that each component zV
of zU is:

(a) unbounded

(b) simply connected

(c) T –invariant
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We verify (a) by assuming that zV is bounded and arguing to a contradiction. Let
zf D zf zC where (Corollary 13.9) zC is a home domain for each point in the frontier of
zV . Since f preserves area there exists q > 0 and a covering translation S so that
zf q. zV /\ S. zV / ¤ ∅. Lemma 13.4(3) implies that S D T p for some p 2 Z. After

replacing T with T �1 if necessary we may assume that p � 0. From the fact that
zf q. zV / and S. zV / are both components of zU , it follows that zf q. zV /DS. zV /DT p. zV /.

Thus zV is zg–invariant where zgDT �p zf q . If pD 0 then zf has bounded orbits (since
we are assuming zV is bounded) and hence fixed points by the Brouwer plane translation
theorem. Since zf is fixed point free, p ¤ 0. This contradicts Corollary 13.11 and so
completes the proof of (a).

If (b) fails then some component of the complement of zV is bounded. Thus there is a
closed disk D that is not contained in zU but whose boundary is contained in zU . By
the definition of zU there exist zz 2 zB.f /\D such that zz 62 zU . By Lemma 13.6 there
is U 0 2A such that zz 2 zU 0 . But then the component of zU 0 containing zz is bounded
in contradiction to (a). This proves (b).

We next assume that (c) fails and argue to a contradiction. A closed curve homotopic
to an iterate of  contains a closed curve homotopic to  . Thus T p. zV /¤ zV for all
p¤ 0. Lemma 13.4(3) implies that zV is moved off itself by every covering translation.
In particular, zV has finite area because the covering projection into M is injective on
zV . Define zf D zf zC where zC is a home domain for each point in the frontier of zV .
As in the previous argument, there exists an integer p and a positive integer q so that
zf q. zV /D T p. zV /. If p D 0, then zV has recurrent points, and hence fixed points for
zf , which is impossible. Thus p ¤ 0 and we assume without loss that p > 0.

Let � be the projection associated to the defining parameter of zU and let zgD T �p zf q .
Then zg. zV /D zV and by Corollary 13.11, there is an r >0 such that �.zgr .zy//<�.zy/�1

for every zy in @ zV . The function � zgr�� is defined on the universal cover of a compact
annulus (either A or Ac

P
in the notation of Definition 13.10) and is invariant under

the cyclic group of covering translations of that covering space. It follows that � zgr ��

is uniformly continuous. Consequently, there is ı > 0 such that every zx 2 zV which is
within ı of @ zV satisfies �.zgr .zx// < �.zx/� 1.

Let zVn D fzx 2 zV j �.zx/ < �ng. Then f zVngn�0 is a nested family whose inter-
section is empty. Moreover, each zVn is nonempty because zV is zg–invariant and
limn!1 � zg

nr .zy/D�1 for all zy 2 @ zV . Since zV has finite area there exists N > 0

such that zVN contains no ball of diameter ı , and hence every point of zVN must be
within ı of @ zV . We conclude the zgr . zVN /� zVNC1�VN . But then zgr . zVN / is a proper
open subset of VN with the same finite area as VN . This contradiction completes the
proof of (c).
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We have now proved that each component of U contains a simple closed curve that is
essential in M and that all such simple closed curves in U are in the same isotopy
class. Moreover if U 0 2A and U ¤U 0 then U and U 0 do not contain isotopic simple
closed curves. If U has more than one component then there is an unpunctured annulus
A whose boundary curves are in U and whose interior intersects a component of
fr.U / and hence intersects the interior of some U 0 ¤ U . It follows that A contains a
component of U 0 and hence contains an essential simple closed curve not isotopic to
the components of @A. This contradiction implies that U and hence zU is connected.
Item (b) therefore implies that zU is simply connected. This completes the proof of (1)
and (2).

A similar argument proves (3): If U does not contain a neighborhood of the puncture
c corresponding to C then the once punctured disk neighborhood of c determined by
a core curve � of U contains some U 0 ¤ U and hence contains an essential simple
closed curve that is not isotopic to � . This contradiction proves (3).

We now consider (4). Suppose that @0Uc is a component of @Uc corresponding to a
nonsingular end of U , meaning that the corresponding component Z of the frontier of
U in S2 is not a single point. The compactification of this end of U is by prime ends.
By Lemma 2.8(3) we may assume that Z 6� Fix.F / or equivalently that M \Z ¤∅.
Let zfc W

zUc !
zUc be the lift to the universal cover such that zfcj zU

D zf zC j zU . We will
prove that fcj@0Uc

has a fixed point by showing that the translation number � for
zfcj@0

zUc
(see Definition 2.1) is zero. By symmetry, it suffices to assume that � > 0 and

argue to a contradiction.

Choose a degree one closed path � with embedded interior in U and with both
endpoints at z 2M \Z . Let z�0 be a lift of the interior of � to zU . Since � has
degree one, the ends of z�0 converge to lifts zz and T .zz/ of z in the frontier of zU in H .
Denote the bounded area component of zU n z�0 by D0 . For each k , let z�k D T k.z�0/

and Dk D T k.D0/.

From the point of view of zUc , D0 is the interior of a half-disk Dc
0

whose frontier
is the union of z�0 and an interval I0 � @0

zUc that is a fundamental domain for the
action on @0

zUc of the covering translation Tc W
zUc !

zUc corresponding to T . Let
Dc

k
D T k

c .D
c
0
/. Choose 0 < p=q < � , let zg D T �p zf zC

q and let zgc D T
�p
c
zf zC

q .
Identify @0

zUc with R. Under the action of zgc , points in @0
zUc move in the positive

direction at an average rate of � �p=q > 0. In particular, given any xz in the interior
of I0 and any L > 0, there exists j > 0 so that for any sufficiently small half disk
neighborhood B of xz in zUc , we have zgj

c .B/�Dc
l

for some l �L.

From the point of view of � , D0 is not so small. The image under � of z�0 is bounded
so the image under � of z�l goes to infinity with l . The frontier of the set B from the
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previous paragraph is the union of an interval in @0
zUc with an open embedded path

z�c � int. zUc/. We may choose B so that, under the identification of int. zUc/ with zU ,
z�c corresponds to the interior of a path z� with endpoints in M \Z . Corollary 13.11
implies that the � –image of the endpoints of zgj .�/ decrease linearly in j . Since L

can be arbitrarily large, this proves that there is no uniform bound to the diameter of
the image under � of Dl . Since T .Dl/D DlC1 , this diameter is independent of l

and we conclude that each �.Dl/ is not bounded below.

D0

D1

e�0

e�1

��1.n/

��1.N /

E.k;n/�Dk

Dc
0

Dc
1

e�0

e�1

eU c

Choose a positive integer N so that �.z�0/ > �N . For every fixed n>N and k > 0

consider all cross cuts k;n �Dk such that �.k;n/D �n. (In other words, k;n is
a nontrivial component of the intersection of Dk with the properly embedded line
��1.�n/.) Let E.k;n/ be the complementary component of k;n that is contained in
Dk and let dk;n be the maximum area of all such E.k;n/. To see that this maximum
is achieved, it suffices to show that any ascending chain

E. 1
k;n/�E. 2

k;n/�E. 3
k;n/� : : :

is finite. Suppose not. Let E be the union of an infinite ascending chain. Choose
zw 2E. 1

k;n
/, choose zw0 2 zU nE and choose a path z�� zU connecting zw to zw0 . Then

z� intersects  i
k;n

for all i . Choose a point zvi 2 z�\ 
i
k;n

for each i and a limit point
zv of some subsequence of the zvi . Then zv 2 zU because z� � zU is compact. However,
this is impossible because ��1.�n/ is a properly embedded line so the zvi converge
to zv in this line and zv is in one component of the open subset ��1.�n/\ zU of this
line while each zvi is in a different component. This contradiction shows that dk;n is
well-defined.

We have
dk;n D dkC1;n�1 > dkC1;n:
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The equality follows from the fact that kC1;n�1 D T .k;n/ � DkC1 is a cross cut
with �.kC1;n�1/D�nC 1. The inequality follows from the fact that each E.k;n/

is contained in some E.k;n�1/.

Fix k and choose k;n so that dk;n D E.k;n/. Since Dk has finite area, we have
limn!1 dk;n D 0. Arguing as in the proof of (c), there exits r > 0 and N 0 > N

such that �.zgr .k;n// < �n� 1 for all n > N 0 . Our choice of N guarantees that
zgr .k;n/\ z�l D ∅ for l � k . Since the endpoints of k;n move upward under the
action of zgr

c , it follows that zgr .E.k;n// is contained in Dl for some l � k and
hence that zgr .E.k;n// is contained in some E.l;nC1/. This contradicts the fact that
dl;nC1 < dk;n for all l � k .

14 Proof of Proposition 5.1

Lemma 14.1 A is the set of maximal f –invariant open annuli in M .

Proof By Lemma 13.12, the elements of A are disjoint f –invariant open annuli.
It therefore suffices to show that for every f –invariant open annulus V there exists
U 2A such that V � U .

If V is inessential in M then the union of V with one of its complementary components
in M is an f –invariant open disk. Since f preserves area, the Brouwer plane
translation theorem implies that this open disk contains a fixed point which is impossible
because M is fixed point free. We conclude that V is essential in M .

Let ˛ be an essential simple closed curve in V and let  be either a simple closed
geodesic or a horocycle in M that is isotopic to ˛ . Since V is f –invariant,  is
isotopic to f . / and so does not cross any reducing curves.

Choose a lift z �H of  and let T be a root free covering translation that preserves
z . The ends of z converge to the (possibly equal) endpoints T˙ of T . If  is not
a reducing curve then z lies in a unique domain zC . The lift zf1 D

zf zC of f fixes
T˙ and so commutes with T by Lemma 6.3. If  is a reducing curve then z is the
common frontier of two domains zC1 and zC2 . Let zfj , j D 1; 2 be the lift which fixes
the ends of zCj . In this case too zfj fixes z˙ and commutes with T .

The components of the full preimage of V are copies of the universal cover of V ; we
refer to each component as a lift of V . There is a compactly supported homotopy from
 to ˛ which lifts to a homotopy between z and a lift z̨ of ˛ . Let zV be the lift of V

that contains z̨ . Since the lifted homotopy moves points a uniformly bounded distance,
the ends of z̨ converge to T˙ . Since this uniquely determines z̨ and since the ends of
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T .z̨/ converge to T˙ , it follows that T .z̨/D z̨ and hence that T . zV /D zV . For the
same reason, zfj .z̨/ is the unique lift of f .˛/ whose ends converge to T˙ . Since there
is such a lift of f .˛/ in zV , it follows that zV and zfj . zV / have nontrivial intersection
and so, being lifts of V , are equal.

Given zx2 zB.f /\ zV projecting to x2B.f /\V , let W �V be a free disk neighborhood
of x with compact closure and let zW � zV be the lift of W that contains zx . There
exist ki!1 such that f ki .x/2W and covering translations Si satisfying zfj

ki .zx/2

Si. zW /. Since zfj
ki .zx/ 2 zV , Si preserves zV and so must be an iterate of T . After

passing to a subsequence and reversing the orientation of T if necessary, we may
assume that Si D T mi for mi!1. In particular, the distance between zfj

ki .zx/ and
zC is uniformly bounded. Lemma 9.10 implies that zC is an ! domain and hence
(Proposition 10.3) a home domain for zx . Lemma 13.6 implies that zx is contained in
some zU 2A; Lemma 12.1 and Corollary 12.3 imply that T is the covering translation
associated to zU . Since T is independent of the choice of zx , B.f /\ zV � zU . The
interior of the closure of B.f /\ zV contains zV so zV � zU by Corollary 13.7. This
completes the proof.

Recall (see Notation 2.7) that for any open f –invariant annulus V �M there is a
natural annular compactification of V denoted Vc and an extension of f to the closed
annulus fc W Vc ! Vc . See Definition 2.1 for the definition of translation number,
translation interval, rotation number and rotation interval.

Lemma 14.2 Suppose that U 2A and that X is a component of @Uc corresponding
to a nonsingular end. Then the translation number �. zfcj zX

/ of any lift of fc restricted
to the universal covering space zX is an integer p . Moreover the translation interval
T . zfc/ is a nontrivial interval containing p as an endpoint and having length at most 1.

Proof No integer can be in the interior of the translation interval T . zfc/. To see this
we suppose to the contrary that an integer (which without loss we assume is 0) is in the
interior of T . zfc/ and show this leads to a contradiction. In this case by Theorem 2.3
there would be periodic points in U with both positive and negative rotation numbers.
[7, Theorem 2.1] then implies that f has a fixed point in the open annulus U , which
is a contradiction.

By part (4) of Lemma 13.12, fc has a fixed point in X . It follows that the translation
number of the lift zfcj zX

W zX ! zX is an integer, say p . Hence p 2 T . zfc/. There is a
point in the interior of U with a well-defined noninteger translation number. This is
because almost all points of U have a well-defined translation number by Lemma 2.2
and if these were all integers then Proposition 2.4 would imply U contains a fixed
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point – a contradiction. Since p 2 T . zfc/ and no integer can be in its interior, it follows
that T . zfc/ is nontrivial, p is one endpoint and it must be contained in either Œp;pC1�

or Œp� 1;p�.

Suppose that �1 and �2 are disjoint nonhomotopic essential oriented simple closed
curves in M and that z�1 and z�2 are lifts to H . The initial and terminal ends of z�i

converge to the fixed points T �i ;T
C
i 2S1 respectively of some covering translation Ti .

If �1 and �2 are nonperipheral then T1 and T2 are hyperbolic and the four endpoints
are distinct. Moreover, z�1 and z�2 are antiparallel if fT �

1
;T �

2
g links fTC

1
;TC

2
g and

parallel otherwise. If either �1 or �2 is peripheral then it requires more care to decide
if z�1 and z�2 are antiparallel.

Definition 14.3 Suppose that T is the covering translation associated to zU 2 zA and
that zC is a home domain for zU . Let zf D zf zC . Identify the annular compactification Uc

with S1� Œ0; 1� and so the universal cover of Uc with R� Œ0; 1�. Let p1W R� Œ0; 1�!R
be projection onto the first coordinate.

Since there are no fixed points for fc in U , Proposition 2.4 implies that the set of
points in Uc with zero rotation number has measure zero. Thus there is a full measure
set P � U consisting of points in B.f / which have a well-defined nonzero rotation
number for fc W Uc! Uc . Each lift zx 2 zU of each x 2 P has a well-defined nonzero
translation number with respect to zfc . These translation numbers must either all be
positive or all be negative since the existence of a point with positive translation number
and a point with negative translation number would imply the existence of positively
and negatively recurring free disks in U and then [7, Theorem 2.1] implies the existence
of a fixed point.

Let �� U be an essential simple closed curve and let z� be its lift to zU . If all zx as
above have positive translation number then we orient z� so that the p1 –image of its
initial end converges to �1 and the p1 –image of its terminal end converges to C1.
Otherwise, all zx as above have negative translation number and we orient z� so that
the p1 –image of its initial end converges to C1 and the p1 –image of its terminal
end converges to �1. We say that z� has the orientation determined by zC . (If zU has
two home domains then the orientations that they induce on z� are opposite from each
other.)

For any pair of disjoint properly embedded oriented lines `1; `2 in R2 there is an
ambient isotopy that moves `1 and `2 to a pair of oriented horizontal lines. If the
horizontal lines are both oriented to the right or both oriented to the left then we say
that `1 and `2 are parallel. Otherwise, we say that `1 and `2 are antiparallel. It is
easy to check that this is well-defined.
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Lemma 14.4 Suppose that zU1 and zU2 are distinct elements of zA that have a common
home domain zC . Suppose further that both zU1 and zU2 intersect a lift zD �H of some
free disk D �M . For i D 1; 2, let �i be an essential simple closed curve in Ui and
let z�i �

zUi be its lift endowed with the orientation determined by zC . Then z�1 and
z�2 are parallel.

Proof Following Definition 14.3, we let Pi be the full measure subset of Ui consisting
of points with well-defined nonzero rotation number for fc W Uic!Uic . Since Ui\D

is an open set we may choose xi 2 Pi and lifts zxi 2
zD .

Let zf D zf zC . By [17, Theorem 2.6] there exists an oriented properly embedded line
Li with the following properties:

(1) Li contains the zf zC –orbit of zxi .

(2) The initial and terminal ends of Li converge to ˛. zf zC ; zxi/ and !. zf zC ; zxi/ re-
spectively.

(3) If i < j then zf i.zx1/ < zf
j .zx1/ in the ordering induced on zL by its orientation.

(4) Li is zf –invariant, up to isotopy rel the orbit of zxi .

As L1 is only defined up to isotopy rel the orbit of zx1 , we may assume that L1 �
zU1 .

The lines L1 and zf .L1/ are isotopic rel the orbit of zx1 . Since L1 and zf .L1/ are
both contained in zU1 and the orbit of zx2 is disjoint from zU1 , L1 and zf .L1/ are
isotopic rel the orbits of zx1 and zx2 . By symmetry we may assume that L2 �

zU2 is
zf –invariant up to isotopy rel the orbits of zx1 and zx2 . Since zx1; zx2 are contained in a

free disk for zf , [11, Lemma 8.7(2)] implies that L1 and L2 are parallel. Items (2)
and (3) imply that the orientation on Li is consistent with one on z�i determined by zC
and we conclude that z�1 and z�2 are parallel.

Lemma 14.5 Each U 2A is the interior of its closure in M .

Proof It is obvious that U � int.cl.U // so it suffices to show that if x 2 fr.U / then
every neighborhood of x intersects some element U 0 ¤ U of A.

Choose zU 2 zA projecting to U and a lift zx 2 fr. zU /. By Lemma 13.8(1) there is a free
disk neighborhood D of x lifting to a neighborhood zD of zx and there is a domain zC
that is a home domain for each point in zD\ zB.f / and hence a home domain for every
element of zA that intersects zD . Let zf D zf zC W H !H . Since zx is in the frontier of
zU , zD intersects at least one element zU 0 ¤ zU of zA. We must show that for any zD
there is such a zU 0 whose projection U 0 in A is not equal to U . Let S be the set of
covering translations S such that zU 0 D S. zU / intersects zD but is not equal to zU . It
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suffices to show that S D∅, and we do this by assuming that S contains at least one
element S and arguing to a contradiction.

If zC ¤ S. zC / then they must have a common frontier component z� because there are
points for which they are both home domains. But z� projects to a simple closed curve
� that separates M with the interior of zC projecting into one side and the interior of
S. zC / projecting to the other in contradiction to the fact that S is a covering translation.
We conclude that zC D S. zC /. Thus S 2 Stab. zC / and S commutes with zf . It follows
that if z� � zU and z�0 � S. zU / are lifts of a simple closed curve � � U equipped
with the orientation determined by zC as in Definition 14.3 then S maps z� to z�0 and
preserves orientations.

If � and �0 are antiparallel we have contradicted Lemma 14.4. If � and �0 are parallel
then there is a covering translation S 0 such that S 0.z�/ separates z� and z�0 and such
that the orientation on S 0.z�/ is antiparallel to that of z�; the existence of S 0 follows
from the fact that M has genus zero. We are now reduced to the previous case and so
are done.

We are now able to prove Proposition 5.1.

Proposition 5.1 Suppose that F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, has infinite order
and at least three periodic points. Suppose that M is a component of MDS2nFix.F /
and that f D F jM W M !M . Then A (see Definitions 13.3) is a countable collection
of pairwise disjoint essential open f –invariant annuli in M such that:

(1) For each compact set X �M there is a constant KX such that any f –orbit that
is not contained in some U 2A intersects X in at most KX points. In particular
each birecurrent point is contained in some U 2A.

(2) If z 2M is not contained in any element of A then there are components FC.z/

and F�.z/ of Fix.F / so that !.F; z/� FC.z/ and ˛.F; z/� F�.z/.

(3) For each U 2 A and each component CM of the frontier of U in M , FC.z/

and F�.z/ are independent of the choice of z 2 CM .

(4) If U 2 A, and fc W Uc ! Uc is the extension to the annular compactification
(Notation 2.7) of U , then each component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular
end of U contains a fixed point of fc .

(5) A is the set of maximal f –invariant open annuli in M

Proof of Proposition 5.1 The case in which M has less than three ends is proved in
Section 5 so we may assume that M has at least three ends.
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The elements of A are essential open annuli by Lemma 13.12(1) and are disjoint and
f –invariant by Lemma 13.4(4). Lemma 13.8(3) implies (1) which implies (2). Item
(4) follows from Lemma 13.12 (4). Item (5) is Lemma 14.1.

We now turn to (3). Let Z be a component of the frontier of U in M , let zU be a
component of the full preimage of U and let zZ be a component of the frontier of zU
that projects onto Z .

Given zz 2 zZ , let zC be the unique (Lemma 13.8) home domain for zz , let zf D zf zC and
let zD be a neighborhood of zz that projects to a free disk for f and is disjoint from a
lift z� of a simple closed curve �� U that is essential in U . By Lemma 13.8(1), we
may assume that zC is a home domain for each element of zB.f /\ zD and hence a home
domain for each element of zA that intersects zD . We claim that zD intersects exactly
one component Vzz of H n cl. zU /. If the claim is false then there exist zU 0; zU 00 2A that
intersect zD and that are contained in distinct components of H ncl. zU /. Let z�0� zU 0and
z�00 � zU 00 be lifts of essential simple closed curves �0 � U 0 and �00 � U 00 . Equip
z�; z�0 and z�00 with the orientation determined by zC . Since z�0 and z�00 are contained
in distinct components of H n cl. zU / and are contained in the same component of the
complement of z�, no one of these three lines separates the other two. It follows that
two of these lines are antiparallel in contradiction to Lemma 14.4. This completes the
proof of the claim. We conclude that each zz 2 zZ has a neighborhood that intersects
exactly one component Vzz of H n cl. zU /.

The next step in the proof of (3) is to show that the intersection B of S1 with the
closure of zZ cannot have more than two components. The open set Vzz D V zZ depends
only on zZ and not on zz . In particular, zZ is contained in the frontier of V zZ . Let
W be the component of the complement of zU that contains V zZ and so contains zZ .
Lemma 3.2 implies that the frontier of W is connected and hence is contained in a
component of the frontier of zU . Thus zZ is the frontier of W . The argument in the
preceding paragraph shows that W n zZ is connected. Lemma 3.2 also implies that the
complement of W is connected and hence that the complement of zZ in H has exactly
two components. If B has more than two components there would be two components
of S1 nB with neighborhoods contained in the same component of H n zZ and so
there would be a line in H n zZ that separates zZ . This contradiction completes the
second step.

The third step is to prove that each component of B is a single point. If R¤∅ then
this follows from the fact (Corollary 10.15) that zU , and hence zZ , is contained in a
uniformly bounded neighborhood of either one or two domains. Similarly, we are done
if there is an essential nonperipheral simple closed curve � in M that is contained in
an element of A, for in this case each interval in S1 contains the endpoints of a lift
of � that is disjoint from zU .
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We are now reduced to the case that f is isotopic to the identity and that U is
peripheral. Choose compact subsurfaces M1 �M2 �M so that M nM1 has at least
three components and so that the following hold for each component W of M nM1

and each component V of M nM2 :

� @V (respectively @W ) is connected and is either a geodesic or a horocyle.

� V �W D) h.V /�W .

By Lemma 13.12(3), U contains a deleted neighborhood of some puncture p . We may
assume without loss that the component Wp of M nM1 that contains p contains no
other puncture and is contained in U . Let zWP be the component of the full preimage of
Wp that is contained in zU and let P 2S1 be the fixed point of the covering translation
TP corresponding to zU . (Thus P projects to p .)

For z� a path in H , define d.z�/ to be the total length of the maximal subpaths of z�
that are contained in the full preimage zM1 of M1 . Equivalently, project z� to a path
��M and take the total length of �\M1 . For all zx 2H , let z�zx be a path connecting
zx to @ zWP such that d.zx/ WD d.z�zx/ is minimal among all such paths. Since there is a
lower bound to the distance between components of M nM1 , z�zx decomposes as a
finite alternating concatenation of subpaths in M n zM1 and subpaths in M1 with all
intersections with @M1 being orthogonal. Note also that jd.zy1/�d.zy2/j�dist.zy1; zy2/.
If � is an essential closed curve in M1 that is nonperipheral in M1 then an endpoint
in S1 of any lift of � is the limit of points zyj with d.zyj /! 1. The third step
will therefore be completed once we show that there is a uniform bound to d.zx/ for
birecurrent zx 2 zU and hence for all zx 2 zU .

Let Q 2 S1 be a translate of P , let zWQ be the horodisk neighborhood of P that is a
lift of Wp , let z� be the geodesic connecting P to Q and let zF be the fundamental
domain for the action of TP on H that is bounded by @ zF D z�[T .z�/. We may assume
without loss that zx 2 zF . Since f is isotopic to the identity, there exists a constant C0

so that dist.zy; zf .zy// < C0 for all zy . It follows that if zy 2 zF and dist.zy; @ zF / > C0

then zf .zy/ 2 zF . Applying this to the orbit of zx we conclude that there exists m� 0

so that zf j .zx/ 2 zF for all 0� j �m and so that dist. zf m.zx/; @ zF /� C0 .

Letting C1 be the length of the finite arc z�\ zM1 , we have

d. zf j .zx//� C1C dist. zf j .zx/; @ zF /

for all j . Since M2 is compact, it is covered by finitely many, say K , free disks. If the
orbit of zx contains more than K points in zF \ zM2 then there would be a near cycle
S for some points in the orbit of zx that was not an iterate of TP in contradiction to
Lemma 11.3. Thus the orbit of zx intersects zF \ zM2 in at most K points. Suppose that
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d.zx/ > .2KC1/C0CC1 . If both zf j .zx/ and zf jC1.zx/ are contained in H n zM2 then
both zf j .zx/ and zf jC1.zx/ are contained in the same component of H n zM1 and so
d. zf j .zx//D d. zf jC1.zx//. It follows that d. zf m.zx// � d. zf .zx//� 2KC0 > C0CC1

and hence that dist. zf m.zx/; @ zF / > C0 . This contradiction shows that d.zx/ is bounded
above and so completes the proof of step 3.

If B is a single point P , then P is also the intersection of S1 with the closure of
one of the complementary components of zZ . It follows that ˛. zf ; zy/D !. zf ; zy/D P

for each zy 2 B.f / contained in this component and hence that this component is
zU .P /. Projecting to M , we have by Lemma 13.12(3), that Z is disjoint from a
neighborhood of the puncture to which P projects. This contradicts (2) and the fact
that ˛. zf ; zz/D !. zf ; zz/DP for all zz 2 zZ . We conclude that the limit set of zZ in S1
is a pair of points, say a and b .

The final step in the proof of (3) is to show that either ˛. zf ; zz/D a and !. zf ; zz/D b

for all zz 2 zZ or ˛. zf ; zz/D b and !. zf ; zz/D a for all zz 2 zZ . Since zZ is connected, it
suffices to verify this for all zz 2 zD .

Choose zz 2 zD . For i D 1; 2, choose zyi 2
zD\ zB.f / and zUi 2

zA such that zy 2 zUi and
such that zU1 and zU2 are in different components of zM n zZ . As shown in the proof of
Lemma 14.4 there are oriented lines L1 and L2 with the following properties:

(a) Li � Ui contains the zf –orbit of zyi .

(b) The initial and terminal ends of Li converge to ˛. zf ; zyi/ and !. zf ; zyi/ respec-
tively.

(c) Li is zf –invariant, up to isotopy rel the orbits of zy1 and zy2 .

The isotopy of (c) between Li and zf .Li/ can be taken with compact support in
zU1[

zU2 . We may therefore assume:

(d) the isotopy of (c) is rel the orbits of zy1; zy2 and zz .

By [17, Theorem 2.2] there is an oriented line L3 satisfying:

(e) L3 contains the zf –orbit of zz .

(f) The initial and terminal ends of L3 converge to ˛. zf ; zz/ and !. zf ; zz/ respec-
tively.

(g) L3 is zf –invariant, up to isotopy rel the orbit of zz .
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As L3 is only defined rel the orbit of zz we may assume that L3 is disjoint from L1

and L2 . By (d), f .L3/ is isotopic rel the orbits of zy1; zy2 and zz to a line L0
3

that is
disjoint from L1 and L2 . Item (g) implies that L3 is isotopic to L0

3
rel the orbit of zz .

This isotopy can be chosen to leave L1 and L2 invariant so L3 is isotopic to L0
3

rel
the orbits of zy1; zy2 and zz . In other words L3 is zf –invariant rel the orbits of zy1; zy2

and zz .

Lemma 8.7(2) of [11] implies that L3 is parallel to L1 and L2 . It follows that the
ends of L3 converge to distinct points and that the orientation on L3 is independent
of zz 2 zD .

15 Renormalization

In this section we study the finer structure of f jU , the restriction of f to one of the
annuli U 2A.

For each q � 1 let Mq D S2 n Fix.Fq/ � S2 n Fix.F / DM. Recall that by the
main theorem of [2], each component M of M is F –invariant and similarly each
component Mq of Mq is Fq –invariant. Let A.q/ be the family of open Fq –invariant
annuli obtained by applying Definitions 13.3 to the restriction of Fq to a component
Mq of Mq that is contained in the component M of M. See Proposition 5.1 for
several useful properties of A.q/.

Lemma 15.1 f permutes the elements of A.q/.

Proof As f commutes with f q this follows from Corollary 13.5 applied to A.q/.

Lemma 15.2 If V 2A.q/ is essential in M then V is f –invariant.

Proof Lemma 15.1 implies that f .V / is an element of A.q/ and hence that f .V / is
either equal to or disjoint from V . Since V is essential in M , f .V / is essential in
M . If f .V / is disjoint from V then f maps one component of the complement of V

to a proper subset of itself because every component of the complement of V in S2

contains fixed points of F . This contradicts the fact that f preserves area.

The following proposition shows that elements of the family A.q/ refine the elements
of A.

Proposition 15.3 Each V 2A.q/ is a subset of some U 2A.
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Proof The case that V is essential follows from Lemma 15.2 and Lemma 14.1 so
we may assume that V is inessential in M . An essential closed curve in V bounds
a closed disk in M and we let W be the open disk that is the union of V and this
disk. Since f preserves area and W is open and invariant under f q there is a periodic
point p 2W \Fix.f q/ by the Brouwer plane translation theorem.

Let zp 2 zW �H be lifts of p 2W , let zC be a home domain for zp and let zU be the
element of zA that contains zp . We will show that zW \ zB.f q/ � zU . Corollary 13.7
then implies that zW � zU and hence that V �W � U .

Given z 2W \B.f q/, choose ki!1 such that each f qki .z/ is connected to z by a
path in W of length less than 1. Also, choose d so that z is connected to p by a path in
W of length less than d . If zz is the lift of z into zW then dist. zf zC

qki .zz/; zf zC
qki . zp// <

dC1. It follows that !. zf zC ; zz/D!.
zf zC ; zp/. If zC is not the unique home domain for zp

then the equality of ! limit sets holds for the other home domain as well. Thus zC is an
! domain, and hence a home domain (Proposition 10.3) for zz . Since the element of zA
that contains zz is determined by !. zf zC ; zz/D !.

zf zC ; zp/, we have zz 2 zU as desired.

Remark 15.4 V 2A.q/ is essential in M if and only if it is essential in the unique
U 2A containing it, since Proposition 5.1 asserts U is essential in M . In this case
we will simply say that V is essential.

The next lemmas provide information about the translation and rotation intervals of the
extension fc W Uc! Uc of f to the annular compactification of U .

Lemma 15.5 Suppose that q > 1 and that x 2 U is not contained in any V 2A.q/.
Then !.fc ;x/ is contained in a component of @Uc [Fix.f q

c /. Moreover:

(1) The forward rotation number, �C
fc
.x/, with respect to fc is well-defined.

(2) If !.fc ;x/ contains a point of U then �C
fc
.x/D p=q for some 0< p < q .

(3) If !.fc ;x/ is contained in a component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular
end of U then �C

fc
.x/D 0.

(4) If !.fc ;x/ is contained in a component B of @Uc corresponding to a singular
end of U then �C

fc
.x/D �.B/.

An analogous statement holds for backward rotation number.

Proof Lemma 13.6 implies that !.f q;x/\MqD∅. Thus !.f q;x/�Fix.f q/ and
!.f

q
c ;x/� Fix.f q

c /[@Uc . Since each component of Fix.f q
c /[@Uc is f q

c –invariant,
!.f

q
c ;x/ is contained in a component K of Fix.f q

c /[ @Uc .
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The rotation number �fc
is well-defined and constant on each component of @Uc . It

is also well-defined and locally constant on Fix.f q
c /. Since both sets are closed, �fc

is locally constant on their union and hence constant on K , say �.fcjK / D �K . It
follows that �.f q

c jK /D q�K .

In fact, more is true. There is a lift zfc W
zUc!

zUc of f such that � zfc
.zy/D �K for each

zy that projects into K . Let p1W
zUc !R be the projection used to define � zfc

. Then
for any k 2 Z ˇ̌

p1
zf kq.zy/�p1 zy � kq�K

ˇ̌
< 1

for any zy that projects into K . For any fixed k , this inequality holds for any point
zz that projects into a neighborhood, say Wk , of K . Suppose that z and the forward
f q –orbit of z is contained in Wk . Then by applying the above inequality with zy
equal, in order, to zz; zf kq

c .zz/; zf 2kq
c .zz/; : : : ; zf .j�1/kq

c .zz/ and summing, we obtainˇ̌
p1
zf qjk.zz/�p1zz� qj k�K

ˇ̌
< j

for all j . Setting nD j k and dividing by n we obtainˇ̌̌̌
p1
zf nq.zz/�p1zz

n
� q�K

ˇ̌̌̌
<

1

k

for all n which are multiples of k . An easy computation for n which are not multiples
of k proves that

q�K �
1

k
� lim inf

n!1

p1. zf
nq.zz//�p1.zz/

n
� lim sup

n!1

p1. zf
nq.zz//�p1.zz/

n
� q�K C

1

k

for all z with !.f q
c ; z/�Wk . Since !.f q

c ;x/�Wk for all k it follows that �Cf q
c
.x/D

q�K and hence that �Cfc
.x/D �K . This completes the proof of (1).

If K contains a point y in the interior of Uc then y 2 Fix.f q
c / and �.fcjK /D p=q

for some 0 � p < q . If p D 0 then there is a lift zf W zU ! zU and a lift zy 2 Fix. zf q/

in contradiction to the Brouwer translation theorem applied to zf and the fact that
Fix. zf /D∅. Thus 0< p < q .

If K is a component of @Uc corresponding to a nonsingular end then �K D 0 by
Proposition 5.1(4). This proves (3) and (4) is clear. The analogous result for backward
rotation numbers comes from considering f �1 .

Corollary 15.6 Suppose q > 1 and V 2 A.q/ is essential in U 2 A and U has a
nonsingular end. If fc W Vc!Vc is the extension to its annular compactification then for
any lift zfc to the universal covering space zVc , there is p 2 Z such that the translation
interval T . zfc/ is a nontrivial subinterval of Œp=q; .pC 1/=q� and contains at least one
of its endpoints.
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Proof Lemma 15.2 says V is f –invariant. The fact that U has a nonsingular end
implies that V does also. The result now follows from Lemma 14.2 since

T . zfc/D
T . zf q

c /

q
:

Lemma 15.7 If V 2A.q/ is a proper subset of U 2A, then there is a full measure
subset W � V , containing V \Per.f /, with the following properties:

(1) If V is essential in U , then every x 2 W has the same well-defined rotation
number in Vc as in Uc .

(2) The annulus V is inessential in U if and only if there is p 2 Z with 0< p < q ,
such that every x 2W has rotation number p=q in Uc .

Proof Let W be the full measure subset of V which consists of birecurrent points
which have a well-defined rotation numbers in both Uc and Vc . Suppose that x 2W .

If V is essential in U then it is f –invariant by Lemma 15.2. The inclusion of V in U

induces an isomorphism on the fundamental group. The rotation numbers in the two
annuli can be computed along a subsequence of iterates which recurs. More precisely
we may join f ni .x/ to x by arcs ˛i in V whose lengths are bounded uniformly in
i . If zf is a lift to the universal cover zV then we can join a lift zx of x to zf ni .zx/ by
an arc ži in zV . The projection ˇi of ži in V concatenated with ˛i forms a closed
loop in V and the rotation number is the limit of 1=ni times the homology class of
this loop as ni goes to infinity. This is easily seen to be independent of the choices of
zf and zx . This homology class is the same in U and V so (1) follows.

If V is inessential in U there is a component X of its complement in S2 contained
in U . The set Q D V [ X is an open disk invariant under f q . Since f is area
preserving and f q.Q/ D Q, by the Brouwer plane translation theorem there is a
point x0 2 Q \ Fix.f q/. Since x0 2 Fix.f q/ it is not in any V 2 A.q/, so by
Lemma 15.5(2) the rotation number of x0 in U is p=q for some 0< p < q . Let N

be a compact disk neighborhood of x in V and let fni D kiqg be a sequence such
that f ni .x/ 2N . Choose a path � �Q connecting x0 to x . Since Q is contractible,
f ni .�/ is homotopic rel endpoints to the concatenation of � with a path in N . Choose
a lift zfc W

zUc !
zUc and a lift zN of N . Let zx; zx0 2

zN be lifts of x;x0 and let
p1W
zUc!R be the projection used to define � zfc

. The p1 –image of zN is a bounded
subset of R. It follows that

p1

�
zf ni
c .zx/

�
�p1

�
zf ni
c .zx0/

�
is bounded uniformly in i and hence that x and x0 have the same rotation number in
U , namely p=q .
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This proves that if V is inessential in U then all the points of W \V have the same
rotation number p=q . To show the converse observe that since V is a proper subset of
U it has a nonsingular end. If V is essential then Lemma 14.2 applied to f qjV asserts
that f jV has a nontrivial rotation interval and, in particular, by Theorem 2.3, there are
periodic points in V with infinitely many distinct rotation numbers.

Corollary 15.8 If x 2U and !.fc ;x/ is not contained in @Uc , then there is a positive
integer r D r.x/ so that if q > r and either r D 1 or q is relatively prime to r , then
there is V 2A.q/ which is essential in U and contains x .

Proof If there is a positive integer n such that !.fc ;x/� Fix.f n
c /[ @Uc , let r0 D

r0.x/ be the smallest such n and note that r0 > 1 since Fix.f /\U D∅ and !.fc ;x/

is not contained in @Uc . If there is no such n, let r0 D 1. Note that if k � 1 and
!.fc ;x/� Fix.f k

c /[ @Uc then r0 > 1 and k is a multiple of r0 .

Suppose now that r D r1r0 for some positive integer r1 (to be chosen below), that
q > r and that either r D 1 or q is relatively prime to r . By the above observation,
!.fc ;x/ 6�Fix.f q

c /[@Uc so Lemma 15.5 implies that x is contained in some Vq 2Aq .
It remains to show that if r1 is properly chosen then Vq is essential.

If there is a positive integer m such that x is contained in an inessential element of
A.m/, note that m � 2 since U is essential and let r1 be the smallest such m. If
there is no such m, let r1 D 1. In this case we are done so suppose that r1 > 1 and
hence that there is an inessential Vr1

2A.r1/ with x 2 Vr1
. We complete the proof by

assuming that Vq is inessential and arguing to a contradiction. By Lemma 15.7(2), a
full measure subset of the nonempty open set Vq\Vr1

consists of points with the same
rotation number in U . Moreover by the same result this number must have the form
p=q and p0=r1 with p;p0 ¤ 0. Since q is relatively prime to r1 this is impossible
and we have reached the desired contradiction.

Recall (see Notation 2.7) that to simplify notation we denote the rotation interval R.fc/

by �.U / when there is no ambiguity about the choice of diffeomorphism f but various
annuli U are under consideration.

Lemma 15.9 Suppose U 2 A has a nontrivial rotation interval �.U /. For any
sufficiently large prime q there is V 2 A.q/ which is essential in U and satisfies
cl.V /� U .

Proof Since �.U / is nontrivial, by Theorem 2.3 we may choose three periodic points
fxig, i D 1; 2; 3 in U whose rotation numbers fpi=qig have distinct denominators
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and are contained in the interior of �.U /. Choose a prime q , larger than each qi and
sufficiently large that any three intervals of length 1=q containing the three numbers
fpi=qig, must be pairwise disjoint and must lie in the interior of �.U /. The points
fxig lie in elements of A.q/ by Lemma 15.5 and these elements must be distinct by
Corollary 15.6. They are essential in U by Lemma 15.7. At least one of these annuli,
say V , must be separated by the other two from the components of the complement of
U . Hence cl.V /� U .

We will write j�.V /j for the length of the interval �.V /.

Lemma 15.10 Suppose that Y is a component of the frontier of U in S2 and that
fVig is an infinite sequence of distinct essential elements of A.q/ such that ViC1

separates Vi from Y . Then
lim

i!1
j�.Vi/j D 0:

Proof Let Wi be the open annulus that is the union of V1;Vi and a closed annulus
bounded by an essential curve in V1 and an essential curve in Vi . The complementary
components of Wi in S2 are the component of S2 n Vi that contains Y and the
component of S2 n V1 that contains the other component of the frontier of U . In
particular, these complementary components are compact and connected. Let W � U

be the union
S

i Wi . Since the nested intersection of compact connected sets is compact
and connected, W is open and has two complementary components in S2 so it must
be an open annulus.

Let B be the boundary component of @Wc corresponding to the end of W that is
disjoint from V1 . Every neighborhood of B contains Vi for all sufficiently large i .
It follows that if xi 2 Vi is periodic, then the rotation number of xi with respect to
f converges to the rotation number a of the restriction of fc to B . Theorem 2.3
therefore implies that the interval �.Vi/ converges to the point a and so has length
tending to zero.

Lemma 15.11 Suppose �.U / is nontrivial and @0Uc is a component of @Uc . Let �0

be the rotation number of fc on @0Uc . There exists Q> 0 such that:

(1) If q is any product of primes, each bigger than Q, then @0Uc is a frontier
component of a (necessarily unique) essential V0.q/ 2A.q/ with V0.q/� U .

(2) The rotation number of the homeomorphism induced by f on @0V0.q/c is �0 .
In particular �0 2 �.V0.q//.

(3) If �0 ¤ p=q for some 0< p < q then clU .V0.q
0//� V0.q/ for all sufficiently

large q0 .
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Proof The first step in the proof of (1) is to prove that for sufficiently large Q and for
q as in the hypothesis there exists a (necessarily unique) essential V0.q/ 2A.q/ that
is not separated from @0Uc by any other essential element in A.q/.

By Lemma 15.9 we may assume that there exists an essential V1 2 A.q/ whose
closure is contained in U . Let �.@Uc/ D f�0; �1g. We may assume that Q is so
large that neither �0 nor �1 has the form p=q with 0 < p < q . Choose ı such that
ı < j�0�p=qj; j�1�p=qj for all 0< p < q .

The proof is by contradiction: assuming that no such V0.q/ exists we will inductively
define an infinite sequence fVig of distinct essential elements of A.q/ such that ViC1

separates Vi from @0Uc and such that j�.Vi/j> ı=2 in contradiction to Lemma 15.10.
It suffices to assume that V1; : : :Vi�1 have been defined for i � 2, and define Vi .
By the assumption we wish to contradict, any element of A.q/) is separated from
@0Uc by another element of A.q/. In particular Vi�1 is separated from @0Uc , say
by V �i . Since V �i is also separated from @0Uc by (yet another) element of A.q/, it
is contained between two open essential annuli in U . Hence each component of its
frontier is contained in the interior of U . Lemma 15.5 implies that the rotation number
of the restriction of fc to a component of @V �i c

has the form p=q with 0< p < q .

Choose an essential closed curve ˛ in V �i and let Wi be the union of V �i with the
component of U n˛ that does not contain Vi�1 . Then Wi is an open annulus whose
frontier components are @0Uc and a component of the frontier of V �i . Theorem 2.3
implies that Wi contains a periodic point z whose rotation number has distance less
than ı=2 from �0 and so is not of the form p=q .

In particular, z 2Mq and it is also contained in some Vi 2 A.q/ by Lemma 15.5.
Lemma 15.7(2) implies that Vi is essential and hence separates @0Uc from Vi�1 . The
rotation number of the restriction of fc to a component of @Vic has the form p=q

with 0 < p < q for the same reason that components of @V �i c
satisfy this property.

Since z 2 Vi , it follows that j�.Vi/j > ı=2. This completes the induction step and
hence shows the existence an infinite family fVig contradicting Lemma 15.10. We
conclude there is a unique essential V0.q/ 2A.q/ that is not separated from @0Uc by
any essential element of A.q/.

Since there exists V2 2A.q/ whose closure is contained in U , the component B.q/

of fr.V0.q// which is separated from @0Uc by V0.q/ is contained in U . Lemma 15.5
implies that if x 2B.q/ then !.fc ;x/ is contained in a component of Fix.f q/ that is
disjoint from Fix.f /. It follows that if q0 is a product of primes all greater than Q

and with q and q0 relatively prime, then B.q/\B.q0/D ∅. Let W .q/ be the open
subannulus of Uc bounded by @0Uc and B.q/. Note that either B.q/ separates B.q0/
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from @0Uc or B.q0/ separates B.q/ from @0Uc . Hence either clU .W .q// �W .q0/

or clU .W .q0//�W .q/.

Theorem 2.3 implies that W .q/ contains a periodic point w whose rotation number
is arbitrarily close to �0 , but not equal to �0 , and in particular not of the form p=q .
Lemma 15.5 and Lemma 15.7(2) imply that w is contained in some element of A.q/
that is essential and hence this element must be V0.q/. Theorem 2.3 implies that
�0 2 �.V0.q//. Now choose q0 sufficiently large that 1=q0 < j�0 � �fc

.w/j. Since
�0 2 �fc

.V0.q
0//, by the same argument used for V0.q/, we conclude that �fc

.w/ 62

�.V0.q
0// and hence w 62 V0.q

0/. It follows that clU .W .q0//�W .q/.

Items (1) and (3) will follow once we prove that W .q/D V0.q/ (which is equivalent
to showing that @0Uc is the boundary component B0.q/ of V0.q/ which is not B.q/).
In particular this will show that there are no inessential elements of A.q/ contained in
W . In order to show this we first prove the following.

Claim If q0 is sufficiently large then for any open set P in W .q/ n V0.q/ we have
P \W .q0/D∅.

We choose q0 so that, in addition to its properties above, it is large enough that �.V0.q
0//

does not contain a point of the form p=q with 0< p < q . Assuming that there is an
open P �W .q/ nV0.q/ with P \W .q0/¤∅, we will argue to a contradiction, thus
proving the claim. The open set P \W .q0/ (like any open subset of Uc ) contains
a positive measure subset P0 of points which are birecurrent and have well-defined
rotation numbers in Uc . By Lemma 13.6, the fact that �.V0.q

0// does not contain a
point of the form p=q implies that V0.q

0/�Mq and hence there is a positive measure
subset P1 � P0 contained in some V 2A.q/. This V is necessarily inessential since
otherwise it would separate @0Uc and V0.q/. Lemma 15.7(2) therefore implies that
points in a full measure subset of P1 have the same rotation number which is of the
form p=q with 0< p < q .

It follows that there is a positive measure subset P2 � P1 which is not contained in
V0.q

0/ but is contained in an essential element of A.q0/, (by Lemmas 15.5 and 15.7
(2) again). This contradicts the assumption that P0 �W .q0/ and so verifies the claim.

One consequence of the claim is that @0Uc�B0.q/. This is because if x 2@0UcnB
0.q/

then x has a neighborhood which is disjoint from V0.q/ but intersects W .q0/ in an
open set contradicting the claim.

We want now to prove B0.q/ � @0Uc and hence that B0.q/ D @0Uc . We note that
@0Uc has neighborhoods which are disjoint from Fix.f q

c / nFix.fc/, since otherwise
points in @0Uc would have a rotation number of the form p=q , p ¤ 0. We let W0
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denote such a neighborhood which is chosen sufficiently small that it is a subset of
W .q0/[@0Uc and let x be a point of B0.q/\W0 . Any point on the frontier (in Uc ) of
an element of A.q/ is either in Fix.f q/ or @Uc or has arbitrarily small neighborhoods
meeting more than one element of A.q/. This is because each element of A.q/ is the
interior of its closure by Corollary 13.7 and the union of all elements of A.q/ and
Fix.f q/ is dense in S2 . But x has a neighborhood which intersects no element of
A.q/ other than V0.q/, because otherwise there would be an open P �W .q0/ which
is disjoint from V0.q/ contradicting the claim above.

We conclude that x2@0Uc[Fix.f q/. Since x2W0 implies x 62Fix.f q
c /nFix.fc/ and

Fix.fc/� @Uc , we conclude that x 2 @0Uc . We have shown that B0.q/\W0D @0Uc ,
but B0.q/ is connected, so in fact B0.q/D @0Uc . This completes the proof of (1) and
(3).

Finally to prove (2) we observe that one component of the complement of U in S2

coincides with a component of the complement of V0.q/, namely the component
corresponding to @0Uc . Indeed V0.q/ is a neighborhood of the corresponding end
of U . It follows that @0Uc and @0V0.q/c (in the annular compactifications Uc and
V0.q/c respectively) can be naturally identified. Hence the rotation number of the map
induced by f on @0V0.q/c is �0 .

Notation 15.12 For each U 2 A there are two components of its frontier in S2 .
Associated to each component and each q satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 15.11,
there is an element of A.q/ as described in this lemma. We will refer to these as the
end elements of A.q/ and denote them V0.q/ and V1.q/. They are neighborhoods of
the ends of U . We label them V0 and V1 consistent with a transverse orientation; ie
for any q; q0 , we have V0.q/\V0.q

0/¤ ∅. Any element of A which is not an end
element will be called an interior element.

Lemma 15.13 Suppose x 2U 2A. If fqng is a sequence of primes tending to infinity
and x 2 V0.qn/ for all n then �fc

.x/ is well-defined and equal to the rotation number
�0 of the component of @Uc corresponding to the end elements V0.qn/.

Proof For n sufficiently large, �0¤p=qn for 0<p< qn . Hence by Lemma 15.11(3),
by choosing a subsequence we may assume clU .V0.qnC1//� V0.qn/.

We now apply Lemma 2.11 letting A0 be a closed annulus in the annular compactifica-
tion of V0.qn/ which has @0Uc as one boundary component and the other an essential
closed curve in V0.qn/ n clU .V0.qnC1//. We are identifying @0Uc as a component of
the boundary of both Uc and the annular compactification of V0.qn/. Lemma 2.11
implies the rotation interval of x is the same in Uc as it is in the compactification of
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V0.qn/. Since this holds for all qn and since �.V0.qn// contains �0 and has length
� 1=qn , �fc

.x0/D �0 .

Lemma 15.14 Suppose U 2A. If V 2A.q/ is essential in U and �.V / is disjoint
from �.@Uc/, then cl.V /� U . Moreover, if x 2 U and the rotation interval for x in
Uc is disjoint from �.@Uc/, then for every sufficiently large prime q there exists an
essential V 2A.q/ such that x 2 V , cl.V /� U .

Proof By Lemma 15.11 the fact that �.V / is disjoint from �.@Uc/ means that V is
neither V0.q/ nor V1.q/, the two end elements whose frontiers contain the components
of the boundary of Uc . It follows that V is separated by the essential annuli V0.q/

and V1.q/ from the boundary of Uc and hence cl.V /� U .

To see the moreover part we observe that if the rotation interval for x in Uc is disjoint
from �.@Uc/, then for sufficiently large q , the rotation interval of x will be disjoint
from �.V0.q// and �.V1.q//. If the rotation interval of x is a single rational point
choose q larger than its denominator; otherwise choose any q > 1. By Lemma 15.5
this will guarantee that x lies in some V 2A.q/. Corollary 15.8 implies that if q is
sufficiently large this V will be essential. This V is disjoint V0.q/ and V1.q/ and
hence will satisfy cl.V /� U .

In principle a point x 2 V 2A.q/ might have a different rotation interval when viewed
in V than when viewed in U . The following proposition shows this does not happen,
and as a consequence every point of U has a well-defined rotation number.

Proposition 15.15 Suppose x 2 U 2 A. Then the rotation number �fc
.x/ of x

with respect to fc W Uc ! Uc exists. Moreover, if x is in an essential V 2A.q/ and
�fc
.x/ 62 �.@Vc/, then �fc

.x/D �hc
.x/ where hD f jV .

Proof We will first show that �fc
.x/ exists. Given � > 0 it suffices to show that the

rotation interval of x in Uc has length < � . Choose an integer Q such that 1=Q< �

and such that Q is greater than the number r.x/ from Corollary 15.8. Hence if q0 is
any product of primes each of which is >Q then q0 is relatively prime to r.x/ so x

is contained in an essential element of A.q/.

Choose three primes qi , i D 1; 2; 3 all greater than Q. Let V i be the essential element
of A.qi/ which contains x . We may assume that each of the V i are interior in Uc , as
otherwise for every sufficiently large prime q the V 0 in A.q/ containing x is an end
element and it follows from Lemma 15.13 that x has a well-defined rotation number
which equals the rotation number of one boundary component of Uc .
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Let V be the essential annulus in A.q1q2q3/ which contains x . Note that V � V i

and if we define hi to be the restriction of f qi to V i then V can be considered as an
element of A.q2q3; h1/; A.q1q3; h2/, and A.q1q2; h3/.

Suppose for one choice of i , say i D 1, the element V is an interior element of
A.q2q3; h1/, ie cl.V / � V 1 . Then there exists an annulus A0 whose boundary
consists of two essential simple closed curves, one in each component of V 1 n cl.V /.
The orbit of x lies in A0 and A0 is an essential closed annulus embedded in both
Uc and V 1

c . Lemma 2.11 implies that the rotation interval of x is the same when
calculated in V 1

c as when calculated in Uc and since j�.V 1/j< 1=Q< � , the fact that
� is arbitrary proves that the rotation number of x in Uc is well-defined.

We are left with the possibility that each of A.q2q3; h1/, A.q1q3; h2/, and A.q1q2; h3/

has V as an end element. We will show this leads to a contradiction. We chose three
primes qi in order to guarantee that V corresponds to the same end (ie a V0 or a V1 )
for two of the hi W V

i ! V i . Hence we may assume without loss of generality that
V DV0.q2q3/2A.q2q3; h1/ and V DV0.q1q3/2A.q1q3; h2/. But Lemma 15.11(2)
applied to f q1 implies that the rotation numbers of the maps induced by f on @0V 1

c

and @0Vc coincide. Likewise, so do the rotation numbers on @0V 2
c and @0Vc . Since

V i is interior in Uc both its ends are nonsingular. But it follows from Lemma 14.2
applied to hi that the rotation number of the map induced by f on @0V i

c has the form
pi=qi with 0< pi < qi and hence it is not possible for two of these rotation numbers
to coincide. This contradiction completes the proof that �fc

.x/ exists.

To prove the second assertion of the proposition we note that �hc
.x/ exists by the

first part applied to f qjV . The fact that �fc
.x/ 62 �.@Vc/, and Lemma 15.14 imply

that there is a prime q0 and an essential V 0 2 A.q0/ containing x and such that
cl.V 0/� V . Hence we may choose a closed annulus A0 containing V 0 and contained
in V . Applying Lemma 2.11 we conclude that �fc

.x/D �hc
.x/ where hD f jV .

Remark 15.16 In the following definition we assume that �.U / is nontrivial. If we
are willing to pass to a power of F this is a consequence of our standing hypothesis that
F W S2! S2 has at least three periodic points, because then Fq will have three fixed
points and any U 2A.q/ will have a nontrivial end which is sufficient by Lemma 14.2
to imply �.U / is nontrivial.

Definitions 15.17 Suppose that �.U / is nontrivial, that @0Uc and @1Uc are the
frontier components of U 2 A and that ai is the rotation number of f on @iUc .
Choose QDQ.U / so that:

� If ai D p=q for some 0< p < q then q <Q.
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� For every prime q > Q there is an essential element V 2 A.q/ such that
cl.V /� U . (See Lemma 15.14.)

� For every prime q >Q there are distinct elements V0.q/;V1.q/ 2A.q/ (as in
Lemma 15.11) that are contained in U such that fr.Vi.q//�Uc is @iUc

S
Bi.q/

for i D 0; 1 where B0.q/\B1.q/D∅.

Define
yYi D

\
q>Q

clUc
.Vi.q//;

where the intersection is taken over all primes q >Q and define

LU D Uc n . yY0[
yY1/� U:

Recall from Definition 1.1 that W0 is the set of free disk recurrent points.

Lemma 15.18 Assume notation as above and assume that �.U / is nontrivial. The
following hold for i D 0 and i D 1:

(1) yYi is well-defined, ie independent of the choice of Q.

(2) LU and LU [ . yYi \U / are essential open f –invariant annuli.

(3) If ai D 0 then yYi \U has measure 0.

(4) If ai ¤ 0 then yYi \U �W0 .

(5) �.y/D ai for each y 2 yYi \U .

Remark 15.19 If x 2 LU then it has nonzero rotation number. To see this observe that
if x 2 LU , the !–limit set !.fc ;x/ is separated from @Uc because the orbit of x is
separated from @Uc by V0.q/[V1.q/ for some q . Then Corollary 15.8 implies that
for every sufficiently large prime q the point x must lie in some essential V 2A.q/.
For large q this V must be interior, ie separated from @Uc .

Let hD f jV and consider hc W Vc! Vc . Observe that 0 62 �hc
.Vc/, because if it were

Theorem 2.3 would imply hc has a fixed point in Vc . But then Lemma 2.8 implies
there is a fixed point for F in cl.V /� U which is a contradiction.

Suppose now �fc
.x/D 0 in Uc . Since 0 62 �hc

.@Vc/, Proposition 15.15 implies that x

also has rotation number 0 for hc W Vc! Vc , but as noted above this is a contradiction.

If a0 D a1 D 0, then item (5) of Lemma 15.18 implies that U n LU consists of points
with rotation number 0. Hence in this case LU is precisely the subset of U whose
points have nonzero rotation number.
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Proof By part (3) of Lemma 15.11 there is a sequence of primes fqj g tending to
infinity such that

yYi D

\
qj

clUc
.Vi.qj // and Vi.qjC1/[Bi.qjC1//� Vi.qj /

for all j , where Bi.q/ denotes the component of the frontier of Vi.q/ which lies in
U . This proves that yYi does not depend on the choice of Q in its definition and so is
well-defined.

Let Zi.q/ be the component of S2 nBi.q/ that contains Yi . Then clS2.Zi.qjC1//D

Zi.qjC1/[Bi.qjC1/�Zi.qj / for the sequence of primes fqj g chosen above. Define

yZi D

\
qj

clS2 Zi.qj //D
\

q>Q

clS2.Zi.q//

Then yZ0 and yZ1 are disjoint, compact, connected sets and LU D Uc n . yY0 [
yY1/ D

S2 n . yZ0 [
yZ1/. Thus LU is an open subsurface of S2 with two ends and hence

an annulus. The set LU separates yZ0 and yZ1 each of which contains a point of
Fix.F /. Hence LU is essential in M and therefore in U . The same argument applies
to LU [ . yYi \U /: Its complement in S2 has two components. For example, if i D 0

then one of the components is yZ1 and the other is the component of the complement
of U that intersects yZ0 . Each of these complementary components contains a point of
Fix.F / and hence LU [ . yYi \U / is an annulus which is essential in M and therefore
in U .

To show LU is f –invariant it suffices to show yYi is fc –invariant, but this follows from
the definition of yYi and the fact that Vi.q/ is fc –invariant. Having verified that LU is
f –invariant, the same is true for LU [ . yYi \U /. This completes the proof of (2).

Item (5) follows from Lemma 15.13. Item (3) then follows from Proposition 2.4 and
that fact that Fix.f /D∅.

For (4) suppose that ai ¤ 0 and that x 2 yYi . If the !–limit set of x contains a point
in U then x 2W0 . Otherwise there is a nonfixed point z in !.x; fc/. If D0 is a disk
neighborhood of z then D0\U is a free disk that the orbit of x intersects more than
once and again x 2W0 .

We are now prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. For the definition of free
disk recurrent and weakly free disk recurrent see Definition 1.1.

Theorem 1.2 Suppose F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, infinite order and at least
three periodic points. Let f DF jM where MDS2nFix.F /. Then there is a countable
collection A of pairwise disjoint open f –invariant annuli such that:
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(1) U D
S

U2A U is the set W of weakly free disk recurrent points for f .

(2) A is the set of maximal f –invariant open annuli in M.

(3) If z 62 U , there are components FC.z/ and F�.z/ of Fix.F / so that !.F; z/�
FC.z/ and ˛.F; z/� F�.z/.

(4) For each U 2 A and each component CM of the frontier of U in M, FC.z/

and F�.z/ are independent of the choice of z 2 CM .

Proof It suffices to verify items (1)–(4) for one component M of M at a time. Items
(2), (3) and (4) follow from the second, third and fifth items of Proposition 5.1 so it
suffices to prove (1).

If x 2W0 then there is a free disk D and n> 0 such that x; f n.x/ 2D . Choose lifts
zx 2 zD to H , let zC be a home domain for zx and let T be a covering translation such
that zf zC

n.x/ 2 T .D/. Thus T is an zf zC –near cycle for zx . Since zx and zf zC
n.zx/ are

both contained in zU , T preserves zU and so preserves zC . Lemma 13.8(2) implies that
x 2 U thereby proving that W0 � U . Lemma 14.5 therefore implies that W � U .

To prove the converse note that the !–limit set of any point in LU lies in U and hence
contains points that are not fixed by f . It follows that LU �W0 . If both a0 and a1

are nonzero then U D LU [ .U \ . yY0[
yY1//�W0 �W by item (4) of Lemma 15.18.

If both a0 and a1 are zero then LU is dense in U by item (3) of Lemma 15.18. Thus
U � intM clM . LU / �W since LU is a connected (item (2) of Lemma 15.18) subset
of W0 . For the remaining case we may assume that a0 D 0 and a1 ¤ 0. Then
U � intM clM . LU [ . yY1\U //�W because LU [ . yY1\U / is a connected subset of
W0 .

Theorem 1.4 Suppose F 2 Diff�.S2;P / has entropy zero, has infinite order and
at least three periodic points. Let f D F jM where MD S2 n Fix.F / and let A be
as in Theorem 1.2. For U 2 A, let fc W Uc ! Uc be the annular compactification of
f jU W U ! U . Then:

(1) The rotation number �fc
.x/ is defined and continuous at every x 2 Uc .

(2) If Fix.F / contains at least three points then �fc
is nonconstant.

(3) If C is a component of a level set of �fc
then C is F –invariant. If C does not

contain a component of @Uc then it is essential in U , meaning that Uc nC has
two components each containing a component of @Uc .

Proof For notational simplicity we write �.x/D �fc
.x/. Proposition 15.15 says that

�.x/ is defined for all x 2 Uc so to prove (1) we must verify continuity of � .
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Assume notation as in Definitions 15.17. Recall that ai is the rotation number of fc

on @iUc . By item (5) of Lemma 15.18, �.y/ D ai for all y 2 yYi . By construction,
there is a sequence of primes fqkg tending to infinity such that Nk D Vi.qk/[ yYi is a
nested sequence of fc –invariant neighborhoods of yYi whose frontiers have rotation
number p=qk with 0< p < qk . For sufficiently large k , p=qk ¤ a0 and we conclude
that yYi is a level set for �fc

. Also @iUc can be identified with @iVi.qk/c since Nk is
a neighborhood of Yi in both cl.U / and cl.Vi.qk//. It follows that ai 2 �.Vi.qk// for
all k . Proposition 15.15 implies that if r 2 �.Vi.qk// then r is in the rotation interval
for the induced action of f on Vi.qk/c . Since the length of this interval tends to zero
as k!1 (Corollary 15.6), the same is true for the length of �.Vi.qk//. This proves
continuity of � at points of Yi .

The level sets C.x/ for x 2 LU are defined similarly. We specify QDQ.x/ by a series
of largeness conditions. By Lemma 15.11(3) and the assumption that x 2 LU , we may
assume that x 62 V0.q/[ V1.q/ for q � Q. In particular, !.x/ � U . We may also
assume that �.x/¤ p=q for q �Q and 0 < p < q . Lemma 15.5 therefore implies
that x is contained in some V .q;x/ 2A.q/ which is essential by Lemma 15.7. Since
x 62 V0.q/[V1.q/, we have cl.V .q;x//� U .

Define
C.x/D

\
q>Q

cl.V .q;x//;

where the intersection is over all primes >Q.

Given q let ı be the minimum value of jp=q��.x/j for 0< p < q . If q0 > 1=ı then
�.V .q0;x// does not contain p=q for 0< p < q and so does not contain any points
in the frontier of V .q;x/. It follows that cl.V .q0;x// � V .q;x/. We may therefore
choose a sequence of primes fqj g tending to infinity such that

C.x/D
\
qj

cl.V .qj ;x// and cl.V .qjC1;x//� V .qj ;x/

for all j . This proves that C.x/ is nonempty and does not depend on the choice of Q

in its definition and so is well-defined.

Item (1) follows from the fact that j�.V .q;x//j � 1=q .

If y 62C.x/ then there exists q >Q such that y 62 cl.V .q;x//. The frontier of V .q;x/

separates C.x/ and y and q may be chosen so that this frontier consists of points whose
rotation number is not equal to �.x/ so y is not in the same connected component as
x of the level set of � . It follows that C.x/ is a connected component of this level set.
Since it is clear from the construction that C.x/ is F –invariant and essential, we have
proved (3).
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If Fix.F / contains at least three points then U has at least one nonsingular end. It
then follows from Lemma 14.2 that �.U / is nontrivial so �fc

is nonconstant. This
verifies (2) and completes the proof.

16 Proof of Theorem 1.5

The proof of Theorem 1.5 is given at the end of this section following the statement
and proofs of some preliminary lemmas. Recall that AV D int.A/ and that if H 2

Diff�.A;P 0/ then the homeomorphism F W S2! S2 obtained from H by collapsing
each component of @A to a point satisfies F 2Diff�.S2;P /. As throughout the paper,
MD S2 nFix.F / and f DF jM . We identify M with An .Fix.H /[@A/ and H jM
with f .

Theorem 1.5 For each H 2 Diff�.A;P 0/ with entropy zero, the rotation number
�H .x/ is defined and continuous at each x 2A.

We assume without loss that H , and hence F , has infinite order.

Lemma 16.1 Suppose that H 2 Diff�.A;P 0/ has entropy zero and that Fix.H /

contains at least one point in AV. Let A be as in Theorem 1.4 applied to the element
F 2 Diff�.S2;P / corresponding to H .

(1) If U 2A is essential in A then �H .x/D �fc
.x/ for all x 2 U . If a component

@0A of @A is a frontier component of U , then �H is defined and continuous on
a neighborhood of @0A.

(2) If U 2A is inessential in A then �H .x/D 0 for all x 2 U .

Proof We first consider the case that U 2 A is essential. Theorem 1.4(2) and
Theorem 2.3 imply that the image of �fc

is a nontrivial interval. Suppose that B

is a component of a level set of �fc
. If B is disjoint from @Uc , then B is H –invariant

and essential by Theorem 1.4(3). Since any such B is contained in a closed annulus
in U that is essential in both U and A, Lemma 2.11 implies that �fc

jB D �H jB . It
therefore suffices to prove the lemma for B containing a component of @Uc .

Since U is essential, B corresponds to a singular end of U if and only if it corresponds
to an end of AV determined by a component, say @0A, of @A. In this case, Lemma 13.12
(3) implies that U [ @0A is a neighborhood of @0A in A. Since �fc

is not constant
there is a core curve in U which separates B from the end of U which does not
correspond to B . Let N be this curve together with the component of its complement
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in U which contains the end corresponding to B . Note that N is a neighborhood of
an end of U and also a neighborhood of an end of AV. The compactification of this
end can be done in N , so it is the same in Uc and in A. Hence @0A can be thought
of as a component of @Uc and B can be thought of as a subset of A. Since N [ @0A

is a closed annulus in Uc containing B which is disjoint from the other component of
@Uc , Lemma 2.11 implies that �H jB D �fc

jB . Since �fc
is continuous, �H is defined

and continuous on a neighborhood of @0A.

We may therefore assume that B corresponds to a nonsingular end of U . Let XA be
the component of the frontier of U in A determined by this nonsingular end and let
BA DXA[ .B \U /. In other words, BA �A is obtained from B � Uc by replacing
a component of the frontier of U in Uc with a component of the frontier of U in A.
Lemma 13.12(4) implies that �fc

jB D 0 so it suffices to show that �H jBA
D 0. For

reference below, we note that the remainder of the proof of (1) makes no use of the
fact that U is essential.

Let zUA �
zA be the lift of U to the universal (cyclic) cover zA of A and let zXA be the

component of the frontier of zUA in zA that projects to XA . Denote the full preimage of
Fix.H / by eFix.H /. We claim that there is a lift zH W zA! zA that fixes each point in
zXA\

eFix.H /. Up to isotopy rel Fix.H /, H is isotopic to a composition of Dehn twists
along a finite set † of disjoint simple closed curves in A nFix.H /. (See Section 4.)
To prove the claim, it suffices to show that no two points in Fix.H /\XA are separated
from each other by an element � of †.

Let M be the component of AVn Fix.H / that contains U . If M is an annulus then
M D U and XA � Fix.H /[ @A. In this case, XA \† D ∅ so the claim is clear.
We may therefore assume that M has at least three ends. Equip M with a complete
hyperbolic metric in which all isolated punctures are cusps, in which the core curve �
of U is a geodesic and in which the elements of † are disjoint simple closed geodesics
that have no transverse intersections with � . If � is not an element of †, let C be the
component of M n† that contains � . Corollary 9.9(1) implies that U is contained in
a bounded (as measured in the hyperbolic metric) neighborhood of C . In particular,
all points in the intersection of Fix.H / with the closure of U in A are contained in
the component of A n† that contains C . Since any two such points can be connected
by an arc in An†, the claim is proved. If � is an element of †, let C1 and C2 be the
components of M n† on either side of � . Corollary 9.9(2) implies that U is contained
in a bounded (as measured in the hyperbolic metric) neighborhood of C1[C2 . Since
XA is disjoint from � , we may assume that XA is contained in the closure of C1 and
the proof of the claim concludes as in the previous case.

Identify zA with R � Œ0; 1� and let p1W R � Œ0; 1� ! R be projection onto the first
coordinate. Let zBA be the preimage of BA and choose zy 2 zBA . For ı > 0, we say that
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k is ı–good if p1. zH
k.zy//�p1.zy/ < kı . We complete the proof of (1) by choosing

� > 0 arbitrarily and showing that all sufficiently large k are �–good.

Lemma 13.8(3) implies that for any neighborhood W of Fix.H / there exists a positive
integer M so that for all x 2XA , we have H k.x/ 2W for all but at most M values
of k . We may therefore choose K1 so that

p1. zH
K1.zx//�p1.zx/ <K1�=2

for all zx 2 zXA and hence for all zx in a neighborhood zV of zXA . Note that this
inequality can be concatenated. Thus, if zH jK1.zx/ 2 zV for all 0 � j � J then
p1. zH

JK1.zx//�p1.zx/ < JK1�=2. In particular, if the forward orbit of zy is eventually
contained in zV then all sufficiently large k are � good. We may therefore assume that
there exists arbitrarily large k with zH k.zy/ 62 zV .

There is a compact essential subannulus of U whose lift to zA contains zBA\ . zA n zV /.
We may therefore assume that p1 and the projection p0

1
W zUC !R used to define �fc

agree on zBA\ . zA n zV /. Since �fc
jB D 0, we may assume after reducing the size of

zV if necessary, that there exists K2 so that k is �=2–good whenever k � K2 and
zH k.zy/ 62 zV .

Given arbitrary k > K2 , let k 0 be the largest value between k and K2 such that
zH k.zy/ 62 zV and let m be the largest integer such that l WD K2CmK1 < k . Then

k 0CmK1 is �=2–good, and k � l is bounded by K1 . It follows that k is �–good for
all sufficiently large k . This completes the proof of (1)

If U is inessential then the union of U with one of the components of A nU is an
open H –invariant disk. If B is a level set of �fc

that does not contain a component of
@Uc then B is contained in an H –invariant open disk whose closure does not separate
the boundary components of A. It follows that the complete lift of this disk to zA has
bounded components and hence all points in the disk have 0 rotation number. The
lemma therefore holds for all such B and for the component of the frontier of U in A

that is contained in the H –invariant disk. We are therefore reduced to considering the
level set B corresponding to the other, necessarily nonsingular, end of U . The proof
given above applies without change.

Lemma 16.2 Suppose that H 2 Diff�.A;P 0/ has entropy zero and that Fix.H /

contains at least one point in AV. Let A be as in Theorem 1.4 applied to the element
F 2Diff�.S2;P / corresponding to H . If @0A is a component of @A and �H j@0A¤ 0

then @0A is a frontier component of some essential U 2A.

Proof Since Fix.H / \ @0A D ∅, there is a component M of M that contains a
deleted neighborhood V of @0A. If M is an annulus, then it is an element of A and
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we are done. We may therefore assume that M has at least three ends. Choose a
component zV of the full preimage of V in the universal cover of M , let T be the
parabolic covering translation that preserves zV and let P 2 S1 be the unique fixed
point of T . After shrinking V if necessary, we may assume that V is covered by
a finite collection of free disks, say k free disks. If x 2 V is sufficiently close to
@0A then f j .x/ 2 V for all 0 � j � k and so there exists 0 � j1 � j2 � k such
that f j1.x/ and f j2.x/ belong to the same free disk. It follows that some iterate
of T is a near cycle for all points in zV that are sufficiently close to P . The domain
containing P in its closure is a home domain for all such points by Corollary 9.9
and is obviously T –invariant. Lemma 12.1 therefore implies that T is the covering
translation associated to some zU 2 zA and Lemma 13.12(3) implies that U contains a
deleted neighborhood of @0A.

Lemma 16.3 Suppose that H W A! A is a homeomorphism of the closed annulus
and that U1;U2; : : : is an infinite sequence of disjoint invariant open essential annuli
in A. Let Hi W U

c
i ! U c

i be the annular compactification (see Notation 2.7) of H jUi

and let Li be the length of the forward translation interval (see Definition 2.1) of some
(any) lift of Hi . Then Li! 0:

Proof If the lemma fails then, after passing to a subsequence, there exists � > 0 such
that Li >� for all i . After replacing H with an iterate, we may assume that Li > 2 for
all i . Since each Ui contains points with rotation number 1

2
, we may choose yi 2 Ui

such that H.yi/ is antipodal to yi in the S1� Œ0; 1� structure of A. After passing to a
further subsequence we may assume that yi! x for some nonfixed x 2A and that
UiC1 separates Ui from x for all i . Choose a free disc neighborhood of x and an
arc � in this free disk that begins at x and ends at a point in some fr.Ui0

/. For all
i > i0 , there is a subarc �i with interior in Ui and with endpoints on both components
of fr.Ui/. Transporting this to Hi W U

c
i ! U c

i , there is an arc �i with interior in Ui ,
with endpoints on distinct components of @U c

i and satisfying H.�i/\ �i D∅.

We fix such an i and drop the i subscript from the notation, renaming Hi W U
c
i ! U c

i

by hW A!A and the arc �i by � . Identify zA with R�Œ0; 1� and let p1W R�Œ0; 1�!R
be projection onto the first coordinate. Let T be the covering translation T .r; s/ D

.r C 1; s/, let z� be a lift of � and let zh be the lift of H such that zH .z�/ is contained
in the interior of the region bounded by z� and T .z�/. Then zH 2.z�/ is contained in
the interior of the region bounded by zh.z�/ and zh.T .z�// D T .zh.z�// and so is also
contained in the interior of the region bounded by z� and T 2.z�/. Continuing in this
manner we conclude that zhk.z�/ is contained in the interior of the region bounded by z�
and T k.z�/, which implies that forward translation interval for zh has length at most
one. This contradiction completes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5 Let F 2 Diff�.S2;P / be the element F 2 Diff�.S2;P /

corresponding to H . If H jAV has no interior periodic points then every point in A has
the same irrational rotation number by Theorem 2.3. We may therefore assume that F

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. Let A be the set of annuli produced
by those theorems, let U D

S
U2A U , let Ue be the union of all essential elements of

A and let U 0e be the union of Ue with any components of @A for which �F is nonzero.
After replacing H with an iterate, we may assume that H has at least one interior
fixed point. Lemma 16.2 implies that U 0e is an open subset of A.

Each x 2A nU 0e satisfies one of the following:
� x is contained in a components of @A with zero rotation number.
� x 2 Fix.H /.
� x 2AVnU .
� x is contained in an inessential element of A.

In all of these cases �H .x/ D 0. This is obvious for the first two and follows from
Theorem 1.2(3) for the third and Lemma 16.1(2) for the fourth.

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.5, it suffices to show that �H is defined and
continuous on the closure of U 0e . By Theorem 1.4(1), �H is defined and continuous
on Ue . It is obvious that �H is defined on @A. Lemma 16.1(1) implies that �H is
continuous at points in a component of @A with nonzero rotation number. It remains
only to show that if xi!x where xi 2Ue and x 2 fr.Ue/ does not belong to a boundary
component with nonzero rotation number, then �H .xi/! 0. By Lemma 16.3 we may
assume that the xi belong to a single essential U 2A. Since �H .xi/D �fc

.xi/ and
�fc

is continuous, it suffices to show that �fc
j@0Uc

D 0 where @0Uc is the component
of @Uc to which the xi converge. This follows from Lemma 13.12(4) if x is not
contained in @A and is obvious if x 2 @A because we have excluded components of
@A with nonzero rotation number.

17 The proof of Theorem 1.7

Recall that a group G is called indicable if there is a nontrivial homomorphism
�W G! Z. We say G is virtually indicable if it has a finite index subgroup which is
indicable.

Proposition 17.1 Suppose that S is a surface and F W S!S is C 1C� and has positive
topological entropy. Then every finitely generated infinite subgroup H of the centralizer
Z.F /of F is virtually indicable and has a finite index subgroup that has a global fixed
point.
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Proof A result of Katok [20] asserts that Fq has a hyperbolic saddle fixed point p

for some q � 1. The orbit of p under H consists of hyperbolic fixed points of Fq at
which the derivative of DFq has the same eigenvalues as DF

q
p . If the H orbit of p

were infinite, continuity of the derivative would imply that at any limit point of this
orbit DFq would have the same eigenvalues and in particular would be hyperbolic.
But this is impossible since hyperbolic fixed points are isolated. We conclude the orbit
of p under H is finite and hence that the subgroup H0 of H that fixes p has finite
index.

After passing to a further finite index subgroup we may assume that Dhp has positive
eigenvalues and the same eigenspaces as DFp for each h 2H0 . For each eigenspace
the function which assigns to h the log of the eigenvalue of Dhp on that eigenspace
is a homomorphism from H0 to R. If this is nontrivial we are done. Otherwise both
eigenvalues are 1 for each Dhp . Hence in the appropriate basis

Dhp D

�
1 rh

0 1

�
for some rh 2R. The function h 7! rh defines a homomorphism from H0 to R, so we
are done unless rh D 0 for all h 2H0 . But in this latter case Dhp D I for all h 2H0

so we may apply the Thurston stability theorem ([27]; see also [10, Theorem 3.4]) to
conclude there is a nontrivial homomorphism from H0 to R.

Examples 17.2 Let S D S2 be the unit sphere in R3 . Let F W S! S be a diffeomor-
phism whose restriction to each of the level sets z D c is a rotation of that circle and
with the property that F D id for all points .x;y; z/ with jzj � 3

4
. We assume that F

is not the identity on the equator z D 0. Let gW S ! S be a rotation about the z–axis
by an angle which is an irrational multiple of � . Let hW S ! S be a diffeomorphism
supported in the interior of the disks jzj> 3

4
with the property that h preserves area and

the h–orbits of .0; 0; 1/ and .0; 0;�1/ are infinite. Let G be the group of all rotations
about the z–axis through angles which are rational multiples of � .

(1) The group H generated by g and h lies in the centralizer Z.F / of F but has
no finite index subgroup with a global fixed point.

(2) The group G is a subgroup of Z.g/. Every element of G has finite order so
there are no nontrivial homomorphisms from any subgroup of G to R and hence
G is not virtually indicable.

The first example above shows that we cannot generalize Proposition 17.1 to the cen-
tralizer of a diffeomorphism F with zero entropy, even in the group of area preserving
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diffeomorphisms. The second example shows the necessity of the hypothesis of finitely
generated in the following.

Theorem 1.7 If F 2 Diff�.S2/ has infinite order then each finitely generated infinite
subgroup H of Z.F / is virtually indicable.

Proof The case that F has positive entropy is covered by Proposition 17.1 so we need
only consider the case when F has entropy zero. We assume that every finite index
subgroup of H admits only the trivial homomorphism to R and show this leads to a
contradiction.

Assuming for now that Per.F / contains at least three points, we may apply Theorem 1.2
to F and its iterates obtaining the families A.q/ of Fq –invariant annuli guaranteed by
that theorem. Since there is no loss in replacing F by an iterate, we may assume that
F has at least three fixed points. Choose once and for all an element U 2ADA.1/.
Item (2) of Theorem 1.4 implies that fc W Uc ! Uc has a nontrivial rotation interval
so by Theorem 2.3 we may choose x 2 U such that �fc

.x/D � is irrational and not
equal to the rotation number of either component of @Uc .

By Corollary 13.5, each h 2 H permutes the elements of A. In particular, for any
h 2H the open annuli U and h.U / must be disjoint or equal. Since elements of H

preserve area the H orbit of the open set U must be finite. We let H 0 be the finite
index subgroup of H which leaves U invariant.

Let C.x/ be the component of the level set of �fc
that contains x . Since h 2 H 0

preserves level sets of �fc
, h.C.x// is either equal to or disjoint from C.x/. By

Theorem 1.4 (3), C.x/ is essential in U . Since h preserves area, it cannot move C.x/

off of itself and we conclude that C.x/ is h–invariant.

Choose a sequence of primes fqng tending to infinity. By Corollary 15.8, for n

sufficiently large, x 2 Vn for some essential Vn 2 A.qn/. Lemma 15.5 implies that
C.x/ is disjoint from the frontier of Vn and hence contained in Vn . Since h preserves
C.x/ and permutes the elements of A.qn/, it follows that Vn is h–invariant.

Choose one component, V Cn , of the complement of C.x/ in Vn in such a way that
V C

nC1
�V Cn , ie always choose the component on the same side of C.x/. Let xAn denote

V Cn with its ends compactified by the prime end compactification. Let @CA denote the
circle of prime ends added to the end corresponding to C.x/. The natural identification
of these circles for different n is reflected in the notation which is independent of n.
Let An D V Cn [ @

CA, ie V Cn with only one end (the one corresponding to C.x/)
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compactified. Then AnC1 �An and\
n>0

An D @
CA:

Let xf W xAn!
xAn and xhW xAn!

xAn denote the natural extensions of F and h 2H 0 to
xAn .

The rotation number �. xf j@CA/ of the restriction of xf to @CA must be �. This is
because if it were not and p=q is between �. xf j@CA/ and � then by Theorem 2.3
applied to xAn there would be periodic points in the interior of xAn � Vn with rotation
number p=q for all n, a contradiction.

For each n there is a homomorphism �nW H
0! S1 DR=Z given by h 7! ��.hj xAn

/

where ��.hj xAn
/ denotes the mean rotation number of h on the annulus xAn (see

Definition 2.5). Let H 00 denote the subgroup of H 0 which is the kernel of the canonical
homomorphism from H 0 to its abelianization. Then ��.hj xAn

/ D 0 for all h 2 H 00 .
Also the abelianization of H 0 must be finite since this is one of the equivalent conditions
for H 0 not to be indicable. Therefore H 00 has finite index in H 0 (and hence in H ).

Since ��.xhj xAn
/D 0 for each n and each h 2H 00 we conclude from Proposition 2.6

that each xh has a fixed point xn in the interior of xAn , ie in ACn , for all n. Let B be
the closed disk which is the union of @CA and the component of the complement of
C.x/ in S2 which contains V Cn . Then clB.V Cn / contains a fixed point xn of xh.

Taking the limit of a subsequence we note that for each h 2H 00 there is a fixed point
of xh in @CA. But the rotation number of xf on @CA is irrational so xf has a unique
invariant minimal set which is the omega limit set !.x; xf / for each x 2 @CA. Since
xf preserves Fix.xh/ we conclude this minimal set is in Fix.xh/. Since the minimal set

depends only on xf and not xh we conclude that the this minimal set is in Fix.xh/ for
every h 2H 00 .

We have found a prime end (in fact infinitely many ) in @CA which is fixed by xh for
every h2H 00 . It follows from Corollary 2.9 that there is a point of Fix.H 00/ in cl.V Cn /
for each n. Taking the limit of a subsequence again we find a point of Fix.H 00/ which
lies in

T
n cl.V Cn /D C.x/.

Choosing an infinite collection f�ig of distinct irrationals in the rotation interval of
F jU and repeating the construction we obtain an infinite collection of global fixed
points for H 00 with distinct rotation numbers for F jU . They must possess a limit point
in Fix.H 00/.

[13, Proposition 3.1] asserts that if there is an accumulation point of Fix.H 00/ then
there is a homomorphism from H 00 to R. So H 00 is indicable.
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We are left with addressing the special case that Per.F / contains only two points.
Since F cannot have an empty fixed point set we conclude Per.F /D Fix.F / and this
set contains two points. If H D Z.F / is the centralizer of F then it has an index
two subgroup H 0 which fixes both points and hence the annulus U D S2 n Per.F / is
invariant under H 0 with each element isotopic to the identity. Let f D F jU . Then
�f .U / consists of a single point, by Theorem 2.3. By Proposition 2.4 (applied to
iterates of f ) it cannot consist of a single rational in R=Z. We conclude that �f .U /
contains a single irrational number �.

Blowing up the two fixed points of F we obtain the annular compactification homeomor-
phism fc W Uc! Uc . The restriction to the boundary component corresponding to the
fixed point x is conjugate to the projectivization of DFx . It must have rotation number
� since otherwise there would be additional periodic points in U by Theorem 2.3.

This map on the boundary circle is the projectivization of an element of SL.2;R/, ie a
fractional linear transformation. Since its rotation number is irrational it is an irrational
rotation in appropriately chosen coordinates. It follows that the restrictions of blow-ups
of elements of H 0 to this circle are rotations, since the centralizer of an irrational
rotation consists of rotations. Therefore this group of restrictions is abelian. It is finitely
generated because it is the image under a homomorphism of a finitely generated group.
Since it admits no nontrivial homomorphisms to R and is finitely generated it must be
finite. We conclude there is a finite index subgroup H 00 of H 0 whose restrictions to
the boundary circle are all the identity. In other words, the projectivization of Dhx is
the identity for all h 2H 00 . Since there are no nontrivial homomorphisms from H 00 to
R, det.Dhx/D 1. The Thurston stability theorem [27] therefore produces a nontrivial
homomorphisms from H 00 to R and we have arrived at the desired contradiction.

We now provide the proof of Corollary 1.8.

Corollary 1.8 If †g is the closed orientable surface of genus g � 2 then at least one
of the following holds:

(1) No finite index subgroup of MCG.†g/ acts faithfully on S2 by area preserving
diffeomorphisms.

(2) For all 1 � k � g � 1, there is an indicable finite index subgroup � of the
bounded mapping class group MCG.Sk ; @Sk/ where Sk is the surface with
genus k and connected nonempty boundary.

Proof We assume that (1) fails, ie that there is a finite index subgroup G of MCG.†g/

which acts faithfully on S2 by area preserving diffeomorphisms, and show that this
implies (2).
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Suppose 1� k � g� 1 and S is the compact surface with genus k and a connected
nonempty boundary, @S . We assume S is embedded in †g with @S a separating
closed curve and let S 0 be the closure of the complement of S , a surface with genus
g�k and boundary @S . There is a natural embedding of MCG.S; @S/ into MCG.†g/

obtained by extending a representative of an element of MCG.S; @S/ to all of †g

by letting it be the identity on the complement of S . Similarly there is a natural
embedding of MCG.S 0; @S 0/ into MCG.†g/. If �0 and � 0

0
are the images of these

two embeddings it is clear that every element of �0 commutes with every element of
� 0

0
since they have representatives in Diff.†g/ which commute.

We let �1 D �0\G and � 0
1
D � 0

0
\G . Since � 0

1
has finite index in MCG.S 0; @S/ it

contains an element  of infinite order. Suppose �W G! Diff�.S2/ is the injective
homomorphism defining the action of G . Let F D �. /. Then �.�1/ is in the
centralizer Z.F /. According to Theorem 1.7, �1 is virtually indicable. Therefore
there is an indicable � of finite index in �1 .
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